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REGENTS HONOR 3
'u' PROFESSORS

(FOR RELEASE AT 11 A.M. THURSDAY, OCT. 2)

Three University of Minnesota professors today were given the University's

highest honor for faculty members.

John Berryman, professor of humanities, Dr. Robert Good, professor of

pediatrics and microbiology, and Leonid Hurwicz, professor of economics, were

awarded the title of Regents' Professor at the University's opening convocation in

Northrop auditorium.

The professors were invested with medallions by members of the Board of Regents

and presented with citations by President Malcolm Moos. Each award includes a

$5,000 annual gift for as long as the professor remains on the University faculty.

The Regents' Professorship was created in 1965 and is given to the University's

most distinguished professors. n
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
John Berryman, 54, Regents' Professor of Humanities
Born in McAlster, Okla.; B.A. from Columbia University; M.A. from University of
Cambridge, England.Joi~ed University of Minnesota faculty in 1954.
Published works:

"His -Toy, His Dream•. l:iF:. Rest." Nationa+ Book .Award, 1968, and Bol1ingen prize
for poetry, 1968
"77 Dream Songs. !I Pulitzer Prize, 1965
"Be,rrYnlan ',s Sonnets, 11 HcKnigh t larize iIi 'Lieerature ' ' .
"Short Poems"
"Homage to Uistress Bradstreet"
"Critical :Biography of Stephen Crane",·
"The DisPQssessed"
"Poems" .'. .'
"20 Poems" : ,
Hundreds of articles, including studies of Shakespeare

Awards include:
Guggenheim Fellowship, 1966-67
Partisan. Review-Rockefeller Fellowship in poetry, 1957
National Institute of Arts and Letters Loines Award for Poetry, 1964
Academy of American Poets Fellowship, 1966
National Endowment for the Arts Grant, 1967
Brandeis University Poetry Award

(MORE)
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Robert A. Good, 47, Regents' Professor of Pediatrics and Microbiology

Born in Crosby, Minn. B.A., M.B., M.D. and PhD. from University of Minnesota.
Joined.the University medical staff in 1947, after receiving his PhD. 1n(anatomy.
Recognized for his contribution to transplant surgery through researCh in immuno
biology (study of the body's defense mechanisms).

Awards include:
President of the American Society for Clinical Investigation, 1967-68
Robert A. Cooke gold medal for outstanding contributions to immunology, 1968
Clemons Van Pirquet medal for outstanding contributions to alle~y, 1968
President's Medal from University of Padua, Italy, for outstanding contributions
to immunopathology, 1968
First annual Squibb Award for Excellent AChievements presented by the Infectious
Disease Society of America.
Honorary Doctor of Medicine Degree, University of Uppsala, 1966
Rectors Medal, University of Helsinki, "Outstanding Contributions to Medicine
and Microbiology, 1963-64"
E. Mead Johnson First Award for "Outstanding Research Contributions to
Pediatrics," 1955 •

.~ eonid Hurwicz, 52, Regents' Professor of Economics

1'orn in Moscow of Polish parents. Received basic secondary and university
education in Poland; law degree from the University of Warsaw; postgraduate studies
It the London School of Economics, the Postgraduate Institute of International
Jtudies in Geneva and the University of Chicago.

~n 1944 became a naturalized citizen of the United S~ates. Joined the University
)f Minnesota faculty in 1951 and served as Chairman of statistics department for
:wo years. In 1955-56 was a fellow at the Center for Advanced Studies in the
Jehavioral Sciences; 1958-59, visiting professor at Stanford University; 1965-66,
~u1bright lecturer in Bangalore, India; presently (1969-70) Frank W. Taussing
lesearch Professor of Economics at Harvard University.

r:s specialist in the "games" theory, a system of analyzing a problem by taking
nto account relative strengths and weaknesses, past performances and other factors.

'resident of the Econometric Society, an international society devoted to
Gonometrics and mathematical economics; board of editors of International Economic
eview and Journal of Economic Theory; has served as consultant to numerous U.S.
overnment agencies, research organizations and business firms.

reviously named Regents' Professors are:

~al R. Amundson, chemical engineering; Ralph E. Comstock, genetics; Ernst R. G.

~kert, meChanical engineering; Herbert Feigl, philosophy; Walter Heller,

:onomics; E. Adamson Hoebel, anthropology; Paul E. Meehl, psychology; Alfred

C. Nier, physics; James B. Serrin, Jr., mathematics; Wesley W. Spink, medicine;

.len Tate, English; Maurice B. VissCher, physiology; Owen H. Wangensteen,

,rgery; and Cecil J. Watson, medicine.
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A bi-weekly column from the
University of Minnesota News Service.
October 1, 1969

(FOR USE WEEK OF OCTOBER 6)

HUNTERS ASKED TO AID 'u' BEAR STUDY IN LAKE COUNTY

by Bill Hafling
University Science Writer

Hunters planning to go to the Lake County area of Minnesota this fall are asked to

be on the lookout for black bears.

Researchers at the University of Minnesota would greatly appreciate reports of any

bear killed in that area from now till spring.

Seventy-one bears---34 males and 37 females---have been marked with metal ear tags

containing an identity number. If a hunter kills a tagged bear he should call collect

as soon as possible to Lynn Rogers, University researcher, at 373-7772 or 373-5643; or

to his home, 824-1218. Rogers is particularly interested in the sex of the bear and

the date and location of the kill.

If an untagged bear is killed in Lake County, hunters are asked to send their name

and address, place and date of kill, and the bear's sex to the Bell Museum at the Uni-

versity, Minneapolis 55455.

Ten of the tagged bears have been equipped with radio transmitters, placed in the

hope of tracking them to their hibernation dens.

"We hope that knowing the percentage of tagged bears in the kill, and the bears'

ilovements as obtained by radio tracking, will enable us to estimate the density of bears

~er square mile in northeastern Minnesota," Rogers said. He is working on a doctor of

?hilosophy degree under the direction of Professor Albert Erickson, one of the world's

leading experts on bears.

His study is being financed by the Twin Cities Big Game Club, a group of Minnea-

901is-St. Paul sportsmen interested in wildlife research and conservation.

Rogers said that signs of bear in an area include dug-out anthills and wasps"
nests, wild fruit trees torn down, and torn stumps. The bears are primarily vegetar
ians, living on grass until around July 1 each year, then eating wild fruits and berries
~s well as insects and food scraps found at dumps.
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'WHO CARES FOR ST. PAUL?'
'u' SERIES TO START OCT. 22

(FOR I~1EDIATE RELEASE)

"Who Cares for St. Pau1?"--for quality education, adequate housing for all

citizens, fair law enforcement, understanding and eliminating prejudice?

University of Minnesota faculty members who have particular knowledge on

these issues, and St. Paul-area residents who are concerned about them, will meet

in a series of University-sponsored discussions beginning Oct. 22.

Psychology, sociology, and law enforcement science are among the disciplines

represented by the faculty members who will speak at the Wednesday-evening meetings,

organized by the General Extension Division's department of evening and special

The disDLqsions will be held at the St. Paul Bureau of Health, which is

co-sponsoring the series, at 555 Cedar Ave. (There is a parking lot adjacent

to the building.) Sessions begin at 7:30 p.m. every Wednesday (except the night

before 'lh_.l,"qgivine) _~~!,_ough Dec. 10.

Registration fee 10 ~7 per person, or $10 for a married couple. Information

is available from the Department of EVQning and Special Classes, 57 Nicholson Hall,

University of Minnesota, ~linneapolis 55455; ~~lcphone 373-3195.

il

Associate Professor John Geier, University

Professor David Ward, chairman of the department of
studies.
Speaker to be announced.

Oct.

Oct.
Nov.

Nov.

Nov.

Dec.

Dec.

22--Neighborhood Communication.
communications expert.

29--The Nature of Prejudice. Norman Miller, professor of psychology.
5--Education and Urban Children. Professor William Gardner, chairman of

secondary education.
12--Housing in St. Paul. B. Warner Shippee, executive vice president of the

University Community Development Corporation.
19--Group Action and Urban Problems. Irving Tallman, associate professor

of sociology.
3--Law in St. Paul.

criminal justice
10--St. Paul, 1980.

-OOS-



UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA EVENTS

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

MEXICAN MUSIC, SPANISH LANGUAGE
TO BE AIRED SATURDAYS ON KUOM

UNIVERSIty OF MINNESOTA
NEWS SERVICE-20 JOHNSTON HALL
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55455
TELEPHONE: 373-5193
OCTOBER 1, 1969

Music from Mexico will be featUl'ed in a series starting Saturday (Oct. 4) on KUOM,

the University of Minnesota General Extension Division radio station.

Andrea Peterson, a graduate student in Spanish and a native of Uruguay, will· conduct

the programs entirely in Spanish.

The series was planned to give the flavor of a Latin or South American radio show,

to give students of the language a chance to heal' a rapid stream of good Spanish, and

to contribute to the understanding of this country's Spanish-speaking neighbors, ac-

cording to Marion Watson, KUOM program director.

Originally built around a special collection of Mexican music, the series will

probably be expanded to include music from other countries, and some interviews, Mrs.

Watson said.

Broadcasts will be at 10:30 on Saturday mornings for 13 weeks, beginning this week.

INDIAN STONE SCULPTURES
GIVEN TO 'u' GALLERY

Two Indian stone SCUlptures dating from the 11th century have been given to the

University Gallery of the University of Minnesota.

The works are the gift of Paul Manheim, New York investment banker and collecto1:'

of Indian art. They were included in the "Art of India" exhibit held in the University

Gallery last summer.

Both pieces, made of red sandstone, are figures of the Hindu god Shiva. They are

believed to have been made in Central India between the 11th and 13th centuries.

Manheim declined to estimate the value of the works.

"My purpose in presenting these pieces to the gallery is to encourage people to

become familiar with the enormously growing and alive field of Indian art," he said.

-UNS-
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ROBERT MOORE NAMED
ENGLISH DEPT. CHAIRMAN

(FOR IMMEDIATE. RELEASE)

Professor Robert Moore has been named chairman of the University

of Minnesota English department for 1969-70, Dean E.W. Ziebarth of the

College of Liberal Arts announced today.

He succeeds Professor John Clark, who resigned as department chair-

man June 30.

Moore has been a member of the University faculty since 1945. In

1958 he was cited for outstanding performance in educational television

by the Minneapolis Citizens Committee on Public Education. He is the

author of numerous articles and several books, including "Hogarth's

Literary Relationships," and "Henry Purcell and the Restoration Theatre. "

He received a bachelor's degree from Washington College in Chestertown,

Md., and his doctor of philosophy degree from Yale University.

-UNS-



Photo editors: The displays
can be photographed begin
ning at 3 p.m. Monday.

'U' ARCHITECTURE STUDENTS
TO PRESENT SPANISH EXHIBIT

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)
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For further information, contact:
PATRICIA JULIANI, 373-5193

The feel of a Spanish city--its people, its buildings, its unique

life cycle will be illustrated in an exhibit by some 30 University of

Minnesota architecture students, who spent last spring in Spain.

The exhibit begins Monday (Oct. 6) in the Architecture building court

and will run for a week, from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m.

University regents and administrative officials have been invited

to attend the opening at 4 p.m. Monday.

After a week in Barcelona, the students broke into groups of three

and concentrated on the study of one city. The groups covered 11 cities,

including Madrid, Cadi~, Avila, Vego, Segovia, and Granada. Each group

will present a display of photographs and sketches which show the inte-

gration of the people and geography with the architecture, and reflect

on the growth and future development of the studied cities.

The fourth-year architecture students received University credits in

design, art, and planning for their work. They worked under the super-

vision of John Meyer$, professor of architecture.

Last year, a group of architecture students studied transportation

and architecture in ~ome.

-UNS-
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FORMER PRESIDENTIAL ADVISER
TO SPEAK AT LABOR CONFERENCE

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Leon Keyser1ing, former adviser to President Harry S Truman and

a leading economist specializing in the field of housing, will be the

featured speaker at the annual Minnesota Labor and World Affairs

Conference.

The conference, to be held Oct. 29 through Nov. 1 in Hill City,

Minn., will focus this year on domestic problems of housing and health,

according to John Curtis, chairman of the Minnesota Trade Union Council

for Histadrut.

The council and the University of Minnesota's Labor Education

Service--an office of the Industrial Relations Center and the General

Extension Division--co-sponsor the conference.

Keyserling is a consulting economist and attorney in Washington,

D.C.

Detailed information on the conference is available from John

Curtis at the Hotel and Restaurant Employees Union Local 458 at

900 Hennepin ave., Minneapolis, 55403.

-UNS-
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LABOR 'BUDDY SYSTEM'
TO BE TOPIC OF 'u'
TELEVISION BROADCAST

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

A "buddy system" in operation in the Twin Cities-area labor move-

ment will be the subject of a University of Minnesota Television Hour

broadcast Wednesday (Oct. 8) at 9:45 p.m. on KTCA-TV, channel 2.

A buddy is a union member who volunteers to serve as a liaison

between a new worker and his foreman and co-workers during his probation-

ary period.

Amon g those who will appear on the program are Mrs. Tobey Lapakko,

trade union representative for the Minnesota department of employment

security; Elmer Childress of the Human Resources Development Institute

of the Minnesota AFL-CIO; and Ed McFarland, director of Organized Labor's

Employment Opportunity Program (OLEOP).

Michael Shanley, a member of the Communication Workers of America

employed by Northwestern Bell Telephone Company, and John Nolen, a new

employee at Northwestern Bell and the man for whom Shanley acted as buddy,

also will be guests.

-UNS-
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LIST OF UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA, MINNEAPOLIS AND ST. PAUL CANPUS
·PUBLIC EVENTS WEEK OF OCTOBER. 5 - 12

Sunday, Oct. 5 St. Paul Student Center Galleries: Slag sculpture (metals)
by Frank Oberg, display cases, through Oct. 31; and group show
from the Old Bergen Art Guild of Bayonne, N.J., second-floor
gallery, through Oct. 19. Hours: 9 a.m.-10 p.m. Mon.-Sat. and
noon to 10 p.m. Sun. Free.

Sunday, Oct. 5 -- "Faces of Israel," exhibit in the second-floor lounge of Coffman
Union, through Oct. 10. Free.

Monday, Oct. 6 University Gallery: Colored lithographs by Sam Francis, drawings
and paintings by Delor Erickson, and photography by Gary Hallman,
through Oct. 26, Northrop auditorium, 8:30 a.m.-4 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
Free.

Monday, Oct. 6 -- Coffman Gallery: Kansas Sculpture Show and lithographs, silk
screer..s and sculpture by Karen Uattison Belisle, through Oct. 31,
8 a.m.-8 p.m. Mon.-Sat. and noon to 8 p.m. Sun. Free.

Monday, Oct. 6 -- Encore Film Club showing of "Stagedoor Canteen" and selected
shorts, Bell Museum of Natural History auditorium, 7 p.m.
Admission.

Honday, Oct. 6 -- "Population Explosion," lecture by Edward Duckles, American
Field Service commissioner for Latin America, North Star Ballroom,
St. Paul Student Center, 8 p.m. Free.

Wednesday, Oct. 8 -- Encore Film Club showing of "Love Me Tonight" and "Paramount
on Parade," Bell Uuseum of Natural History auditorium, 7 p.m.
Admission.

Friday, Oct. 10 -- Symposium on "Nuclear Power and the Public," 9 a.m. to 5: 30 p.m~/

in Coffman Union main ballroom and 7:30 to 10:30 p.m. in Mayo
auditorium. Free.

Friday, Oct. 10 -- "The Whole," coffeehouse with local entertainers, Coffman Union,
8:30 p.~-l a.m. Admission 50 cents. Also Saturday.

Saturday, Oct. 11 Symposium on "Nuclear Power and the Public," 9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
in the Bell Museum of Natural History auditorium.

-UNS-
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MOOS TESTIFIES AGAINST
SECTION ON FotmDATIONS
IN TAX-REFORH BILL

(FOR RELEASE MONDAY, OCT. 6)

Malcolm Moos today suggested that certain provisions of a tax-reform bill being

considered by the U.S. Senate are too punitive toward legitimate foundations that

grant funds to colleges and universities.

In written testimony mailed last week to the Senate Finance Committee, headed

by Russell Long of Louisiana, the president of the University of Minnesota stated

firmly his conviction that "both reason and self-interest argue for major tax

reforms," but expressed his fear that the legislation as written would cut down on

much-needed foundation and private gift-giving to educational institutions.

To the extent that these laws bring a general reduction in private giving to

educational institutions, they "will increase the pressure on students and federal

and state treasuries for support of higher education," Moos wrote. "State govern-

ments are reaching the limits of their ability to finance public needs •••• The result

is that students in public institutions of higher education are being required to

provide an escalating share of the costs of that education."

After describing various ways in which foundations provide valuable assistance

to individual institutions, Hoos stated that "perhaps the most unprecedented and

undesirable aspect of the proposed legislation is the 7~ per cent tax on investment

income of the foundations. The effect •••would be a direct reduction in the amount

of funds available to universities through the foundations."

(MORE)
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"The Louis \\1'. and r-Iaud Hill Foundation in St. Paul is heavily involved in grants

to institutions of higher education••• and has provided information that indicates

that the 7~ per cent tax, exclusive of tax on capital gains, would diminish the

amounts available annually for grant purposes by at least $177,000. This relatively

small foundation supported efforts at the University of Minnesota amounting to more

than $600,000 during the fiscal year ending in 1969." Should the capital-gains in-

come be taxed in tIle Hill Foundation, the amount lost to grant-receiving institutions

would be about doubled, Moos wrote.

"It makes little sense to require taxes to be paid from funds which would have

supported cancer research and student assistance programs but not from those which

support the self-serving activities of trade associations and other lobbying

organizations," Moos said. He added that he found the sections of the bill that

would "muzzle groups making representations before Congress appalling. Such a

sweeping restriction would tend to stifle the very breath of a pluralistic society

and in my judgment ought to be eliminated."

In conclusion Moos wrote, "Tax legislation that affects the income of public

and private higher education should always be considered in the context of the im-

portant question of possible alternatives to the contribution made by foundations

to research, instruction, and management of American higher education. Greater

dependence on the federal government for financial and management support is the

only alternative I can visualize."

II
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

The bill before the Senate committee is H.R. 13270, Tax Reform Act of 1969.
President Moos was asked to comment on its provisions regarding private foundations
and higher education because of his many years in higher education and his
previous position with the Ford Foundation. This section of the bill is the
subject of hearings this week. The bill has been passed by the House of Repre
sentatives.
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Newsmen: For a schedule
of speakers, times and
places, call Bill
Hafling, 373-2126

NUCLEAR POWER CONFERENCE
AT UNIVERSITY TO PROVIDE
NEUTRAL FORUM

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)
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For further information contact:
BILL HAFLING, 373-2126

"A neutral forum for the presentation of sound and verifiable information and

the airing of issues" is the objective for a two-day symposium on "Nuclear Power

and the Public" to be held at the University of Hinnesota next week.

"We are bringing together recognized, competent scientists, working in various

fields of study relating to nuclear power, to elucidate the divisive points of view

on the pertinent issues in this controversy," Dr. Harry Foreman, chairman of the

planning committee for the symposium, said today.

"It is our hope that the academic atmosphere will promote unfettered dis-

cussion where proponents of diverse views can face each other in a calm, reasoned

manner appropriate to men who respect one another."

More than 700 people from around the United States are expected to attend the

symposium, which begins at 9 a.m. Friday, Oct. 10, and concludes at 5:30 p.m.

Saturday, Oct. 11.

All speakers for the conference were carefully chosen by the committee not

just for the diverse views they represent but for their proven competence in the

area in which they will speak, Dr. Foreman said.

The diversity of viewpoints on the conference committee itself reflects

the widespread interest in a discussion of nuclear power.

Committee chairman Foreman, who holds a dector of medicine degree, is

director of the University's Center for Population Studies, a function of which is

the coordination of research and studies in population, including family planning

and population growth. For many years, Dr. Foreman has been involved in research

and teaching on the biological effects of radiation.

(MORE)
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Other committee members are John Borchert, director of the University's

Urban Affairs Center, and a member of the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency;

Herbert Isbin, a member of the Federal Advisory Committee on Reactor Safety and

a professor of nuclear engineering at the University; Dean Abrahamson, president

of the Minnesota Committee for Environmental Information, a man active across

the United States in discussions of nuclear power; Lloyd Smith, professor of

fisheries and wildlife, a man long concerned with the ecological effects of water

pollution and an adviser to several governmental bodies on such matters; and

Donald Barber, an expert in radiological health and health physics in the School

of Public Health at the University.

"The selection of men of different outlooks for the committee was deliberate

in an attempt to have various legitimate points of view presented and to develop

a balanced program," Dr. Foreman said.

Following opening remarks by William G. Shepherd, University vice president

for academic administration, Governor Harold LeVander is scheduled to deliver a

welcoming address at 9 a.m. Friday in Coffman Union main ballroom.

-UNS-
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LOFQUIST TO BE NAMED U OF M
ASSISTANT VICE PRESIDENT

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Professor Lloyd H. Lofquist is expected to be named assistant vice president

for academic administration at the University of Minnesota when the Board of

Regents meets next on October 18.

Lofquist has been associate dean for the social sciences in the College of

Liberal Arts (CLA) for the last two years. He will begin his new position about

January 1, depending on how quickly CLA Dean E.W. Ziebarth can fill his post.

In the new position, under Vice President William G. Shepherd, Lofquist will

succeed Professor James Hogg, who was recently named secretary to the Board of

Regents and executive assistant to President ~1a1co1m Moos.

"Dean Lofquist is one of the most remarkable scholar-administrators I have

known, combining as he does the very best qualities of both," Dean Ziebarth

commented. "He will do a superb job in his new role."

Vice President Shepherd added that Lofquist "has served as an impressive

administrator at the departmental and college levels, and we are looking forward

to his contributions on a University-wide level."

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

Lloyd Lofguist, 52, a native of Minneapolis, holds bachelor's, master's and
doctor of philosophy degrees from the University of Minnesota. A
professor of psychology and industrial relations and an expert in
vocational rehabilitation, he joined the faculty in 1956 and served as
assistant chairman of the psychology department from 1960 to 1966.

He is co-author (with R.V. Dawis) of a new book, "Adjustment to Work,"
and of a 1960 book (with George England), "Problems in Counseling," and
is author of a 1957 book, "Vocational Counseling with the Physically·
Handicapped," as well as numerous articles.

He is active in the American Personnel and Guidance Association (received
its National Research Award in 1967), the American Rehabilitation
COunseling Association (past president) and the American Psychological
Association.

He will join Fred E. Lukermann, Jr., as assistant vice president under
Shepherd. Two years ago he succeeded Lukermann as etA associate dean.
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Dean A. Lund has been named to replace Orville Peterson as director of the

Nunicipal Reference Bureau at the Univel~sity of llinnesota and executive secretary

of the League of Hinnesot~ Hunicipalities, effective immediately.

vJillard L. Thollrpson, dean of the University's General Lxtension Division,

announced the appointment, which he made in consultation with a search committee

and the executive board of the league.

The University's Board of Regents is e~~ected to confirm the Municipal

Reference Bureau al~ointment at its Oct. 18 meeting. The director of the bureau

automatically assumes the post of executive secretary of the league.

Of liinnesota' s 853 municipalities, 706 belong to the league. The bureau,

a part of the General l~A"tensioi1 Division, serves as librarJr and consulting service

to the league.

Lund served as the first executive secreta~J to the league's Metropolitan

0ection (1966-69) and was appointed assistant director of the bureau and assistant

executive secretary to the league in 1963.

Peterson submitted his resignation last smmner, effective ill September. He

is teaching fulltim.e in the School of Public Affairs, where he has been teaching

on a part-tuae basis.

James Dalglish, president of the league ~1d a iaember of the search co~nittee,

said that the search for Peterson's successor included consideration of some 50

candidates, and that the appointment is of great importanee to "the league, the

University, and all the citizens of the state."

Dean Thor,Tpson said today, "Dean Lund' s creative work as executive secretary

of the Hetropolitan Section of the league during its formative years, and his
SUbsequent posts have prepared him superbly for his new position. (¥~RE)
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"He anticipate with great pleasure working uith Hr. Lund to continue the

f
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~

tradition of 56 years of partnership between the University and municipalities

throughout the state in furtherance of informed and efficient public service."

The liunicilJal Reference Bureau was the first unit of the General Extension

Division. Both uere established in 1913.

Orville Peterson, who joined the league staff in 1937 as attorney and became

its executive secretar:l in 1959, said, "I am delighted that a Iilan with Dean Lund's

many talents and broad experience has been ap...,ointed my successor.

"VIe can expect from him active leadership in undertaking new programs that

will increase the capacity of local government institutions to deal effectively

with the complex problems of mUnicipalities, large and small, throughout the state.

"I hope that in my own e:J...'"Panded role in the Universit~r's School of Public

Affairs, we can strengthen the long-standing partnersnip between the Ulliversity

and the league."

#

SU.?.'LEHENTAl"tY I l\lFORNATlOi,T :

Dean. Arthur Lund, 41:

-- holds a baChelor's degree in business administration and a mastor's degree
in public administration from the University of Hinnesota.
~erved for two and a half years as executive secret~ry to the league's
l'IetrolJolitan Section. During this time it develoi1ed into a highly effective
organizatioll through which mUllicipal officials express their views on major
metropolitan issues such as sewage and solid-waste disposal, taxes, mass
transit and government finance and structure.
in 1963 was a member of the advisory council appointed by the l'linnesota
attorney general to consider the feasibility of a la1.v enforcement traLdng
academy in l:i.nnesota.
prior to his "tJork with the league, was a manpOl.,rer utilization officer for
the Ford Foundation in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania, and taught a cC'<.l!'se in
public personnel administration at the University College there.
also has worked for the Uinnesota Highway Department, the Public Adminis
tration Service in Chicago, the U.S. Atomic EnergJr COl,Imission in lJashing
ton, D.C., and Aiken, S.C., and the U.S. Civil Service Cormussion, St. Paul.
lives with his l.vife and three daughters (ages 7, 6 and 3 years) at 92
Orlin ave. SE., Hinneapolis.

-UNS-
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For further information, contact:
BILL HAFLING, 373-2126

TEACHERS MIGHT FIND
'BEHAVIOR MANAGEMENT'
CONFERENCE USEFUL

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

How to accomplish anything each day with a classroom of normal kids is something

a lot of concerned teachers spend a lot of nights trying to figure out.

Complicating the teaching job is the fact that these "normal" kids have intelli-

;ence ranging from genius to retarded. A normal classroom may also contain some

emotionally disturbed children and those with a history of delinquency.

Powerful tools for analyzing behavior, improving instruction, and correcting be-

Qavior problems---not just in classroom settings, but in institutions for chronically

jisturbed patients---have been developed and successfully tested in recent years.

These methods will be presented in a conference on "Behavior Management" at the

'miversity of Minnesota Friday, Oct. 17, in Nolte Center for Continuing Education.

In addition to education, the conference will cover three other main areas in

which beha~ior-management ·techniques have proven effective: rehabilitati~n, mental

health and correction. A highlight of the mental-health portion will be a motion pic-

ture showing the progrees made with chronic psychotics and mentally retarded persons

Qnder the direction of Travis Thompson, University psychology professor.
#

SUPPLEMENTARY INFOIDffiTION

peak~~s for the conference, in addition to Travis Thompson, will be Psychology Pro
--fussor Jack Michael, Western Michigan University; Thomas Sturm, psychologist at

Lino Lakes Rehabilitation Center; and Educational Psychology Professor Wells
Hively, University of Minnesota •

.egistration can be made in advance by calling Program Director Gordon Amundson,
373-7839; or at 8 a.m. Oct. 17 in Nolte Center. Fee of $18 covers lunch, coffee
breaks, and instructional materials and outlines.

-UNS-
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For further information, contact:
NANCY PIRSIG, 373-5193

'u' POLICY OUTLINED
FOR 'MORATORIUM' DAY

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

University of Minnesota pOlicy on the nationwide Vietnam Moratorium scheduled

for Oct. 15 was the subject of a directive sent today to University provosts, deans,

directors and department heads by Academic Vice President William G. Shepherd. It

reads as follows:

"A group of students and faculty have called upon the University community to

join on Oct. 15 in an organized effort to demonstrate concern for the ending of the

United States involvement in Vietnam.

"This is one of the most important issues of our time, and dp~!'ves most thought-

ful examination by faculty and students. It is important that we also keep in mind

the commitment which we as a University and a schola~ly community have made to the

students who have enrolled.

"Each faculty has the responsibility to see that its instructional commitments

are fUlly met. Accordingly, an instructor should not absent himself from his class

without having made provision for either substitute or make-up instruction, which is

acceptable to the members of his class and within departmental and collegiate policy.

"We would thus clearly affirm that a student has freedom of choice with respect

to his right to learn. We urge therefore that colleges and departments make appro-

priate arrangements in a timely fashion for the management of University instructional

programs on Oct. 15."

-UNS-



UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA EVENTS

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

PRIZE-WINNING SWEDISH FILM
TO SHOW FREE SATURDAY;
DIRECTOR WILL ANSWER QUESTIONS

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
NEWS SERVICE-20 JOHNSTON HALL
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55455
TELEPHONE: 373-5193
OCTOBER 7, 1969

A noted Swedish film director will appear in Northrop auditorium

Saturday night (Oct. 11) following a free showing of his prize-winning

film, "Here Is Your Life."

He is Jan Treell, who is currently in the Twin Cities for the film-

ing of "Unto a Good Land," the second part of an epic sotry of Swedish

immigration to Minnesota.

He will be accompanied in his Northrop appearance by Eddie Axberg,

star of the earlier movie which won the "Best Film" award of the 1967

Berlin Film Festival.

The movie and the appearances are being arranged by the University

Film Society with the cooperation of the department of concerts and

lectures.

Troell has been described as Sweden's successor to Ingmar Bergman

but working in an epic tradition, similar to the old Russian filmmakers.

"Here Is Your Life" is based on an autobiographical novel by Ayvind

Johnson dealing with the coming of age of a young boy in Swedish working-

class society around World War I.

The Saturday showing will be at 7: 30 p.m. The movie is about 2 hours

and 15 minutes long. Troell and Axberg will then answer questions from

the audience.

-UNS-
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For further information, contact:
PATRICIA JULIANI, 373-5193

'U'TO CELEBRATE HOMECOMING WEEK

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

To cheers of "Give the Bucks a WARM-ath," Homecoming festivities at the Univer-

sity of Minnesota will get under way Monday (Oct. 13) with a Kick-Off Convocation at

noon in front of Northrop auditorium.

Walter Bowser, Gopher quarterback, will send a football flying over the crowd

signaling the start of Homecoming Week. The five queen finalists will be introduced

at the convocation.

Official coronation ceremonies will be at noon Wednesday, Oct. 15 on Coffman

Union Terrace. The queen will be crowned by an officer of the Alumni Association.

On Thursday, Oct. 16, friends and alumni of the University are invited to the

annual Homecoming Luncheon in the Hall of Flags at Holiday Inn Central in Minneapolis.

Gopher Captain Jim Carter, the new Homecoming Queen, and Miss Dee Drenth, the first

woman student to serve as Homecoming chairman, will be at the luncheon which begins at

11:30 a.m. Former University All-American and now a Twin Cities sportscaster, Paul

Giel, will be master of ceremonies.

A new feature of this year's Homecoming activities is Friday's (Oct. 17) Sing-

In at noon in front of Northrop auditorium. Organized by Frank Bencriscutto, director

of Lhe University Bands, it is hoped that all students, staff, and faculty on campus

will join in the singing of the Minnesota Rouser, "Minnesota March," QIld the Minnesota

alma mater. The University Marching Band, under Bencriscutto's direction, will lead

the singing. A pep fest precedes the sing-in.

Dances, a jazz concert and a coed football game fill out the week's activities

which climax with Saturday's football game between the Gophers and Ohio State.

#

(MORE)
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Newsmen: This schedule may be of some help in planning coverage of Homecoming Week

at the University of Minnesota. For further information call Patricia Juliani,

373-5193.

Monday, Oct. 13
Art exhibit on the Washington-avenue Bridge all day.

Kick-Off Convocation, noon, in front of Northrop auditorium. Gopher Quarterback
Walter Bowser will throw Homecoming football into the crowd. Five queen finalists
will be introduced.

Decoration of the Mall will follow convocation.

Fraternity and sorority houses will be decorated throughout the week.

Tuesday, Oct. 14
. Judo, karate, fencing demonstration, 2:15 p.m., Room 45 Nicholson hall.

Wednesday, Oct. 15
Coronation of Homecoming Queen, noon, Coffman Union Terrace.

Thursday, Oct. 16
Hini.l~so·i:a Contemporary Jazz Trio, 11 a.m., Coffman Union Terrace.

Alu~ni Association Homecoming Luncheon, 11:30 a.m., Hall of Flags, Holiday Inn
Cent:",.l, downtown Minneapolis.

P"P, Ie '-Puff football game between sorority girls and boy cheerleaders, noon, in
f~·~,~.. 'Jf Coffman Union.

Friday, C·-'.:. '17
---NoOii2np Fest and Sing-In, in front of NorthIlop auditorium.·

Saturday, act. 18
N5.;-"~'2:~.6ta-Ohio State football game, 1: 30 p.m., Memorial Stadium

(in case of rain, all events scheduled for the steps of Northrop auditorium will be
heJd in Coffman Union main ballroom.)

-UNS-
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For further information, contact:
JUDY VICK, 373-5193

HISTORY OF DISCOVERIES SOCIETY
TO }tEET IN HINNEAPOLIS THIS WEEK

(FOR IMl-tEDIATE RELEASE)

A world premiere showing of the skies as they appeared to the Portuguese

navigator Vasco da Gama in 1498 will be featured at the national meeting of the

Society for the History of Discoveries Friday and Saturday (Oct. 10 and 11) in

Minneapolis.

The public program at 9 p.m. Friday in the Minneapolis Public Library's

planetarium will be narrated by Francis Rogers, America's foremost scholar in the

field of Portuguese discoveries, professor of Portuguese language and literature at

Harvard University and president of the society.

About 50 scholars are expected to attend the two-day meeting hosted by the

,(

James Ford Bell Library of the University of Minnesota. All sessions are open to

the public.

The meeting will begin at 9 a.m.

Bell Library, which is located on the fourth

the University's West Bank.

Speakers at the Friday sessions at

University history professor and author

Figure of the Earth"; David B. Quinn, the

voyages and colonization in North America

in the James Ford

of the new Wilson library on,
\

sity will include Tom Jones,

ently published book, liThe

t English writer on English

rofessor of modern his~ory at the

University of Liverpool, England; Alexander 'lelamid, econ~mic geographer and professor
,J

at New York University; Vincent Ponko, Jr. ~ dean of humartities at California State

I
College, Bakersfield; and Norman J.W. Thr~wer, professo of geography at the Univer-

I
sity of California, Los Angeles.

(MORE)
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The Saturday-morning session begins at 10 a.m. in the ~linneapolis Public

Library. Lecturers will be Warren Cook, professor of anthropology and history at

Castleton State College, Vermont, and specialist in Andean history and Spanish

exploration in North America; Kenneth Nebenzah, Chicago antiquarian bookseller;

and Herman Friis, senior specialist in the National Archives and Records Service

in Washington, D.C.

John Parker, curator of the James Ford Bell Library, is secretary of the

society.

SUPPLF}~NTARY INFORMATION---_.-._-----

The Sc~iety for the History of Discoveries was formed in 1960 for the purpose of
s~b~u1ating interest in teaching, research and publishing in the history
of geographical exploration, and includes members from many academic dis
ciplines as well as laymen.

-OOS-
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For further information, contact:
ED HAISLET or WARREN HEADLEY, 373-2466

PAL~ GIEL TO MC 'u'
HOMECOMING PEPFEST LUNCHEON

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

University of Minnesota former All-American Paul Giel will be master of ceremonies

for the second annual M.innesota Homecoming Pepfest Luncheon to be held on Thursday,

Oct. 16, in the Hall of Flags, Holiday Inn Central, downtown Minneapolis.

Giel, a well-known Twin Cities sportscaster, will interview Coach Murray

Warmath and Football Captain Jim Carter at the head table. He will also introduce

the new Homecoming Queen (to be officially crowned at coronation ceremonies on

the campus Wednesday) as well as Homecoming Chairman Dee Drenth, plus Minnesota

football All-Americans and other alumni personalities.

Miss Drenth, a senior in the College of Liberal Arts from Lyle, Minn., is

the first woman student to serve as Homecoming chairman. The Pepfest Luncheon

is one of the principal activities during Homecoming Week, Oct. 10 through 18,

preceding Saturday's Homecoming football game between the Gophers and the Ohio

State Buckeyes.

All loyal University supporters are invited to come and enjoy this special

event sponsored by the Minnesota Alumni Association and open to the general public,

according to Warren Headley of the Minnesota Alumni Association. A social" period

will start at 11:30 a.m., the luncheon is at noon and the program will be completed

by 1:30 p.m. for people who have to get back to the office.

Tickets are $4 per person and are available through the Hinnesota Alumni

Office, 205 Coffman Union, University of Minnesota; telephone 373-2466. Arrange-

ments can be made for special tables with name cards for groups of 10 or more

where desired.

-m~s-
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For further information, contact:
BILL HAFtING, 373-2126

PARKING RAMP RESERVED
FOR MOON ROCK VIEWERS

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Parking could be a problem for people planning to view

the moon samples on display at the University of Minnesota

this weekend (Saturday and Sunday, Oct. 11-12).

In an attempt to make things easier for the viewing

public, Walter D. Johnson, parking facilities supervisor,

has reserved "Ramp A" at the comer of Washington avenue

and Union street for moon-sample viewers only. Other lota and

ramps will be open as well.

Moon samples will be on public display Saturday and

Sunday from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. at the Space Science Center on

Union street.

These samples amotmt to about an ounce and a half of

material brought to the University for detailed analysis

by researchers. Once research begins the samples will not

be available for Viewing, and when it is completed the moon

material will be returned to the National Aeronautics and

Space Administration (NASA).

-OOS-
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For further information, contact:
PAT JULIANI, 373-5193

'u' CONSOLIDATED FUND DRIVE
COLLECTING FOR STUDENT AID FUND

(FOR IMl1EDIATE RELEASE)

An inner-city Boy Scout troop, continued cancer research, guidance for an unwed

mother, a college education for a student with no money ••••

All of these are made possible in part by the funds collected through the Con-

solidated Fund Drive at the University of Minnesota, Minneapolis campus, Oct. 2

through 23.

Each October more than 700 University staff and faculty solicitors conduct a

fund drive for the United Fund of Greater Minneapolis, the Minnesota Heart Associa-

tion and the American Cancer Society, a drive which last year raised almost $150,000.

This year a University of }tlnnesota Student Aid Fund, to help disadvantaged stu-

dents, has been added to the drive on the Minneapolis campus and to similar drives on

all other University campuses and facilities.

"These funds will be used to aid the University's neediest students, those who

require the most help financially and educational1y--through counseling, advising

and tutoring," says Fred Lukermann, assistant vice president for academic administra-

tion.

The money collected will be used to give direct financial aid to students in

four groups. The majority of it l·1i11 go to the neediest undergraduates, with the
next largest amount going to New Careers transfer students who wish to go on for
an associate in arts or a bachelor of arts degree.

"A high degree of academic success and a high retention rate has been proven
for Nel'1 Careerists' at the University," Lukermann says.

Money will also be used for students enrolled in independent study programs
and for graduate7·students. . "

"This is a most important aspect of the University's program for minority
and disadvantaged. students insofar as one of our greatest needs ia for faculty
from theoe g·roupo, II oay:3 Lukermann.

Director of this year's Consolidated Fund Drive is Steve Barich, associate
professor of mechanical engineering.

-UNS-
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'INDICTMENT OF SYSTEH, SOCIETY'
IS TOPIC FOR HUMPHREY SPEECH AT 'u'

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

"The Indictment of the System and Society" will be the topic for the first

in a series of four public speeches by former Vice President Hubert H. Humphrey

sponsored by the Pillsbury Company.

Humphrey, now a professor at the University of Minnesota and Macalester

College, will speak at 8 p.m. Thursday, Oct. 16, in Northrop auditorium at

the University.

Dates and locations of the other speeches in the series will be announced

later by the Pillsbury Company.

Humphrey said the lecture series will relate to the world with which man

must learn to cope, and will not deal with contemporary political issues.

"The decision to have Mr. Humphrey deliver the lectures recognizes today's

critical need for a constructive re-eva1uation of mankind's values, goals, and

environment. To contribute toward this re-eva1uation, and to seek ideas which

may lead to solutions, seems to be a genuine and constructive manner in which

the Pillsbury Company should celebrate its lOOth anniversary," said Robert J.

Keith, chairman of the board of Pillsbury.

-UNS-
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For further information, contact:
LT. CMDR. ROBERT SAUER, 373-2230

INTERESTED IN NROTC?
QUALIFYING EXAM SET IN NOV.

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

High school seniors and others who plan to enter college next fall may be

interested in becoming midshipmen in the Naval Reserve Officers Training Corps

(NROTC), suggests the NROTC office at the University of Minnesota.

Anyone interested must take the regular NROTC qualifying examination on Dec.13.

Applications for the exam must be received by Nov. 14.

Those accepted will have all tuition, fees and books for four years financed

by the Navy, and will receive a subsistence allowance of $50 a month. Each summer

during their college years the midshipmen participate in an at-sea training period.

Applicants must be high school seniors or graduates who will enter college

next September and who are at least 17 but not yet 21 as of July 1, 1970. They

will take the Navy College Aptitude Test, which is given in many different loca-

tions, and those who pass will be given a medical examination. Applications will

be completed in January and February, 1970.

The NROTC program is offered at 51 colleges, including the University of

Minnesota. Upon graduation the midshipmen become commissioned officers in the

regular Navy.

Anyone interested may get further information from high school counselors,

U.s. Navy Recruiting stations, or the NROTC Unit, 203 Armory, University of

Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn. 55455.

-UNS-
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For further information, contact:
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STUDENTS FOR ENVIRONMENTAL
DEFENSE ATTACK NUCLEAR-POWER
SYMPOSIUH ARRANGEMENTS

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Students for Environmental Defense (SED), a University of Minnesota student or-

ganization concerned over environmental deterioration and the population explosion,

today objected to certain arrangements in the symposium on '~uclear Power and the

Public" being held on the Minneapolis campus this weekend (Oct. 10-11).

Its main objection is that questions from the audience--expected to be around

700 people from across the country--may only be submitted in writing. It gave the

following reasons for protesting:

"1. The panelists will have the opportunity of editing and disregarding ques-

tions they might find difficult or embarrassing to handle.

"2. The panelists can present seemingly provocative questions which they have

prepared themselves.

"3. Provocative questions can be studied in advance and answers rehearsed

which seem to satisfy the questions but which actually gloss over or evade the

issues. Questions which are answered in this manner are not open to rebuttal from

the audience. We feel the opportunity for rebuttal is essential to the symposium.

"4. Some members of the audience who write questions will not be able to

attend question-and-answer sessions.

"5. To hold some questions for several hours or even a day will mean they will

become either irrelevant or will require a summary of information in order that the

answer have any meaning•••• "

SED says the reasons given for this policy, by organizers of the symposium, are

that they felt oral exchange would lead to duplication of questions, the audience

(MORE)
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~ would offer opinions rather than questions, the panel wished to avoid emotional out-

bursts and extraneous questions, and the panel believed the symposium would become

too lengthy.

SED co-chairman Wes Fisher, a graduate student in ecology, explained that SED

feels such direct exchange is vital to the democratic process and that the proposed

restrictions smack of dictatorship.

The symposium begins at 9 a.m. Friday (Oct. 10) and concludes at 5:30 p.m.

Saturday. Speakers were chosen to represent diverse points of view regarding

nuclear power as well as proven competence in their field, according to Dr. Harry

Foreman, conference organizer.

In its statement, SED said it is "aware that in the academic world all research

must be open to verification and attack if it is to be accepted by other members of

the academic comun.mity. If the AEC (Atomic Energy Commission) is to be free from

such scrutiny during the symposium, the symposium's findings and conclusions should

~ not, in our opinion, be accepted as valid by the University or any group concerned
I

with scientific objectivity."

I

f
I
~
i

In an accompanying statement, "A Position on the Peaceful Use of Atomic Energy,"
SED explained that it is "not opposed to the peaceful use of nuclear power. With
the increase in America's population and the depletion of the world's oil resources,
use of nuclear energy will be of critical importance in the near future."

SED calls for an end to the AEC's dual role'as both a regulatory agency and a
promotional agency for the use of nuclear power; the addition of more ecologists,
persons knowledgeable aEout environmental proble~, to its staff; and the eventual
formation of a Cabinet-level Department of Environmental Defense with the power to
set and enforce standards on such questions as nuclear safety, use of insecticides,
pollution of air and water, and the consumption of natural resources.

-UNS-
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Newsmen: You are welcome to
attend any sessions of the
workshop with one condition-
that you arrive for the
beginning of a session and
stay through it so that all
remarks will be heard in their
complete context. Please call
Mrs. Peterson (373-3685) tt the News
Service in advance for the •.t1r::e~.and
locabious ·of e1ch session, ortd arrange
interviews.you;may want ·to do at the time
of the workshop.
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For further information contact:
LYNN HARASCO, 373-5193

FAMILY LIFE, SEX EDUCATION
WORKSHOP TO BE HELD AT 'u'

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

"Why do they teach sex education in schools f~r 12 years when I can tell my

children all they need to know in five minutes?" irate parents have been known

to ask.

Elizabeth Peterson, director of parent and family life education in the

University of Hinnesota General Extension Division, is always ready with an

answer to that question.

"It's true that the biological facts can be taught briefly;' Urs. Peterson

says. "But when you are also concerned with values and attitudes, it takes longer.

The real goal of family life and sex education is a good family to bring up the

next generation with wholesome attitudes."

Though grade school sex education sometimes elicits community and parental

opposition, ~1rs. Peterson sees the early grades as the natural place to start.

She points to Minnesota Department of Education endorsement of sex education in

grades kindergarten through three with emphasis mainly on family life and in

grades four through six with emphasis on anatomy, physiology and basic genetics,

and continuing concern for values and attitudes.

(HORE)



SEX EDUCATION 2

A workshop in family life and sex education for elementary school teachers--

and also parents, social workers, religious leaders and anyone else concerned--

will be held under Mrs. Peterson's direction at the University Nov. 14 and 15,

with financial support from the Minnesota Department of Health.

Nationally known family life and sex education experts and local teachers

will be on the faculty to talk about the facts and the feelings that are part of

sex education--including basic information on reproduction, the attitude of the

teacher or parent who passes on that information, curriculum materials, and

questions and responses that can be expected from children.

Freda Kehm, author and former director (1948-65) of the Association for

Family Living, a Chicago-based organization, and Jessie Potter, director of a

sex education consultants' and speakers' bureau in Chicago, will each give

several talks on Friday, Nov. 14.

Panels composed of teachers from the Twin Cities area will discuss

developing receptive community attitudes toward family life and sex education,

methods of presentation, and moral values, on Saturday morning (Nov. 15).

Registration is limited but still open, according to Mrs. Peterson.

Information is available from the extension division's Department of Conferences

and Institutes, Nolte Center, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota

55455; telephone 373-3151.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

Sponsors, in addition to the General Extension Division, include numerous
state health, education and religious organizations.

Mrs. Kehm holds a master's degree in sociology and psychology and a doctorate
in sociology and social work. She has worked for public health and welfare
organizations and taught at several colleges and universities, including
Carleton College in Northfield, Minnesota.

Mrs. Potter was a staff member of the Association for Family Living for nine
years and has done extensive consulting and lecturing in the field of
sex education.

-UNS-
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For further information, contact:
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lUI GALLERY RECEIVES
HYLTON THOMAS COLLECTION

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Art works collected by the late Hylton A. Thomas, professor of art

history at the University of Minnesota for 19 years, have been given to

the University Gallery.

Allen Davis, acting gallery director, estimates the value of the

collection at $50,000.

It includes approximately 175 pieces -- paintings, drawings, prints

and furniture. Emphasis is on the Rococco style of the 18th century, al-

though there are representative pieces from the 16th, 17th, 19th and

20th centuries, as well. Included are Viennese and French Louis XV com-

modes, Venetian Louis XVI furniture, 18th-century pewter, Sevres and

Meissen porcelain, Piranesi and Van Huysum drawings, an oil painting by

the 17th-century Italian painter Solimena and a sizable cOllection of

prints by such artists as Goya, Tiepolo, Goltzius, Aldegrever, della Bella

and Piranesi.

Mr. Thomas, who died March 28, 1969, at the age of 56, began his

collection at an early age and over the years continued to develop it on

many trips to Europe. He frequently used the University Gallery for

meetings of his classes and seminars in art history.

-UNS-
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For further information, contact:
CAPTAIN JM~S KRESS, 373-2213

'u' ARMY ROTC UNIT
NAMES NEW INSTRUCTOR

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Captain Hugh F. Scruggs has been added to the University of Minnesota

Army ROTC faculty.

He is an assistant pTofessor of military science and the course·

director for· the junior class •. He is a 1965 graduate of the United

States Military Academy and holds a bachelor of science degree in

engineering.

Captain Scruggs recently completed his second tour of duty in South
~

I
~ Vietnam where he served as the commanding officer of Company D, 1st
I

Battalion, 18th Infantry, of the 1st Infantry Division. He has received

the Bronze Star Heda1 with "V" device, the Air Hedal and the Army

Commendation Medal.

-UNS-



LIST OF UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA, MINNEAPOLIS AND ST. PAUL CAMPUS PUBLIC EVENTS
WEEK OF OCTOBER 12 - 19

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
NEWS SERVICE-20 JOHNSTON HALL
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55455
TELEPHONE:. 373..:5193
OCTOBER 10, 1969

University Gallery: Colored lithographs by Sam Francis, drawings and
paintings by Delor Erickson, photography by Gary Hallman, through
Oct. 26, Northrop aud., B:30 a.m.-4 p.m. Mon.-Fri •. Free.

Kansas Sculpture Show and lithographs, silk screens
Karen Mattison Belisle, through Oct. 26, B a.m.-
and noon to B p.m. Sun. Free.

Coffman Gallery:
and sculpture by
B p.m. Mon.-Sat.

Homecoming: Art exhibit on the Washington-ave. bridge all day and
kickoff convocation at noon in front of Northrop aud. (All Homecom
ing activities scheduled for Northrop steps will be held in Coffman
Union main ballroom in case of rain.> Free.

Mon., Oct. 13

Mon., Oct. 13

Sun., Oct. 12

Mon., Oct. 13 Encore Film Club: "Flying Down to Rio" and "Glorifying the American
Girl," Museum of Natural History aud. 7 p.m. Admission.

Wed., Oct. 15 Nationwide Vietnam Moratorium, to be observed by a number of Univer
sity students and faculty members.

Wed., Oct. 15

Wed., 09t. 15

Homecoming: Coronation of Homecoming Queen, Coffman Union terrace,
noon. Free.

Encore Film Club: "42nd Street" and "Gold-Diggers of\1933," Museum
of Natural History aud., 7 p.m. Admission.

Wed., Oct. 15 "The Nature of the University," lecture by the Rev. Stephen C. Neill,
University Episcopal Center, 7:30 p.m. Free.

Thurs., Oct. 16 -- Homecoming: Minnesota Contemporary Jazz Trio, Coffman Union terrace,
11 a.m. Powder-puff football game between sorority girls and boy
cheerleaders at noon in front of Coffman Union. Free.

Thurs., Oct. 16 -- "Universities and their Probloems Today," lecture by the Rev. Stephen
C. Neill, University Episcopal Center, 7:30 p.m. Free.

;Thurs., Oct. 16 -- "The Indictment of the System and Society," first in the Pillsbury
Company centennial lecture series by Hubert H. Humphrey, Northrop
auditorium, B p.m. Free.

Fri., Oct. 17 Homecoming: Noon pep fest and sing-in in front of Northrop.

Fri., Oct. 17

Fri., Oct. 17

"The Place of Religion in a University," lecture by the Rev. Stephen
C. Neill, University Episcopal Center, 7:30 p.m. Free.
"The Whole," coffeehouse with local entertainers, Coffman Union, 8:30
p.m.-l a.m. Admission 50 cents. Also Saturday.

Sat., Oct. 18 Homecoming: Minnesota-Ohio State football game, 1:30 p.m.

Sat., Oct. 18 Homecoming: Concert by Johnny Winter, Northrop aud., 8 p.m.
Admission.

-UNS-
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MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55455
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OCTOBER 13, 1969

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA SCHEDULE FOR VIETNAM MORATORIUM, WEDNESDAY, OCT. 15

9 a.m.

9:45 a.m.

Noon

Rally in front of Coffman Union. Speakers: Earl Craig,
Jr., New Democratic Coalition; Mulford Q. Sibley, Univer
sity political science professor; Gordon Nielson, Veterans
for Peace; Sandy Wilkinson, Draft Information Center.

March to Federal Building, downtown Minneapolis. Speakers:
Rep. Donald Fraser (D-Minn.); Russell Roth, Veterans for
Peace. Requiem ceremony for Vietnam dead conducted by
four Twin Cities ministers.

Volunteers will distribute leaflets in downtown Minnea
polis, shopping centers, etc.

There will be the regular weekly silent vigil in front of
the Armory, University campus.

1 to 6 p.m. -- Teach-In, Coffman Union main ballroom. FaCUlty-student
panels will discuss war and its consequences. KUOM (U of
Mradio station) will carry this live all afternoon.

7:30 p.m. Rally at Macalester Field House. Speakers: Sen. Walter
Mondale (D-Minn.), Rep. Julian Bond (D-Ga.)

There will be ~ rally at the State Capitol.

-UNS-



UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA NEWS NOTES

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
NEWS SERVICE-20 JOHNSTON HALL
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55455
TELEPHONE: 373-5193
OCTOBER 13, 1969

I
RAUP TO SPEAK
AT CONFERENCE ON MIDDLE EAST

Phillip Raup, professor of agricultural economics at the University of Minnesota,

will participate in a Conference on Rural Politics and Social Change in the Middle

East Oct. 23-25 at Indiana University, Bloomington, Ind.

Educators from more than 30 universities throughout the world will take part in

dealing with several aspects of village life in the Middle East rural areas.

A series of seven panel discussions are planned,veloping regions of the world.

~
I ' the conference,aimed at finding a more systematic way of studying rural peoples in de
l
t
I
~
t

The conference is sponsored by Indiana's International Development Research

Center.

* * *
V.P. WENBERG
HAS NEW TITLE

University of Minnesota Vice President Stanley J. Wenberg has a new title, given

him by the Board of Regents at its September meeting.

He is now vice president for the coordinate campuses and educational relation-

ships. He is thus in charge of coordinating the various University campuses -- at

Duluth, Morris, Crookston and, shortly, Waseca -- and the relationships the Universi-

ty has with other educational institutions. His former title was vice president for

educational relationships and development. Most development or fund-raising opera-

tions will gradually be shifted to Vice President Roger Kennedy.

-UNS-
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For further information, contact:
CAPTAIN JA}ffiS KRESS, 373-2213

ARHY ROTC BRIGADE COMMANDER,
STAFF SELECTED FOR 1969-70

(FOR IMHEDIATE RELEASE)

Colonel William D. Beard, professor of military science, University of Minnesota,
today announced the appointment of Cadet Gary J. Krump as the 1969-70 academic year
Army ROTC brigade commander and cadet colonel.

Cadet Krump, from Hankinson, N.D., is a senior majoring in law.

Colonel Beard also announced the appointment of the following key brigade
positions which will comprise Cadet Colonel Krump's staff:

Brigade Commander and Staff for SY 1969-70

NAME & STAFF POSITION

KRUMP, Gary J.
Cadet Colonel
(Brigade Commander)

DEGNAN, John M.
Cadet Lt. Colonel
(Executive Officer)

SCHROEDER, Josef
Cadet Hajor
(Operations and Training
Officer)

BECCUE, Boyd A.
Cadet 1st. Lt.
(Information Officer)

PARENTS-WIVES & HOHB ADDRESS

Mrs. Gary J. Krump (wife)
4884 Lane NE.
Circle Pines, Minn. 55014

Mr. &Mrs. John F. Degnan
5206 Quebec Ave. N.
Minneapolis, Minn. 55428

Mrs. Anna Schroeder (mother)
1828 Columbus Ave. SEe
Minneapolis, Minn. 55404

Mrs. Boyd A. Beccue (wife)
515 Delaware SEe
Minneapolis, Minn. 55414

COLLEGE

LAW

CLA
(liberal
arts)

CLA

EDUCA
TION

MAJOR

Law

Psychology

Psychology

History

COOK, Timothy L.
Cadet Captain
(Drill Commander)

Mr. &Mrs. Edgar L. Cook
6525 Ballentine
Shawnee, Kans. 66203

IT Electrical
(Institute of Engineer
Technology) ing

CZARNIECKI, Michael L.
Cadet Captain
(Special Projects Officer)

HOVDE, Peter L.
Cadet Captain
(Logistical Officer)

Mr. &Mrs. Leonard J. Czarniecki IT
4813 Broadbrook Dr.
Bethesda, Md. 20014

Mr. &Hrs. Burton R. Hovde IT
6532 Wilryan Ave.
Edina, Minn. 55435

(MORE)

Archi
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NAME & STAFF POSITION PARENTS-WIVES & HOME ADDRESS COLLEGE HAJOR

JOHNSON, Gary M. Mrs. Adeline V. Johnson (mother) IT 1'1echanical
Cadet 1st. Lt. 2501 Lowry Ave. NE. Engineering
(Liaison Officer) Minneapolis, Minn. 55418

JONES, Delbert L. Mrs. Gladys N. Leek (mother) CLA History
Cadet 1st. Lt. 309 Cherry
(Athletic Officer) St. Paul Park, Minn. 55071

LEINES, Brian A. Mrs. Rose E. Leines (mother) IT Physics
Cadet 1st. Lt. 2400 Emerson Ave. N.
(nand Commander) Minneapolis, Minn. 55411

LELAND, Bernnie J. Mr. &Mrs. Byron J. Leland IT Aeronautical
Cadet Captain Box 506 Engineering
(Adjutant) North Branch, Minn. 55056

McKENNA, David W. 1'1rs. David W. McKenna (wife) LA',] Law
Cadet Captain 1387 N. Cleveland Ave.
(Executive Officer) St. Paul, Minn. 55108

REDALEN, Gary R. Mr. & Mrs. Elton R. Redalen AFHE Agriculture
Cadet Captain Fountain, Minn. 55935 (Agriculture, Business

l (Drill Commander) Forestry and
Home Economics)

VELIN, John R. Mrs. Louise 1'1. Velin (mother) CLA American

l Cadet Captain 318 Cook Ave. Studies

~
(Drill Commander) White Bear Lake, Minn. 55110

t

-OOS-
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For further information, contact:
JUDY VICK, 373-5193

U OF MJOINS ASSOCIATION
FOR INTERNATIONAL ACTIVITIES

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

A big jump in international activities is anticipated for the University of

Minnesota as a result of its new membership in a five-university association.

The Midwest Universities Consortium for International Activities (MUCIA) this

month accepted Minnesota as its fifth member. Original members are the universities

of Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana and Michigan State.

MUCIA was formed in 1964 to assist the four universities in improving their

overseas operations by providing funds for research and staff that wouldn't otherwise

be available; to help them improve their capabilities in the international field by

building a closer relationship between overseas operations and on-campus programs of

research and instruction; to help improve campus programs designed to train people

in the field of development of emerging nations; and to promote cooperative programs

among the four institutions in the international field.

MUCIA was originally funded by a $3.5 million grant from the Ford Foundation, of

which approximately $1.6 million remains. Of this, some $206,000 has been earmarked

for use by Minnesota faCUlty and graduate students, funds which can be used in the

following ways:

(1) Financing overseas research by faculty members. To qualify for a grant,

the research project must either strengthen the research component of an overseas

project of one of the MUCIA universities, or extend knowledge of factors, relation-

ships, processes, and problems of developing nations.

(2) Financing research by faCUlty members returning from overseas assignment.

This may include completing research begun overseas, preparing reports, or carrying

on research related to the overseas project.

(MORE)
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(3) Providing salary guarantees; designed to assist the MUCIA universities in

recruiting staff for assignments to their overseas projects.

(4) Financing orientation programs for faculty members being assigned to over-

seas projects, such as language training, training in a specialty within the faculty

member's field, or a trip to observe the project in the field.

(5) Financing student programs: graduate student internships, post-baccalaureate

professional student grants, and senior predoctoral fellowships.

#

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

MUCIA, which is a non-profit corporation, is headed by a council made up of presidents
of the member universities, which in turn elects a board of directors that con
ducts its business. Donald K. Smith, vice president for administration, and
Willard W. Cochrane, dean of international programs, are the University's repre
sentatives on the board of directors. MUCIA executive director is George Axinn,
former assistant dean of international programs at Michigan State University,
with headquarters at the University of Illinois.

Four major overseas assistance projects currently in operation under MUCIA will re
quire staffing from Minnesota in the future. They are:

(1) Basic sciences exchange program with La Molina (the Agrarian University)
at Lima, Peru. University representative on advisory committee is Frank
Verbrugge, director of computer services.

(2) National Institute of Development Administration, Bangkok, Thailand; in
volves teaching, training and research programs in the various fields of
development administration, such as public administration, business admin
istration, and development economics. Professors George Warp, head of
Public Administration Center, and George Seltzer, associate dean, School of
Business Administration, are Minnesota's representatives.

(3) Korean education project; provides consultants to Korean government for its
long-range educational planning agencies. Education Dean Robert Keller is
University's representative.

(4) Indonesian agricUltural education program; assists Indonesian government in
setting up agricultural colleges. Institute of Agriculture Dean Sherwood
O. Berg and Dean Cochrane are Minnesota representatives.

Students and faCUlty members who wish more information on MUCIA programs should con
tact Dean Cochrane at 373-3793.

-UNS-
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For further information, contact:
LYNN MARASCO, 373-5193

UNICEF CHRISTMAS CARDS
AVAILABLE NOH AT 'u'
WORLD AFFAIRS CENTER

(FOR H1MEDIATE RELEASE)

A grateful seven-year-old Czechoslovakian girl created the first United Nations

Children's Fund (UNICEF) greeting card design 20 years ago -- a group of happy

children around a maypole wreathed with flowers.

"The picture means joy," she wrote, "and the wreath shows that the line of

children being helped is endless."

Grandma Moses, Henri Rousseau and Rene Magritte are among the artists repre-

sented by the 19 designs used for this year's cards, which are now on sale at the

University of Minnesota World Affairs Center.

The Magritte design, depicting a bird in flight among swirling leaves, is

this year's large special-edition card.

Religious, wintry and whimsical designs on the other cards are accompanied

by greetings in English, French, Spanish, Russian and Chinese -- the official

languages of the United Nations.

"Universe of the Child," a 1970 calendar with 54 color illustrations which

remain when weekly calendar pages are removed, and year-round note cards also are

on sale at the World Affairs Center, 122 Social Science building on the Univer-

sity's West Bank, telephone 373-3799. The center is a part of the University's

General Extension Division.

Proceeds from sales are used by UNICEF to bring food, medicine and education

to children around the world.

-UNS-
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For further information, contact:
JUDY VICK, 373-5193

BUSINESS, LAW AD~rrSSION TESTS
TO BE GIVEN AT 'u' THIS YEAR

(FOR H11'1EDIATE RELEASE)

Tests for admission to law schools and to graduate study in business

will be given at the University of Uinnesota again this year, Dallis Perry,

assistant director of the Student Counseling Bureau, announced today.

Each test will be given on several dates. The test for admission to

graduate study in business is scheduled to be administered Nov. 1, 1969,

and Feb. 7, April 4, June 27 and Aug. 8, 1970. The law school admission

test will be given Nov. 8, 1969, Feb. 14, April 11 and July 25, 1970.

Both tests are administered by the Educational Testing Service of

Princeton, N.J. Registration forms and additional information can be ob-

tained in 101 Eddy hall, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn. 55455.

#

SUPPLEMENTARY INFOm·1ATION:

The law school admission test is required by most American law schools and
last year was taken by some 58,000 candidates whose scores were sent
to over 165 law schools. The morning session of the test measures
the ability to use language and to think logically. The afternoon
session measures writing ability and general background.

The admission test for graduate study in business is required by
more than 240 graduate business schools or divisions. It is an
aptitude test designed to measure abilities and skills that are
developed over a long period. of time. It is not a measure of
achievement or knowledge in specific subject matter and does not
presume undergraduate preparation in business subjects.

-UNS-
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For further information, contact:
JUOY VICK, 373-5193

KNIGHT AND DRAGON SPOOF
TO OPEN Yom~G PEOPLE'S SEASON

(FOR IHHEDIATE HELEASE)

A spoof about Y~ights and dragons will be the first play in the Young People's

University Theatre 1969-70 season.

"The Thwarting of Baron Bolligre,,," by Robert Bolt, who is also the author

of "A Han For All Seasons," will be presented at 10:30 a.m. and 2 p.m. Saturday,

Oct. 25, and at 2 p.m. Sunday, Oct. 26, in Scott hall auditorium at the University

of Hinnesota.

Theodore Herstand, associate professor of theatre, will direct the production.

Cast in the lead roles are Stephen Kanee, a senior theatre major from }1inneapolis,

as Baron Bo1ligrew; Allan Estes, a graduate student from Anchorage, Alaska, as

Oblong fitz Oblong, the knight; and Jeffrey B. McLaughlin, a senior theatre

major from Hopkins, as Squire Meanheart.

The production is planned to entertain "children of all ages," Herstand said.

Tickets are on sale for public performances at the University Theatre

Ticket Office in Scott hall (phone 373-2337) and at Dayton's. The play is being

presented for groups of school children at 1:15 p.m. Oct. 13-15, and 20-24.

-UNS-
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For further information, contact:
JUDY VICK, 373-5193

U OF M JOINS ASSOCIATION
FOR INTERNATIONAL ACTIVITIES

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

A big jump in international activities is anticipated for the University of

Minnesota as a result of its new membership in a five-university association.

The Midwest Universities Consortium for International Activities (MUCIA) this

month accepted Minnesota as its fifth member. Original members are the universities

of Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana and Michigan State.

MUCIA was formed in 1964 to assist the four universities in improving their

overseas operations by providing funds for research and staff that wouldn't otherwise

be available; to help them improve their capabilities in the international field by

building a closer relationship between overseas operations and on-campus programs of

research and instruction; to help improve campus programs designed to train people

in the field of development of emerging nations; and to promote cooperative programs

among the four institutions in the international field.

MUCIA was originally funded by a $3.5 million grant from the Ford Foundation, of

which approximately $1.6 million remains. Of this, some $206,000 has been earmarked

for use by Minnesota faculty and graduate students, funds which can be used in the

following ways:

(1) Financing overseas research by faculty members. To qualify for a grant,

the research project must either strengthen the research component of an overseas

project of one of the MUCIA universities, or extend knOWledge of factors, relation-

ships, processes, and problems of developing nations.

(2) Financing research by faculty members returning from overseas assignment.

This may include completing research begun overseas, preparing reports, or carrying

on research related to the overseas project.

(MORE)
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(3) Providing salary guarantees; designed to assist the MUCIA universities in

recruiting staff for assignments to their overseas projects.

(4) Financing orientation programs for faculty members being assigned to over-

seas projects, such as language training, training in a specialty within the faculty

member's field, or a trip to observe the project in the field.

(5) Financing student programs: graduate student internships, post-baccalaureate

professional student grants, and senior predoctoral fellowships.

#

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

MUCIA, which is a non-profit corporation, is headed by a council made up of presidents
of the member universities, which in turn elects a board of directors that con
ducts its business. Donald K. Smith, vice president for administration, and
Willard W. Cochrane, dean of international programs, are the University's repre
sentatives on the board of directors. MUCIA executive director is George Axinn,
former assistant dean of international programs at Michigan State University,
with headquarters at the University of Illinois.

Four major overseas assistance projects currently in operation under MUCIA will re
quire staffing from Minnesota in the future. They are:

(1) Basic sciences exchange program with La Molina (the Agrarian University)
at Lima, Peru. University representative on advisory committee is Frank
Verbrugge, director of computer services.

(2) National Institute of Development Administration, Bangkok, Thailand; in
volves teaching, training and research programs in the various fields of
development administration, such as public administration, business admin
istration, and development economics. Professors George Warp, head of
Public Administration Center, and George Seltzer, associate dean, School of
Business Administration, are Minnesota's representatives.

(3) Korean education project; provides consultants to Korean government for its
long-range educational planning agencies. Education Dean Robert Keller is
University's representative.

(4) Indonesian agricultural education program; assists Indonesian government in
setting up agricultural colleges. Institute of Agriculture Dean Sherwood
o. Berg and Dean Cochrane are Minnesota representatives.

I

~ Students and faCUlty members who wish more information on MUCIA programs should con-
i tact Dean Cochrane at 373-3793.
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(FOR IMMEDIATE JmLEASE)

DRAMATIST VAL GRAY
TO PERPORM AT tu'

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
NEWS SERVlCE-20 JOHNSTON HALL
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55455
TELEPHONE: 373-5193
OCTOBER 16, 1969

I
I

~
I

l
~

Black dramatist Val Gray and other black artists will perform

at a Liberation Coalition program and rally at the University of

Minnesota Sunday (Oct. 19).

The program, beginning at 8 p.m. in Coffman Union main ball-

room, is sponsored by the Afro-American Action Committee. Tickets

at $2 may be purchased at the door.

The Liberation Coalition is composed of campus groups protesting

the arrest and trial of Rosemary Freeman, Horace Huntley, and

Warren Tucker, Jr., in connection with last January's Morrill hall

sit-in. Their trial begins Monday (Oct. 20).

* * *
MUSEUM OPEN TILL 9
ON WEIlmSDAYS

The Bell Museum of Natural History at the University of Minnesota

is open to 9 p.m. on Wednesdays once again, as its winter hours went

into effect this week.

"The museum is staffed on Wednesday nights for the benefit of

Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, Indian Guides and similar groups," says

Richard Barthelemy of the museum staff. "Unfortunately, not many of

these groups are aware of those lvednesday hours."

The museum will arrange special tours for the elderly and the

handicapped, as well as for children's groups, by reservation. Those

interested should call 313-2423. Regular hours, except for Wednesday,

are 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. daily, 2 to 5 p.m. Sundays.

-UNS-
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For further information, contact:
LYNN MARASCO, 373-5193

~

I
TORT LAW DEVELOPMENTS
TO BE REVIEWED AT
LAWYERS' FALL INSTITUTE

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Significant developments in tort law will be reviewed for attorneys at the

continuing legal education fall institute, to be held N~v. 7 at the Leamington

Hotel in Minneapolis.

Continuing legal education is a joint project of the University of Hinnesota

General Extension Division and the Minnesota State Bar Association.

The fall institute is the only annual review of tort law in the state and

is intended to keep lawyers up to date on federal and state court decisions and

their effects.

Faculty will include law professors and practicing attorneys. Registration,

for a fee of $30, can be made with Continuing Legal Education, 338 Nolte Center,

University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, 11inn. 55455; telephone 373-5386.

II
SUPPLEHENTARY INFORMATION:

Major topics to be discussed are:

9: 30 a.m.

10:15 a.m.

11:15 a.m•

• 1: 30I p.m.

2:15 p.m.

3:15 p.m.

Attorney-Client -- Privilege and Work Product

Recent Developments in Automobile Insurance

Developments and Problems in Liquor Liability

Developments in Res Judicata and Collateral Estoppel

Products Liability

Tort Law and the Family

-UNS-
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For further information, contact:
BILL HAFLING, 373-2126

lITDWEST ELECTRIC
PO~~R SYSTEMS MEETINGS
TO BE HELD AT UNIVERSITY

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Electrical and electronics engineers from the midwest will confer at the

University of 11innesota next week to discuss electric power.

A "Power Systems Conference" will be held Monday and Tuesday (Oct. 21-22)

and the "1969 Midwest Power Symposium" will be held l-lednesday (Oct. 23). Both

events will be held in Mayo Hemoria1 auditorium on the Hinneapolis campus of the

University.

A featured event Tuesday (Oct. 21) will be a banquet speech, "Compressed

Speech and Who Needs It," by Dana S. Gregory, editor of the Honeywell Computer

Journal. The speech, concerning some psychological problems of "speed listening,"

will be given in the Alumni Club at the Sheraton-Ritz Hotel, Minneapolis.

Further information on the conference is available from Associate Professor

James Holte, Nolte Center for Continuing Education, University of Minnesota,

liinneapolis, Minn. 55455; telephone 373-5057.
#

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

The "Power Systems Conference" is in cooperation with the Twin Cities Section
of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers. Theme: Power
System Security Through Control.

The "Midwest PO~ler Symposium" is in coopetation. \'lith the Power Engineering...
Education Committee of the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers.
Theme: Research in the University.

All events are being held under the auspices' of the University's General
Extension Division.

Professor Vernon Albertson of the department of electrical engineering,
University of Minnesota, is on the "Power Systems Conference" planning
committee and is chairman of the "Midwest Power Symposium."

-UNS-
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For further information, contact:
ROBERT LEE, 373-5830

U OF M HOSPITALS
NUTRITION DIRECTOR
NAl'IED BY REGENTS

(FOR RELEASE AT 10 A.M. SATURDAY, OCT. 18)

Mrs. Audrey Coulter, associate director of University of Minnesota

Hospitals nutrition services for 14 years, today was named director

by the University's Board of Regents.

Mrs. Coulter, a graduate of the College of St. Catherine in

St. Paul, has been a member of the nutrition staff since 1946.

Prior to that she worked at Childrens' Hospital and Economics

Laboratory in St. Paul.

She is an active member of the American, Hinnesota, and Twin

Cities Dietetic Associations as well as the Minnesota Nutrition

Council.

-UNS-
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NEWSMEN: For further information,
contact BILL HAFLING, 373-2126

FOUR SUCCESSFUL ENGINEERS
TO RECEIVE UNIVERSITY'S
OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT AWARD

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Four engineering graduates of the University of Minnesota, all of whom have

been successful as engineers and as top-level administrators, will receive the

Outstanding Achievement Award of the University.

The awards will be presented at the annual meeting of the Alumni Association

of the Institute of Technology on the evening of Friday, Oct. 24 at the Holiday Inn

Central.

Recipients of the award are J. Leonard Frame, founder and president of F1ui-

Dyne Engineering Corp., Golden Valley, Minn.; William W. Hagerty, president of

Drexel Institute of Technology, Philadelphia, Pa.; John Jamieson, director of transit

development, Metropolitan Transit Commission, St. Paul, Minn.; and Elden H. Olson,

vice president and general manager of the aeronautical division at Honeywell, Inc.,

Minneapolis, Minn.

II

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

J. Leonard Frame--Bache1or of aeronautical engineering degree, 1943; married,
5 children; F1ui-Dyne is prominent in wind tunnel technology.

William W. Hagerty--Bache1or of science in mechanical engineering, 1939; Ph.D. from
University of Michigan 1947; married, 3 children; adviser to many
federal agencies and departments.

John Jamieson--Master of science, 1948; married; recipient of the Donald G. Paterson
Distinguished Citizen Award of the Prospect Park and East River Road
Improvement Assn; was state highway commissioner 1965-1967 and
deputy federal highway administrator 1967-1969.

Elden H. 01son--Bache1or of aeronautical engineering, 1937; married, 3 children;
holder of several patents in aircraft engine design.
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HOUSING, HEAT..TH PROBLEMS,
MIDDL{~ FA ST CRIS I S
TOPICS AT LABOR MEET

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Domestic problems of hollt:;tng and hf'.a1th and the crisi:=; in the Hid.dle East will

be the main topics for discti?siOil 'It the Clu;Jual La00r and Hor1d Affairs Conference

to be held Oct. 29 throuf,r. ~?~~_~ at ~he Quadna Lodge near Hill City, Minn.

Speakers will be eccnC''r.:; S t 1,c:":1. 'tZeyserling; Professor Jerome Pollack of the

Harvard Medical School and director of the Harvard Community Health Plan; Amos Eiran,

labor attache to the Israeli embassy in Washington, D.C.; and Sol Chaikin, chairman

of the American Trade Union Council for Histadrut and vice president of the Inter-

national Ladies Garment Workers' Union.

r
t
~
I

The Minnesota Trade Union Council for Histadrut and the University of Minnesota

Labor Education Service--an office of the Industrial Relations Center and the General

Extension Division-'-are co-sponsors of the conference.

Keyserling, a Washington, D.C., economist and attorney and former adviser to

President Harry Truman, will speak at 9 a.m. Thursday, Oct. 30, on "Housing--A Key to

the National Economy."

The keynote address will be delivered by Sol Chaikin at 8 p.m. Wednesday, Oct. 29.

~ His topic will be "Histadrut: The Response to the Challenge." (Histadrut is the

~ Israeli labor federation.)

Other major speeches will include Amos Eiran speaking on "The Political Situa
tion in the l-1iddle East" at 8 p.m. Thursday, Oct. 30, and Jerome Pollack speaking
on "Union Health Plans: The Future" at 9 a.m. Friday, Oct. 31. Dr. Pollack is a
former director of health for the United Auto Workers of America.

Registration information is available from John Curtis, chairman of the Minnesota
Trade Union Council for Histadrut, at the Hotel and Restaurant Employees Union Local
458 at 900 Hennepin ave., Minneapolis, Minn., 55403.
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NE'HSHEN: For further information,
contact JUDy VICK, 373-5193

FANG, TWORKOV
JOIN 'u' FACULTY

(FOR RELEASE AT 10 A.H. SATURDAY, OCT. 18)

Irving E. Fang, former television newsman and expert on television coverage

of election returns, has been named associate professor of journalism and mass

communication in the University of Minnesota's College of Liberal Arts.

He was appointed today, retroactive to Sept. 16, by the University's Board of

Regents.

Fang has been a member of the American Broadcasting Company's (ABC) news staff

for nine years. In 1968 he participated in the direction of ABC's coverage of the

national election returns and has been assistant manager of the ABC political unit

since 1967.

Fang has bachelor's, master's and doctor of philosophy degrees from the

University of California in Los Angeles. He is the author of "Television News,"

published in 1968 by Hastings House. His doctoral dissertation, a computerized

study of writing, was printed by a computer, probably the first dissertation that

was key punched instead of typed.

Fang is teaching classes in reporting and in broadcast news writing and

editing at the University.

In other action, the Regents appointed Jack Tworkov as Hill Family Foundation

visiting lecturer in the studio arts department for fall quarter.
retired

Tworkov, 69, I chairman of the art department at Yale University, received

the first William A. Clark Prize and in 1963 received the Corcoran Gold Medal from

the Corcoran Gallery of Art in Washington, D.C. He has exhibited widely and his work

is in many major collections in the United States, including those of the Museum

of Hodern Art, the Hetropolitan Museum and the Whitney Museum in New York.

-UNS-
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LIST OF UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA, MINNEAPOLIS AND ST. PAUL CAMPUS PUB7IC EVENTS
WEEK OF OCTOBER 19 - 26

Sunday, Oct. 19 --

Sunday, Oct. 19 --

Monday, Oct. 20 --

Coffman Gallery: Kansas Sculpture Show and lithographs, silk
screens and sculpture by Karen Mattison Belisle, through Oct.
31, 8 a.m.-8 p.m. Mon.-Sat. and 1-8 p.m. Sun. Free.

St. Paul Student Center Galleries: Slag sculpture (metals)
by Frank Ooerg, through Oct. 31, display cases, noon to 10 p.m.
Sun. and 9 a.m. to 10 p.m. Mon.-Sat. Free.

University Gallery: Colored lithographs by Sam Francis, draw
ings and paintings by Delor Erickson, and photographs by Gary
Hallman, through Oct. 22, Northrop auditorium, 8:30 a.m.-4 p.m.
Mon.-Fri. Free.

" Wednesday, Oct. 22 -- Bob Zellner, one of the first Southern white members and leaders
of the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC),
speaking at noon in Coffman Union main ballroom. Free.

Wednesday, Oct. 22

Wednesday, 'Oct. 22

Friday, Oct. 24 --

University Film Society: "Black Peter," Bell Museum of
Natural History Bud., 3:15 p.m. Admission.

Encore Film Club: tlDames ll and "Gold-Diggers of 1935,tl Bell
Museum of Natural History aud., 7 p.m. Admission.

University Film Society: Directors Milos Forman and Ivan
Passer speaking at 9 p.m., showing of ''Loves of a Blonde"
(7: 30 p. m.) and "Black Peter" (10 p.m.), Bell Huseum of
Natural History aud. Admission.

I
Friday, Oct. 24 -- "The tfuole," coffeehouse with entertainment by Alan Struthers

Friday and Carl Pink Saturday, Coffman Union, 9 p.m.-1 a.m.
Admission 50 cents.

Saturday, Oct. 25 -- University Theatre: liThe Thwarting of Baron Bolligrew,"
children's play by Robert Bolt, Scott hall auditorium,
10:30 a.m~ and 2 p.m. Also 2 p.m. Sunday. Admission.

-UNS-
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TOP FILMS TO BE SHOWN AT 'u'
AND TWIN CITIES LIBRARIES

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
NEWS SERVlCE-20 JOHNSTON HALL
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55455
OCTOBER 17, 1969

NEWSMEN: For further information,
contact LYNN MARASCO, 373-5193

l

Award-winning films from the 1969 American Film Festival of the Educational Film

Library Association, held in New York in May, will be shown in the Twin Cities Oct. 25

through 30.

Among the 40 titles to be seen here are "Little Man, Big City," "Robert Kennedy

Remembered," "Still a Brother: Inside the Negro Middle Class," "The World of Carl

Sandburg" and a social documentary entitled "Flowers on a One ~vay Street."

Films will be shown free at the Minneapolis Public Library, the St. Paul Public

Library and several of its branches, three branches of the Hennepin County Library

and the University of Minnesota.

The University General Extension Division's audio-visual extension service
arranged the showings in cooperation with the libraries. William J. Price, assistant
director of the service, served as a juror in one of the 50 categories judged at
the festival and was in charge of a pre-festival screening committee at the Univer
sity.

"Ski the Outer Limits,lI a film about "man alone in his environment, II took the
festival's top award, the "Emily," Price said. It will be shown several times at
different locations.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
Minneapolis Public Library, 300 Nicollet Mall:

Oct. 25, 26, 27, 28, and 29 from 2 to 5 p.m.; Oct. 27, 28 and 29 from 7:30 to
9:30 p.m.; and repeats of the best films Oct. 30 from 10 a.m. to noon and 1 to
4 p.m.

St. Paul Public Library:
Oct. 26--St. Anthony Park Branch, 2245 Como ave., 2:30-4:30 p.m.
Oct. 27--Ar1ington Branch, 1105 Greenbrier, 7-9 p.m.

Main Library, 90 W. Fourth st., 7-9 p.m.
Oct. 28--Hamline Branch, 1558 Minnehaha ave. W., 7-9 p.m.
Oct. 29--Lexington Branch, 1080 University ave., 7-9 p.m.

Hennepin County Library:
Oct. 27--St. Louis Park Branch, 3240 Louisiana ave., 7-9 p.m.
Oct. 28--Excelsior Branch, 343 Third st., 7-9 p.m.
Oct. 29--Brooklyn Center Branch, 5601 Osseo rd., 7-9 p.m.
University of Minnesota, 320 Coffman Union, Minneapolis campus:
Oct. 27, 28 and 29 from 4 to 10 p.m.

-UNS-
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contact BILL HAFtING, 373-2126

MOON MISSION MOVIE
TO BE SHOWN BY SPACE
SCIENCE DIRECTOR

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

A short film of the Apollo 10 mission to the moon (the mission preceding the

moon walk) will be shown at the University of Minnesota to anyone interested.

Professor Laurence Cahill, director of the University's Space Science Center,

will show the 20-minute film at 4: 15 p.m. Thursday (Oct. 23) in Room 25 Architecture

building.

It will follow Professor Cahill's discussion of the University's role in NASA

(National Aeronautics and Space Administration) research.

Although free and open to the public, the talk is part of the fall quarter

e1ectirca1 engineering colloquium at the University. The colloquium is aimed

primarily at engineers and advanced students of engineering. Each week a different

expert presents a different topic.

II

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Future topics of the colloquia are:
Oct. 30: Industry and the Environment--A.V. Dienhart, Northern States Power
Co.

Nov. 6: A Professorial Dropout Talks on Engineering Education--D.E. Ander
son, G.T. Schje1dah1 Co.

Nov. 13: Recent Developments in Learning Systems Research--K.S. Fu, Purdue
University.

Nov. 20: Si1icon-Si1icon-Dioxide Interfaces--P.V. Gray, General Electric Co.

~ Dec. 4:

~ eering,

t

r
~
~

~

I

Filtering Theory with Applications--K.S.P. Kumar, electrical engin
University of Minnesota.
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'u' REGENTS URGE CONGRESS
TO RE-EXAMINE STUDENT AID

(FOR RELEASE AT 10 A.M. SATURDAY, OCT.18)
i

The University of Minnesota Board of Regents has expressed its belief in the
i

necessity for Congress to support a "collprehensive and thoughtful program of stu-

dent financial aid for college and university students."

The Board, at its meeting today, voted to send a letter to Minnesota's con-

gressional delegation urging that Congress re-examine its entire student aid program

with an eye toward increasing the grant portion of the program and suggesting

several steps Congress might take.

The letter, drafted by Vice Presidents Paul Cashman and Roger Kennedy, goes

on to state that the failure of Congress to pass an amended guaranteed student loan

program in time for the opening of the school year inconvenienced and may have

jeopardized hundreds of University of Minnesota students who had assumed that such

loans would be available.

Cashman, in commenting on the financial situation facing the University, calls

it an exceptionally serious problem. He stresses that grant assistance to students

has dropped from 31 per cent in 1958 to 23 per cent last year. He further states

that when student employment is added to total loans and grants available to stu-

dents, grant assistance represents only about 1 per cent of the total.

"What is clearly needed," the letter states, "is a complete review of the

federal approach to student aid. The increasingly heavy reliance upon loans as

opposed to grants, the decline of grants for low-income students, the decrease in

graduate fellowships and the whole pattern of withdrawal of federal money from the

student aid area is a matter of serious consequence for the nation."

(MORE)
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The letter refers to the "unfortunate time" at which the weakening of federal

support comes, since many institutions, relying in part upon the expectation of

federal encouragement and support, have brought many low-income students to the campus.

The steps suggested to Congress by the Regents are:

(a) The guaranteed loan program should be amended as soon as possible to pro-

vide a higher ceiling rate guaranteed by the federal government;

(b) Steps should be taken to insure the availability of loans ooder this

program notwithstanding times of "tight money" policy, possibly by a device analo-

gous to the federal mortgage "auction" set up for the Federal National Mortgage

Association (FNMA) and the Government National Mortgage Association (GNMA);

(c) Congress should review the adequacy of present grant programs for higher

education with a view to providing greater allocations of such foods for disad-

vantaged and high-risk students.

-UNS-
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FREDERICK NANED DIRECTOR
OF 'u' TECHNICAL COLLEGE AT WASECA

(FOR RELEASE AT 10 A. U. SATURDAY t OCT. 18)

Edward C. Frederick today was named director of the new University of Minnesota

Technical College, Waseca. He was appointed by the University's Board of Regents.

The technical college is a two-year campus of the University that will have

its first students in fall 1971. A combination college and technical school, it

aims to prepare semi-professional graduates for technical areas of agriculture and

business. It will offer courses in agriculture, business and general education,

as is now done at the University's other Technical College at Crookston.

Frederick is currently superintendent of the University's Southern School

and Experiment Station at Waseca. The Southern School of Agriculture will be dis-

solved in favor of the new technical college, for which planning funds were voted

by the 1969 State Legislature.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Frederick was appointed to his present position in Januaryt 1964.
served at the University's Northwest Experiment Station in
special research field is dairy physiology and management t
author of many scientific and popular articles.

Previously he
Crookston. His
and he is the

A native of Mankato, Frederick received his B,S' t M.S. and Ph.D. degrees
from the University of Minnesota. He received his bachelor's degree with
honors and won the Caleb Dorr Senior Medal for the highest ranking member
of the senior class in the College of Agriculture t Forestry and Home
Economics.

-UNS-
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'u' THEATRE TO ENTER
'INSECT COMEDY' IN
REGIONAL COMPETITION

NEWSMEN:
contact:

For further information,
LYNN MARASCO, 373-5193

~
t
I
I

(FOR RELEASE TUESDAY, OCT. 21)

The University of Minnesota Theatre's production of "The Insect Comedy" will

be entered in Region VII competition for the American College Theatre Festival,

Theatre Director Frank MWhiting announced today.

A Czechoslovakian satire on the regimentation of contemporary life, the play

was written by Josef and Karel Capek. It will be presented at the University

Nov. 7 through 16 under Professor Whiting's direction.

Six other colleges and universities in Minnesota and North and South Dakota

also will have entries in Region VII, according to Dale Huffington, regional

director and head of the University General Extension Division's Drama Advisory

Service.

The judges, who will travel to see all regional entries, are Ruth Nelson,

Tyrone Guthrie Theatre actress, and John Cromwell, a noted director who also has

acted at the Guthrie Theatre.

After seeing the final production in December, they will select one play to

be entered in the national festival in Washington, D. C., next spring.

f1

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Other Region VII entries are:
Minnesota--Lea College (Albert Lea), "Sound of Bread Breaking"

Southwest State College (~1arsha11), "The Devils"
Hibbing State Junior College, "The Madwoman of Chai110t"
College of St. Catherine (St. Paul), "Juno and the Paycock"

North Dakota State University, Fargo, "The Peripatetic Bartholomew Bonell

University of South Dakota, Vermillion, "Waiting for Godot."

-UNS-
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U OF MENROLLMENT
PASSES 50,000 MARK

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Enrollment at the University of Minnesota for the fall quarter of 1969, as

measured by registration counts at the end of the second week of classes, has in-

creased on all campuses compared with 1968. The University now serves 50,415 stu-

dents, compared with 49,454 a year ago.

These registration figures mo~e accurately reflect overall attendance for the

quarter as compared to the count of second-week paid fee statements which the Universi-

ty has used in previous years, according to Theodore Kellogg, associate dean for ad-

missions and records.

Total students registered on the Twin Cities campus are 42,996. Figures for the

four campuses, last year and this year, are as follows:

1968 1969 Increase

Twin Cities 42,519 42,996 477

Duluth campus 5,300 5,468 168

Morris campus 1,264 1,510 246

Crookston campus 371 441 70

Total 49,454 50,415 961

Units showing significant growth are the College of Education (209 increase),

the Graduate School (Twin Cities) (416 inc~ase), the Institute of Technology (222)

the Morris campus (246) and the Duluth campus (168).

Men attending the University total 31,373; the women, 19,042. By campus the

sexes are: Twin Cities, 26,931 men and 16,065 women; DUluth, 3,201 men and 2,267

women; Morris, 854 men and 656 women; Crookston, 387 men and 54 women.

(MORE)
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The entire freshman class numbers 8,787 (compared with 8,810 last year), with

6,573 of those on the Twin Cities campus. New students transferring to the University

this fall number 4,335 as compared with 4,159 in 1968.

The above figures represent regular, daytime enrollments. In addition, the

General Extension Division reports 19,819 students attending evening classes, an

increase of 529 over a year ago, plus 6,216 students enrolled in Independent Study

courses. These totals, combined with other General Extension Division enrollments,

come to 26,402 being served by the GED.

The various colleges and divisions of the University Twin Cities campus report

the following registration figures for the end of the second week of classes:

General College

University College

College of Liberal Arts

Institute of Technology

Ag, Forestry and Home Ec

Law School

1969

3,351

74

17,580

3,679

2,732

591

Public Health

School of Dentistry

Dental Hygiene

College of Pharmacy

College of Education

Business Administration

1969

168

420

124

282

3,173

922

Total

Biological Sciences

Veterinary Medicine

Medical School*

Medical Technology

Mortuary Science

Occupational Therapy

Physical Therapy

School of Nursing

667

128

71

52

95

245

Graduate School
Twin Cities,
Duluth,
Rochester,

7,700
112
460

8,272

235

135

42,996

*In addition to the above figures for the Medical School there are 24 regularly en
rolled medical students having a scheduled vacation quarter. A year ago there were
8 such students.
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MARY STOLZ TO SPEAK
AT BOOK WEEK PROGRAM

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

NEWSMEN:
contact:

For further information,
JUDY VICK, 373-5193

Mary Stolz, an author who writes about the reality of racial conflicts, city liv-

ing, individual differences and death in her books for young people, will speak at the

50th anniversary Children's Book Week program at the University of Minnesota Tuesday,

Oct. 28.

Miss Stolz, who is known widely for both her children's books and teenage novels,

will speak at a public dinner at 6 p.m. in Coffman Union at the University.

Some of her more recent works include "The Story of a Singular Hen and Her

Peculiar Children," concerned with individual differences, for children ages /.j. through

8; "The Dragons of the Queen," a story about adults and death in Mexico, for children

ages 8 through 12; and liThe Noonday Friends," (i book about city life, for children ages,

8 thrcu~h 12. Earlier in her career she wrote novels for teenagers, including

"Rosemary," "The Organdy Cupcakes, 11 "To Tell Your Lqve il and.. i1Who Wants Music on

;'jonday?"

The book week program will also include a week-long display of books for children

and young people on the first floor of the Museum of Natural History and reviews of

books for elementary and junior and senior high school students.

Reviews of books for kindergarten and elementary school students will be presented
at 4:30 p.m. Tuesday in the Museum of Natural History auditorium by Norine Odland, pro
fessor of children's literature at the University of Minnesota; Mrs. Geraldine Kozberg,
elementary teacher in the St. Paul Public Schools, and Mrs. Ellen Reeker, teaching as
sistant in the University's education department.

Professor Anna Lee Stensland of the English department, University of Minnesota,
Duluth, will review new books for junior and senior high school students at 4:30 p.m.
Tuesday in Murphy hall auditorium.

Reservations for the book week dinner can be obtained by writing to Professor
Norine Odland, College of Education, Burton hall, University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis, Minn. 55455.

-UNS-
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PLAY ABOUT PACIFIST
ASSYRIAN KING SET
AT U OF M THEATRE

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

NEWSUEN:
contact:

For further information,
JUDY VICK, 373-5193

"Sardanapalus," a play by Lord Byron about a legendary bi-sexual

Assyrian king who tried to live a pacifist life and was destroyed, will open

Tuesday, Oct. 28, in the Scott hall studio theatre at the University of

Minnesota.,
I This will be the first performance on record of the play in the
~I United States since the 19th century.

Performances are scheduled for 8 p.m. Tuesday through Saturday,

Oct. 28-Nov. 1 and at 3:30 p.m. Sunday. Nov. 2.

John Chase Soliday, a graduate student from Lancaster, Ohio, is directing

the University Theatre production. Ivar Brogger, a theatre student and

McKnight Foundation fellow from Minneapolis, is cast in the title role.

A live boa constrictor plays a supporting role.

Tickets are on sale at the University Theatre Ticket Office in Scott

hall and at Dayton's.

#

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Soliday -- Director of theatre at the College of Wooster (Ohio) for four
years. Holds bachelor's degree from Otterbein College and master's
degree from Bowling Green State University. Working for doctor of
philosophy degree in theatre at the University. In 1969 has
directed "The Odd Couple" for the Lakeshore Playhouse; "Secret
Service" for the Minnesota Historical Society and the McKnight
Foundation, and "Good Grief Charlie Brown," "Aria da Capo" and
a series of Pinter one-acts at Central High School in Minneapolis.

-005-
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ROWAN'S ONE-l1AN SHOW
AT MARTIN GALLERY

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

NEWSMEN:
contact:

For further information,
JUDY VICK. 373-5193

~
I
~
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I
I
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Herman Rowan will have his first one-man exhibition of paintings in

Minneapolis at the Martin Gallery, Nov. 1 through 26.

Rowan. associate professor and assistant chairman of the University of

Minnesota studio arts department. has had three one-man shows at Grand

Central Moderns in New York and has also had one-man exhibitions at Gump's

Galleries in San Francisco and at Talladega College in Alabama. His works

have been in numerous national and regional group shows including a four-

man invitational at Walker Art Center in 1964 and the 1964 and 1966 Walker

Biennials.

Rowan joined the Minnesota faculty in 1963 after teaching at San Diego

State College and the State University of New York in Fredonia, N.Y. His

drawings and paintings are included in the collections of Walker Art Center,

the Brooklyn Museum, Notre Dame University Gallery and the San Diego Gallery

of Fine Arts.

The exhibition at the Martin Gallery, 2645 Lyndale Av. S., will open

with a reception from 2 to 5 p.m. Saturday, Nov. 1. The gallery is open

from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m., Monday through Saturday.

-UNS-
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(FOR IMliEDIATE RELEASE)

PAVIA TO LEAD
PANEL DISCUSSION

mUVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
NEWS SJRVICE-20 JOHNSTON HALL
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55455
TELEPHOliE: 373-5193
OCTOBER 21, 1969

Philip Pavia, New York sculptor and visiting professor of studio arts at

the University of Minnesota, will lead a panel discussion on contemporary

ideas in art Thursday, Oct. 30, at 8 p.m. in the Studio Arts building on the

University's West Bank.

This will be the third in the series of six discussions of contemporary

art sponsored by the studio arts department. Pavia is scheduled to lead

another session Nov. 20. Jack Tworkov, retired chairman of the art department

at Yale University and visiting professor of studio arts at Minnesota, will

lead a discussion Nov. 13.

All sessions are open free to the public.

'Ie * *

"HILD ALASKA" FILM
TO BE SHO\>JN THURSDAY

Prize-winning photographer Burdette E. White will show his movie, "Vignettes

of Wild Alaska," Thursday, (Oct. 23) at 8 p.m. in the Bell Huseum of Natural

History at the University of Minnesota.

White will also present a slide-lecture, "The Master's Handiwork,"

following the movie. White, of Idyllwild, Calif., is known internationally

for his photo-lectures on nature. His talk, open to the public without

charge, is sponsored by the Twin Cities Council of Camera Clubs and the Bell

Museum.

-UNS-
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'u' GALLERY TO SHOW
JOHN lofARIN DRAlUNGS
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OCTOBER 21, 1969

Drawings by the late American expressionist John Marin will be on exhibit

in the University Gallery at the University of Minnesota Monday, Oct. 27,

through Nov. 23.

The 94 drawings date from 1886 to 1951 and are done in a variety of media

including pen and ink, pencil and pastels. This retrospective exhibit has been

organized by the University of Utah Museum of Fine Arts and is sponsored by

the International Exhibitions Foundation, ~c.

The University Gallery is located on the third and fourth floors of

Northrop auditorium and is open free to the public from 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Monday through Friday and from 2 to 5 p.m. Sunday.

.. .. ..
FRED ASTAIRE, GINGER ROGERS
STAR IN 'ENCORE' FILMS AT 'u'

Films starring Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers are featured in the

Encore Film Club's November schedule.

"Doctor Zhivago" 1s the University of Minnesota film club's offering for

Dec. 3.

The Astaire-Rogers films include "Top Hat" (Nov. 5), "Follow the Fleet"

and "The Gay Divorcee" (both Nov. 19). Also scheduled for Nov. 5 is "State

Fair" starring Jeanne Crain and Dana Andrews.

Two Eddie Cantor films, "The Kid From Spain" and "Roman Scandals," will

be shown Nov. 12. Two Harx Brothers' films, "Monkey Business" and lithe Coco-

nuts, tI will be shown Nov. 26.

The Encore showings are all at 7 p. m. in the Bell Museum of Natural

History auditorium on the Minneapolis campus. Admission is $1.25.
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VISTA TO RECRUIT
VOLUNTEERS AT 'u'

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

NEWSMEN:
contact:

For further information,
PAT JULIANI, 373-5193

VISTA, "the poor man's Peace Corps," will be recruiting volunteers

at the University of Minnesota Monday through Friday (Oct. 27 to 31).

According to national officials, VISTA is now in the process of a

major revamping and is looking for more professional people who can bring

expert knowledge to the war on poverty.

VISTA officials predict that this year 20 per cent of the volunteers

will be professional specialists such as lawyers and architects who will

get on-the-spot training in the poverty areas where they will work.

Information tables will be set up on the ground floor of Coffman

Union and in Blegen hall on the West Bank from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. VISTA

volunteers will show a movie in room 343 Coffman Union at 12:15 p.m.

Monday through Thursday. On the St. Paul campus, VISTA will be in room

202 Student Center, Wednesday (Oct. 29) with a movie at 12:15 p.m.

There will be informal discussion with former volunteers Tuesday

(Oct. 28) at 11 a.m. in the University YMCA, 1425 University ave. SE.,

and at 10:15 a.m. Thursday (Oct. 30) at the Hillel Foundation, 1526

University ave. SEa
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'u' AEROSPACE RESEARCHER
TO RECEIVE NATIONAL RECOGNITION

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

NEl-lSNEN:
contact:

For further information,
BILL HAFLING, 373-2126

A University of Minnesota space scientist will be honored Thursday (Oct. 23)

at the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA) convention in

Anaheim, Calif.

Professor Helmut G. Heinrich and 28 others will be made Fellows in the AlAA.

Fellows are persons of distinction in aeronautics and astronautics who have made

notable and valuable contributions to the arts, sciences or technology of space.

Heinrich, a professor of aeronautical engineering at the University, is being

honored for "his distinguished· contributions in aerodynamic deceleration and air

crew rescue methods."

Other Fellows to be named this year include Astronaut Frank Borman; Najeeb

Halaby, president of Pan American; Dietrich Kuchemann, head of the aeronautical

department of England's Royal Air Force, and Samuel C. Phillips, Apollo program

director.
II

SUPPLE~1ENTARY INFOID-1ATION :

I
f

~

I

~
I

"The University of Minnesota is the only university in the world, that I know of,
teaching courses in aeronautic deceleration. Since we began teaching the
course in 1957 we have had over 300 graduates -- all now hold positions
of responsibility in aerospace all over the world" -- Helmut Heinrich

Heinrich joined the University as a visiting professor in 1956. He received
his bachelor of mechanical engineering degree from State Engineering College
in Stettin, Germany in 1929 and his doctorate in engineering from Tech
nische Hoschsuchule in Stuttgart, Germany in 1943. In 1958 he received
the Aeronaut Leo Stevens parachute award for developing a new type of
parachute for human and cargo descent.
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'DIALOGUE ON SEXUALITY'
TO BEGIN AT U OF M

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

NEWSl·ffiN:
contact:

For further information,
PAT JULIANI. 373-5193

A St. Paul attorney, who does not believe that the first amendment protects.

obscenity, will discuss pornography with a University of Minnesota psychologist,

who favors abolishing censorship of all printed matter for adults, as part of

"Dialogue on Sexuality" at the University Monday through Friday (Oct. 27 to 31).

Dan Klas, St. Paul assistant city attorney, will exchange views with John

Brantner, University clinical psychologist, at noon Tuesday (Oct. 28) in Coffman

Union main ballroom.

"The purpose of the week of programs is to provide objective information on

a wide variety of sex topics. and, most important, to harmonize this information

with the theme of sexuality as an expression of love," says Pam Lande, College of

Liberal Arts junior from St. Paul and program chairman.

The Dudley Riggs loJorkshop will present "The Story of Sex," a satirical play,

at 11:30 a.m. Thursday (Oct. 30) in Coffman Union main ballroom. The play will

be fo1lotved by a showing of modern fashions, featuring the "unisex" look.

Planned parenthood, abortion, and the double standard are among the other

subjects to be discussed by University and community experts.

(MORE)



DIALOGUE ON SEXUALITY

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

-2-

The following is an outline for the program, "Dialogue on Sexuality." All sessions
are in Coffman Union main ballroom and are open free to the public.

Monday, Oct. 27, 11:30 a.m.
Planned Parenthood representative talking on contraceptives.
Film: "Roadsigns On a Merry-Go-Round."
Chaplain William J. Teska, University Episcopal Center, "Christianity
Sexuality."

Tuesday, Oct. 28, 11 a.m.
Professor Ira Reiss, sociologist, University of Hinnesota, speaking on
"Changing Sex Scenes."
Noon, associate professor John Brantner, psychologist, University of
Minnesota, and Dan Klas, Assistant St. Paul City Attorney, discussing
pornography.
7 p.m., Terrace Reading Room, art discussed by Karen Mattison Belisle,
and the film, "An Andalusian Dog," discussed by a filmmaker, Robert
Zeller.

Wednesday, Oct. 29, 11:30 a.m.
The film, "A Man and A Woman." Robert HcCoy, president of the Humanist
Association, will comment on the film at its conclusion.

Thursday, Oct. 30, 11:30 a.m.
Dudley Riggs' Workshop presenting a satirical play, "The Story of Sex."
Jaana's presenting a fashion show of modern and unisex clothing.
7 p.m., a sample of sensitivity led by a trainer.

Friday, Oct. _31, 11:30 a.m.
Abortion discussed by Robert McCoy, president of the Humanist Association.
Robert Flint, of the Student Counseling Bureau, discussing "Morality
of Post-Marital Intercourse."
Assistant professor David Holland. psychologist, University of Minnesota,
discussing "11~n Do Women Don't. II
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CUTS REPEATERS TO 18%

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)
NEWSHEN:
contact:

For further information,
BILL HAFtING, 373-2126

Half of all juvenile delinquents in this country are arrested within a year

after release from an institution. In contrast, "graduates" from a special program

at Lino Lakes Rehabilitation Center, Circle Pines, Minn., rarely return to an in-

stitution.

Speaking at a recent conference on "Behavior Management" in Nolte Center at the

University of Minnesota, Thomas Sturm, psychologist at Lino Lakes, explained the

program.

The key to Lino Lakes' success, according to Sturm, is the correct use of well-

known principles of "behavioral conditioning." For example, by giving immediate

recognition to constructive behavior and educational progress on the part of Lino

Lakes juveniles, such behavior increases substantially. Tokens and points are used

to add weight to such recognition and to help keep track of each individual's

progress.

Anti-social acts decrease rapidly as more time is spent on rewarded activities.

The only consequence for anti-social acts--formerly very common--is the loss of

tokens. In addition, a minimum of attention is given to anti-social behavior while

a good deal of attention is given by the staff to constructive activity.

Tokens may then be used to purchase such things as extra cottage privileges,

extra dessert, TV time, games of pool, and--with sufficient tokens earned for con-

structive behavior--trips off grounds. Eventually, a juvenile will have earned so

many tokens that he is released from the institution; and by this time, constructive
- ..- ..'

behavior has become a habit.

Only 18 per cent of the "graduates" from Sturm's behavior modification program

at Lino Lakes are arrested again.

(MORE)
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In addition to reducing recidivism, the Lino Lakes behavior modification pro-

gram assists delinquents in achieving significant educational advancement. During

an average stay of only 11 weeks, the youngster advances 1.2 grade levels in reading

skills and nearly a year (0.8 grade level) in mathematics.

Despite the success of Lino Lakes' program with juveniles--who ordinarily would

have faced long-term sentences--Sturm was concerned with the few who did not "make

it on the outside."

"The transition from institution to society is just too big a jump for a lot
of these kids," he said.

"Too often the juvenile gets out on parole and no one gives him any pats on
the back for doing good work. The only time he gets any attention is when he does
something wrong."

Sturm said more juvenile delinquents could more easily become useful citizens
if they had a "half-way" house to go to after release from an institution. He
estimated that the 18 per cent recidivism rate for behavior-modification-trained
juveniles could be reduced to less than 5 per cent if they had a half-way house
to go to.

In a half-way house, newly released parolees could help encourage one another
in their attempts to adjust to society. The transition from the highly structured
correctional environment to that of more normal society could more easily be
bridged--something which cannot be done in an institution.

"Once the kids find out that our society can be rewarding without crime, crime
no longer interests them," Sturm said.

fl
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

The behavior management conference was held at Nolte Center on Oct. 17, 1969, pre
sented by the General Extension Division. At this conference, the appli
cations of "behavior management" principles to the problems of the physically
handicapped, the mentally handicapped, and to situations in schools as well
as in correctional institutions were explained to some 100 teachers, stu
dents, nurses, psychologists, social workers and correction officers.

Currently successful behavior modification techniques have evolved only in the past
10 years. Such techniques are based on earlier research in instrumental
or operant conditioning. In these methods, rewards (more technically known
as reinforcements) are provided the patient when he exhibits normal beha
vior.

Thomas Sturm has recently completed work for his doctor of philosophy degree in
psychology at the University of Minnesota. Because he will be out of the
country, he will not be available until December. However, Professors
Travis Thompson and Gordon Heistad are familie with his work, having
advised and worked with him at Lino Lakes. Interviews with Thompson or
Heistad can be arranged.

-UNS-
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For further information,
JUDy VICK, 373-5193

A JOINT RELEASE FROM THE NATIONAL COUNCIL ON FAMILY RELATIONS AND THE
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA

'u' PROF RECEIVES AWARD
FROM NATIONAL COUNCIL
ON FAMILY RELATIONS

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Washington, D.C.--Professor Richard N. Hey today (Thursday, Oct. 23) was named

a recipient of the National Council on Family Relations' Ernest G. Osborne Teaching

Award for 1969.

Hey is associate professor of family studies and sociology at the University of

Minnesota and acting chairman of the University's Family Studies Program. He will

take office as president of the National Council on Family Relations at the close

of the group's annual meeting Saturday in Washington.

The Osborne award is annually presented to "outstanding family life educators."

Also receiving the award this year was Mrs. Sylvia Sacks, chief supervisor in family

life education, Division of Family Studies, University of Pennsylvania. Each recip-

ient receives $250.

The National Council on Family Relations is a 4,000-member, Minneapolis-based

organization which unites professional persons with an interest in the well-being of

American families.

Hey joined the Minnesota faculty in 1964. He was formerly supervisor in family

life education at the University of Pennsylvania Medical School's psychiatry depart-

mente He received his doctor of philosophy degree in 1963 from Columbia University

and has a bachelor of divinity degree from Andover Newton Theological School, Newton~

Mass., and a bachelor of arts degree from Berea College, Berea, Ky. His numerous
published articles include one titled "Ernest G. Osborne, Family Life Educator,"
written for the rfay 1965 issue of "Journal of r1arriage and the Family."

-UNS-
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BLACK BEARS TO APPEAR
ON 'u' TELEVISION HOUR
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TELEPHONE: 373-5193
OCTOBER 23, 1969

Two black bears viII appear on the pilot program of a channel 2 television

series next week about the University of Minnesota's Bell Museum of Natural History.

The half-hour color program will feature Lynn Rogers, a researcher who is

working on a doctor of philosophy degree at the University, demonstrating the

techniques he has used to tranquilize black bears, sample their blood, determine

their ages and weigh them in northern Minnesota woods. He also has tagged a number

of bears and tracked some with radio transmitters.

The pilot program will be on the University of Minnesota Television Hour at

9:30 p.m. Friday, Oct. 31. The weekly series, beginning Dec. 2, will include pro-

grams on deer, wolves and other subjects of the museum's public education services.

Tne University's General Extension Division coordinates Television Hour

broadcasts.

* * *
CONCERT BAND'S RUSSIAN TRIP
TO BE FEATURED ON WCCO RADIO

"To Russia With Music," a chronicle of the University of Minnesota Concert

Band tour of the Soviet Union last spring, will be broadcast on WCCO radio Monday

(Oct. 27).

The program, beginning at 8 p.m., will feature some of the music the band

played while in Russia and highlights of the return ceremony in the White House

rose garden, with the voices of President Nixon, Ambassador Dobrynin and University

President Malcolm Moos. During the hour-long program, members of the band and their

director, Frank Bencriscutto, will discuss their experiences in Russia and the

people they met.

-UNS-
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STATE ECONOMICS ASSOCIATION
TO HOLD ANNUAL ~1EETING IN ST. PAUL

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Nffi.J'SMEN:
contact:

For further information,
JUDY VICK, 373-5193

Federal tax reform, environmental control problems and financing higher

education will be discussed at the annual meeting of the Minnesota Economics

Association Saturday, Nov. 1, at the College of St. Catherine in St. Paul.

Speakers at the 10 a.m. session on Federal Tax Reform will be Norman Ture,

economist for the Planning Research Corporation, Washington, D.C., former director

of tax research for the National Bureau of Economic Research and former chairman of

President Nixon's Task Force on Taxation; and Roger Miller, University of Wisconsin

economics professor.

Attorney General Douglas Head will speak on the topic "Environmental Control

Problems" at a 12:15 p.m. luncheon session.

Speakers at the 2:30 p.m. session on "Financing Higher Education" will be

G. Theodore Mitau, chancellor of the Minnesota State College System; Arthur

Flemming, president of Hacalester College and former U.S. Secretary of Health,

Education and Welfare; Roger Kennedy, University of Minnesota vice president for

investments and executive director of the University Foundation; and Professor

John Buttrick of the University of Minnesota economics department.

#

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

John D. HeImberger, University of Minnesota professor of agricultural economics,
is president of the Minnesota Economics Association for 1969.

The association is an organization of economists from government and industry and
high school and college teachers of economics.
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LIST OF UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA, MDNEAPOLIS AND ST. PAUL CAMPUS PUBLIC EVENTS
WEEK OF OCTOBER 26 - NOVEMBER 2

Sunday, Oct. 26 -- Coffman Gallery: Kansas Sculpture Show and lithographs, silk
screens and sculpture by Karen Mattison Belisle, through
Oct. 31, 8 a.m.-8 p.m. Mon.-Sat. and 1-8 p.m. Sun. Free.

Sunday, Oct. 26 -- St. Paul Student Center Galleries: Slag sculpture (metals) by
Frank Oberg, through Oct. 31, display cases, noon to 10 p.m.
Sun. and 9 a.m. to 10 p.m. Mon.-Sat. Free.

Sunday, Oct. 26 -- "The Thwarting of Baron Bolligrew," children' s play by Robert
Bolt, Scott hall auditorium, 2 p.m. Admission.

Monday, Oct. 27 -- University Gallery: Drawings by the late American expression
ist John Marin, Northrop auditorium, 8:30 a.m.-4 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
Free.

Monday, Oct. 27 -- Dialogue on Sexuality: Planned Parenthood representative
speaking; film eJ;ltitled "Roadsigns on a Herry-Co-Round";
Chaplain William Teska of the University Episcopal Center
speaking on "Christianity-Sexuality," Coffman Union main ball
room, 11:30 a.m. Free.

Monday, Oct. 27 -- "A National Longitudinal Study of Neuro-Psychology in Twins,"
Dr. Ntinos Myrianthopoulos of the National Institutes of
Health, Bethesda, Md., Murphy hall auditorium, 4:30 p.m. Free.

Tuesday, Oct. 28 -- Dialogue on Sexuality: Professor Ira Reiss, University sociol
ogist, speaking on "Changing Sex Scenes," 11 a.m.; Associate
Professor John Brantner, psychologist at the University, and
Dan Klaa, assistant St. Paul city attorney, discussing por
nography. noon; both in Coffman Union main ballroom. Free.

Tuesday, Oct. 28 --

Tuesday, Oct. 28 --

"

Book Week: Week-long display of books for children and y~ung

people on the first floor of the Museum of Natural History.
Reviews of books for elementary school children Tuesday at
4:30 p.m. in the Bell Museum of Natural History auditorium
and reviews of books for junior and senior high school students
at the same time in Uurphy hall auditorium. Book week public
dinner featuring a talk by author Mary Stolz, Tuesday at 6 p.m.
in Coffman Union. Admission and reservations for the dinner;
other events free.

Encore Film Club: "The Big Broadcast" and "The Big Broadcast
of 1938," Bell Museum of Natural History, 7 p.m. Admission.

(UORE)
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Tuesday, Oct. 28 -- Dialogue nll Sexuality: Karen ~1attison Belisle, an artist, dis
cussing art, and Robert Zeller, a filmmaker, discussing the
film "An Andalusian Dog," Coffman Union terrace reading room,
7 p.m. Free.

Tuesday, Oct. 28 -- University Theatre: "Sardanapalus," play by Lord Byron about
a legendary Assyrian king, Scott hall studio theatre, 8 p.m.
Tuesday-Saturday and 3: 30 p.m. Stmday. Admission.

Wednesday, Oct. 29 Dialogue on Sexuality: The film, "A Man and a Woman." Robert
McCoy, president of the Humanist Association, will comment on
.the tih,. at its conclusion. Free.

Thursday, Oct. 30 -- Dial:..~3tl~ on Sexuality: "The Story os Sex" by the Dudley Riggs
Works'.1cp, Coffman Union main ballroom, 11: 30 a.m. Sample
sensitivity session, Coffman Union main ballroom, 7 p.m. Free.

Thursday, Oct. 30 -- Panel discussion on contemporary ideas in art led by Philip
PavIa, New York sculptor and visiting professor of studio arts,
Studio Arts building (West Bank), 8 p.m. Free.

Friday, Oct. 31 --

Friday, Oct. 31 --

Stmday, Nov. 2 --

Dialogue on Sexuality: Robert McCoy, president of the Humanist
Association, discussing abortion; Robert Flint of the Student
COtmseling Bureau speaking on "Horality of Post-Marital Inter
course;" and Assistant Professor David Holland, University
psychologist, speaking on, "Hen Do -- Women Don't," Coffman
Union main ballroom, 11:30 a.m. Free.

"The Whole," coffeehouse with entertainment by Brian Carney,
Coffman Union, 9 p.m.-l a.m. Local talent Saturday. Admission.

University Symphony Orchestra concert with Joseph Roche, violin
soloist, Northrop auditorium, 4 p.m. Free.
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(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

TREE PLANTING IN WHITE BEAR
HONORS CONSERVATION TEACHER

~IVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
NEWS SERVICE-20 JOHNSTON BALL
MINNEAPOLIS, UINNESOTA 55455
TELEPHONE: 373-5193
OCTOBER 24, 1969

Nat Johnson, retired education specialist for the Minnesota conservation

department and the man responsible for 22 years of conservation broadcasts

on KUOM, was honored eO; a tree-planting ceremony recently.

,Seventeen trees of :severa1 varieties were planted in his honor in Four

Seasons Parkin White, Bear Township, near his home, as a "living appreciation,"

according to Betty Gir1ing, director of KOOM's Minnesota School of the Air.

Johnson coordinated KUOM's "Following Conservation trails" broadcasts

from 1946 to 1968. (KUO~ is the University of Minnesota General Extension

Division radio station.) Burton Paulu, director of radio and television,

- presented Johnson with a citation expressing appreciation from the Univer-

sity and the many Minnesota schoolchildren who heard the broadcasts.

* * *

BARBARA STUHLER
RECEIVES ALUMNI AWARD

Barbara J. Stuhler, associate director of the World Affairs Center

at the University of Minnesota, has been named one of two recipients of the

19,69 Distinguished Alumni Award at MacMurray College, Jacksonville, Ill.

Uiss Stuh1~r, who received a bachelor of arts degree in sociology from

MacMurray in 1945, and Robert Head, assistant professor of art at Murray

State Uniyersity, received the Distinguished Alumni Awards at the annual

~ 'Founders' Day observance in October during Homecoming activities at MacMurray.

~t -UNS-
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tinguished service in journalism, Professor Robert L. Jones, director of the

A Kansas newspaperman has received the 1969 Minnesota Award for dis-

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
NEWS SERVICE-20 JOHNSTON HALL
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55455
OCTOBER 28, 1969

For further information,
JUDY VICK, 373-5193

NEWSHEN:
contact:

KANSAS MAN RECEIVES
1969 MINNESOTA AWARD

(FOR IMl1EDIATE RELEASE)

University of Minnesota School of Journalism and Hass Communication, announced

today.

The engraved medallion and certificate in recognition of distinguished,

career-long contributions to journalism has been presented to John H. Col-

burn, editor and publisher of the Wichita (Kan.) Eagle and Beacon.

Colburn was selected by members of the Minnesota journalism faculty from

nominations made by members of the Inland Daily Press Association.

Professor Jones said that judges of the award nominees were impressed

by the information that despite Colburn's many professional activities requir-

ing considerable travel, Hthe work-a-day business of net1spapering continued

under his personal supervision."

Colburn, 57, has served simultaneously on the boards of the American

Newspaper Publishers Association (ANPA), the ANPA Research Institute, the ANPA

Foundation and the American Society of Newspaper Editors. He began his career

on the Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch in 1930 and was a correspondent for the

Associated Press during World War II. After the war he became executive edi-

tor of AP World Service in London and secretary of Associated Press, Ltd. In

1949 he became managing editor of the Richmond (Va.) Times-Dispatch. In 1963

he became editor of the Wichita newspapers.

#

(HORE)
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In 1961-62, directed a study by a group of editors who drafted a code, llWhat
Makes a Good Newspaper," which was designed to help the public and press
evaluate newspapers.

In 1962, received the John Peter Zenger Award of the University of Arizona for
"effective work in support of freedom of the press."

In 1963, received an award from Southern Methodist University and the Dallas
Press Club for "distinguished service to journalism as a vigilant cru
sader for freedom of information."

In 1963, received the Liberty Bell Award of the Wichita Bar Association for
"recognition of community service which strengthens the effectiveness
of the American system for freedom under the law."

Serves as a visiting lecturer in Northwestern University's Hedill School of
Journalism, conducts newspaper seminars and has served on accrediting
teams of the American Council on Education for Journalism.

-UNS-
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UNIVERSITY THEATRE
TO PRESENT
'INSECT COMEDY'

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

NEwsr·1EN:
contact:

For further information,
JUDY VICK, 373-5193

Gideon Schein, a McKnight fellow in directing at the University of

Minnesota, will play the lead role in the University Theatre's production

of "The Insect Comedy,!! opening Nov. 7 in Scott hall auditorium.

Schein will play Albert, the vagrant, in David Ball's adaptation of

Karl and Josef Capek's play. He is a teaching assistant at the University

where he is working for his master's degree in theatre. His past experience

includes work with Theatre Atlanta and the Oberlin College Gilbert and

Sullivan Company in Falmouth, Hass.

Frank M Whiting, University Theatre director, will direct the up-

dated production.

The play deals with the evils of war and riches and includes a cast

of crickets, butterflies, beetles, flies and ants (played by University

students. )

Performances will be at 8 p.m. Nov. 7 and 8 and 11 through 16 and

at 3:30 p.m. Nov. 11 and 16.

Tickets are on sale in the Scott hall ticket office and at Dayton's.
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NEWSMEN: There will be a press
conference for Arvid Anderson
at 9 a.m. Tuesday, Nov. 4, in
the Nolte Center Library. He
will not be available for individual
interviews at any time during the day.

NEW YORK LABOR
NEGOTIATION CHIEF
TO SPEAK AT 'u'

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

NEWSMEN:
contact:

For further information,
LYNN MARASCO, 373-5193

10:05 a.m.
11 a.m.

1:15 p.m.

Arvid Anderson, chief labor negotiator for New York City, will speak at a

conference on labor relations in public employment at the University of Minnesota

Tuesday (Nov. 4).

Local and state government officials responsible for negotiating with

organizations of public employees (other than teachers) will attend to consider the

effectiveness and proposed modifications of present Minnesota policies and laws.

Planned in response to a steady increase in both the number and militanCy of

public employee labor unions, the conference is sponsored by the League of

Minnesota Municipalities, the Association of Minnesota Counties and the

University's General Extension Division.

Anderson will speak at 11 a.m. Tuesday, g~v~ng a national overview of public
employee labor relations. He was commissioner and executive secretary of the
Wisconsin Employment Relations Commission from 1948 to 1967 prior to taking his
present position two years ago.

Cyrus Smythe, labor relations consultant to the League of Minnesota
Municipalities and associate professor of industrial relations at the University,
will speak at 10 a.m. on labor relations in Minnesota.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

The conference will be held in Nolte Center on the University's Minneapolis campus.

Major sessions will be:
10 a.m. Introduction by Dean Lund, League of Minnesota Municipalities

executive secretary and director of the University's
Municipal Reference Bureau.
Cyrus Smythe
Arvid Anderson
"What are the Problems in Minnesota?" Panel discussion with
John Elwell, Albert Lea city manager; George Hite, Eden
Prairie city manager; John Jackson, director of Minnesota
Civil Service; Peter Obermeyer, consultant to the state
civil service; Bernard Steffen, county administrator for
Anoka County; and R. J. Whaling, auditor for Itasca County.

3:45 p.m. -- Panel discussion with Arvid Anderson and Cyrus Smythe.

- UNS -
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RELIGION COORDINATORS
TO MEET AT U OF M

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

NEWS~lEN:

contact:
For further information,
PAT JULIANI, 373-5193

I
~,

t
I

~

State college religion coordinators will gather at the University of Minnesota

Nov. 10 and 11 for the annual national meeting of the Association for the Coordina-

tion of University Religious Affairs (ACURA).

More than 100 religion coordinators will discuss religious pluralism on campus,

dehumanization in a computerized world and other ethical concerns facing the modern

campus.

Professor John Flagler, director of the University's Labor Education Service,

will discuss the causes and consequences of alienation in our time at the opening

session Monday, Nov. 10, at 12:45 in Coffman Union junior ballroom.

Among the other speakers will be Dr. Maurice Visscher, Regents' Professor of

Physiology in the University's College of Medical Sciences, speaking on "New Ethical

~
l Problems for Physicians and Medical Investigators ll at 1 p.m. Tuesday, Nov. 11,
~

in Coffman Union junior ballroom. Responding to his remarks will be Dr. Kenneth

Vaux, of the Institute of Religion, Texas Medical Center, Houston, Texas.

Arthur Flemming, president of Macalester College and president of the National

Council of Churches, will address the body Tuesday, Nov. 11, at 7 p.m. in the

University Campus Club.

Professor Henry Allen, coordinator of students' religious activities at the
University, and Robert Ross, adviser to student religious organizations, make up
this year's program committee. Allen, the first religion coordinator ever appointed,
is retiring this year after 22 years in his position.

ACURA's purpose is to promote professional standards and continued education
for religion coordinators, according to Ross.

All ACURA sessions are open to the public.

-UNS-
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WILLIAM LEAR TO SPEAK
AT BUSINESS INSTITUTE

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

NEWSMEN:
contact:

For further information
JUDY VICK, 373-5193

William P. Lear, inventor and designer of the Lear Jet, will speak at the

University of Minnesota School of Business Administration Alumni Association's

16th annual institute Thursday, Nov. 6.

"What's Ahead for Vehicle Powerplants in the Seventies" will be the topic for

Lear's speech at 6:30 p.m. at the Leamington Hotel.

Lear is president of Lear Motor Corporation, Reno, Nev., which is currently

developing vapor cycle power systems to replace internal combustion engines.

"Economy in the Seventies" will be the topic for the institute's keynote

speech by economist Arthur Upgren at 1:30 p.m. Upgren, formerly a professor of

economics at the University and Macalester College, is visiting professor of

economics at the University of Florida, Pompano Beach.

"What's Ahead for Business Education in the Seventies" will be discussed in

a panel session at 4:15 p.m. Dean Paul Grambsch of the University's School of

Business Administration is chairman of the panel.

"What's Ahead for Business in the Seventies" will be discussed at five

concurrent panel sessions at 2:30 p.m. Topics for the panels include Work and

Employment Trends, The Impact of New Technology on Transportation and Communication

Systems, Computer-Based Management Information Systems, Corporate Organization

Trends and Marketing to the Consumer. Panel members will be University of

•~ Minnesota business faculty and Twin Cities businessmen.
I

~ All sessions will be at the Leamington Hotel and are open to all business

men and women. Requests for reservations should be addressed to the University of

Minnesota School of Business Administration Alumni Association, 205 Coffman

Union, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn. 55455.

- UNS -
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DR. C. W. LILLEHEI
TO SPEAK AT U OF M

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

NEWSMEN:
contact:

For further information,
ROBERT LEE, 373-5830

Dr. C. Walton Lillehei, noted heart transplant surgeon and former University

of Minnesota professor of surgery, will speak at the University Thursday, Nov. 6.

Dr. Lillehei, now professor and chairman of the surgery department at Cornell

University, performed the first successful open heart surgery at the University

of Minnesota in 1954.

He will be addressing the quarterly seminar in the history of medicine,

sponsored by the department of the history of medicine, at 8 p.m. in Murphy Hall

auditorium. His topic will be "Some Landmarks in Cardiac Surgery: The Progress

and Promise of Two Decades."

A 6 p.m. dinner in the Campus Club will precede the seminar. Tickets

(at $4.50) are available from Professor Leonard Wilson, chairman of the department

of the history of medicine, Diehl Hall, University of Minnesota.

#

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Dr. Lillehei, a Minneapolis native, received his B.S., M.S., M.D. and Ph.D.
degrees from the University of Minnesota. He performed the first
successful open-heart surgery here, developed a heart-lung machine which
made intricate heart-valve repair possible and, in 1958, made the first
successful use of a completely artificial heart valve.

-UNS-
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WORKS BY BROTHER RODERICK
SHOW STRONG ANTI-WAR FEELING

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

NEWSMEN:
contact:

For further information,
JUDY VICK, 373-5193

Anti-military feeling is strong in the exhibit of collages and collagraphs

by Brother Roderick Robertson which opens Monday (Nov. 3) in Coffman Gallery at

the University of Minnesota.

This will be the first one-man show for Brother Roderick, 28, who teaches

art at Cretin high school, a military academy in St. Paul.

"I am very much against the war in Vietnam--and against militarism being

forced upon the students as it is at Cretin," he said.

The exhibit of between 30 and 40 works shows current art trends used to

convey a social message. Abstract expressionism, pop art techniques, hard-edge

painting, photographic imagery in collage, plus the media of light and sound are

all used in his works.

Brother Roderick was born in Green Bay, Wis., and studied art at St. Norbert's

in DePere, Wis., and at the College of St. Catherine. He is currently working

for a master's degree in art education at the University of Minnesota. He is

sub-director of the community of Christian Brothers who teach at Cretin.

The exhibit will open with a public reception Monday (Nov. 3) from 7 to 9 p.m.

and will be in the gallery through Nov. 21. Regular gallery hours are 8 a.m. to

8 p.m. Monday through Saturday and noon to 8 p.m., Sunday.

-UNS-



A bi-weekly column from the
University of Minnesota News Service.
October 29, 1969

(FOR USE WEEK OF NOVEMBER 3)

AIR AMBULANCE SERVICE SAVES INFANTS' LIVES

by Bob Lee
University Health Sciences Writer

The birth of a baby is an ordinary occurrence in most hospitals. But when

an infant is premature or born with severe birth defects in a small community

hospital there is often no specially skilled personnel or equipment to care for

him.

Mindful of this the University of Minnesota Health Sciences Center has

established a pediatric surgery section with a specially equipped intensive care

unit and an air ambulance service--the first in the nation--covering four states.

Within minutes of receiving an emergency call from an out-state hospital

Dr. Arnold Leonard, associate professor and head of Pediatric Surgery, can dispatch

an associate to the Anoka Airport where a chartered airplane is being readied.

A helicopter is used for the final leg of the trip from Anoka to University

Hospitals.

Some thr'ee dozen seriously ill infants have used the air ambulance sel'vice

during the past year. For most it has truly been a life-saving flight.

A lot of standard hospital equipment and practices have had to be-modified

for these tiny, fragile patients--and more changes will be made as needs develop.

Dr. Leonard, who took a year's specialty training in pediatric surgery, had

to design much of the special equipment including a portable self-contained

incubator with its own heat and oxygen supply, a computerized cart for monitoring

a baby's critical body systems, and a small infusion pump to control small amounts

of intravenous solution.

Isolettes--enclosed oxygen boxes--provide premature infants with the same

kind of sterile protection the National Aeronautics and Space Administration

gave the moon rocks.
MORE



services will be added soon.

X-ray and other diagnostic equipment are usually brought to the intensive

care unit. Special techniques had to be developed by Dr. Leonard and his

- 2 -

Weights are measured in grams, medications are taken in tenths of milliliters,

Station 56 in the University Hospitals, which includes a four-bed intensive

Another area, Station 45, is now being remodeled into a computer-monitored

maintain a hectic pace caring for more than a dozen infants in three small rooms.

care section, seems cramped for space. Nurses, doctors, aides and orderlies

Dr. David Brown, assistant professor of pediatrics and laboratory medicine, to

analyze the few drops of blood taken by pricking an infant's heel. Other

and blood is measured in drops. A special "micro" laboratory was established by

AIR AMBULANCE

Gathman, assistant professor of pediatrics, of the pediatric cardiology section.

associates, Dr. Russell Lucas, associate professor of pediatrics, and Dr. Gary

intensive care unit for 18 infants and will be operational in December.

The constant ticking of electrocardiographs is the only break in the unusual

quiet as the doctors and nurses move from room to room on rounds and technicians

wheel in testing equipment.

Clown faces and painted flowers in the walls and windows provide the only

bright spots of color. Whenever possible, the mother is encouraged to feed her

own child and rocking chairs are available for that indispensable ingredient of

medical treatment--tender loving care.

-UNS-
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ARMY ROTC CADETS
TO BE HONORED AT 'u'

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

NEWSMEN:
contact:

For further information,
CAPTAIN JAMES KRESS, 373-2212

Outstanding senior Army ROTC cadets and eight cadet scholarship winners

at the University of Minnesota will be honored at the autumn awards ceremony

Friday (Oct. 31), Colonel William D. Beard, professor of military science,

announced today.

The ceremony will begin at 3:30 p.m. in the Armory.

The honored cadets were chosen for qualities of leadership, high

moral character and an aptitude for military service. The cadets must

also rank in the upper half of their class.

The four-and two-year scholarships are awarded by the Army ROTC and

cover tuition and books plus a subsistance allowance. They are given to

young men who are interested in the Army as a career, on the basis of

academic record and personal qualifications.

-UNS-



UNIVERSiTy OF MINNESOTA EVENTS

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

'u' STUDENT ASSOCIATION
TO ORGANIZE CAR POOLS
IN CASE OF BUS STRIKE

UNIVERSITY OF HINNESOTA
NEWS SERVICE-20 JOHNSTON HALL
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55455
TELEPHONE: 373-5193
OCTOBER 31, 1969

I
I

In case the impending bus strike is called, the University of Minnesota Student

Association (MSA) is making an effort to get stranded commuters to campus on Monday.

Anyone who can drive to campus and is willing to pick up passengers should call

the MSA office at 373-2414 and leave his name, address and phone number. Those who

need rides should call the office and they will be given the name and number of some
I

one from their area who is driving. MSA will have people at the phones from noon to

10 p.m. on Saturday and Sunday.

Tom Gilsenan, MSA president, stressed the need for people who are willing to

drive. There is already a long list of people who need transportation, he added.

SERIES ON FILMMAKING
TO RUN ON KTCA-TV

"24 Times a Second," a series on amateur filmmaking, will premier Friday,

Nov. 14, on the University Television Hour on KTCA-TV, channel 2.

Each half-hour show will feature color and black-and-white movies by local

filmmakers, plus discussion on techniques with the maker. Professor Allen Downs, of

the University studio arts department, will host the programs.

The series will run from 9 to 9:30 p.m. on Friday evenings for 10 weeks. Uni-

versity Television Hour is an educational service of the University's General

Extension Division.

ENGLISH PSYCHIATRIST
TO SPEAK AT UNIVERSITY

Dr. r.A. Jenner, an English psychiatrist, will discuss human rhythms in relation
t.9 normal and abnormal emotional behavior at 10 a.m. Wednesday (Nov. 5) in 555 Diehl
Hall. Dr. Jenner is honorary director of the Medical Research Council of Middlewood
Hospital, Sheffield, England. His talk is sponsored by the departments of psychiatry,
psychology, pathology and concerts and lectures.

-OOS-
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NEWSMEN: For further information,
contact JUDY VICK, 373-5193

BOOKS FOR CHILDREN
TO BE DISCUSSED AT 'u'

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Children's books will be discussed in three simultaneous public ses-

sions at the University of Minnesota Wednesday, Nov. 12, at 4:30 p.m.

"Which Books Win the Prizes? Why?" will be the discussion topic in

Room 109 Walter library led by Karen Nelson, curator of the Kerlan

Collection, and Edieann Biesbrock, assistant professor of children's

literature in the College of Education.

"Realism in 1969-70 -- How Much?" will be discussed in Room 125

Burton hall. Members of the panel will be Mrs. Geraldine Kozberg, ele-

mentary teacher in the St. Paul Public Schools, Norine Odland, professor

of children's literature, and Mrs. Ellen Reeker, graduate assistant in

the College of Education.

"How Do We Choose Science Books?" will be discussed in Room 102,

Pattee hall. The panel members will be Richard Barthelemy, assistant

professor and public education coordinator for the Bell Museum of Natural

History, Roger Johnson, assistant professor of elementary education, and

Mrs. Phyllis Thornley, librarian at Folwell junior high school in

Minneapolis.

The discussions are sponsored by the College of Education in

observance of National Book Week.

-UNS-
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'U' MED SCHOOL DEAN
ELECTED CHAIRMAN
OF COLLEGE ASSN.

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

NEWSMEN:
contact:

For further information,
ROBERT LEE, 373-5830

Dr. Robert B. Howard, dean of the University of Minnesota College

of Medical Sciences, will become the chairman of the Association of

American Medical Colleges Monday (Nov. 3) in Cincinnati.

The AAMC includes some 100 medical schools and representatives of

more than 35 teaching hospitals and academic societies.

Dr. Howard, Minnesota dean since 1958, explained he will use his

one-year term to solidify recent organizational changes which broadened

the AAMC's scope.

The AAMC conducts accreditation visits to medical schools, sponsors

the Medical College Admission Test and is a leading promoter of medical

education services, Howard said.

#

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Dean Howard: a St. PaUl, Minn., native, received his B.A., M:.B., M.D.,
and Ph.D. degrees from the University of Minnesota. Prior to being
named dean of the College of Medical Sciences, he was an associate
professor in the University's department of internal medicine;
director of the department of continuing medical education, and
associate dean.

-UNS-
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LIST OF UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA, MINNEAPOLIS AND ST. PAUL CAMPUS PUBLIC EVENTS
WEEK OF NOVEMBER 2 - 9

Sunday, Nov. 2 University Symphony Orchestra concert, with Joseph Roche,
violin soloist, 4 p.m., Northrop aud. Free.

Sunday, Nov. 2 University Theatre: "Sardanapalus," play by Lord Byron about
a legendary, bi-sexual Assyrian king, 3:30 p.m. Scott Hall
Studio Theatre. Admission.

Monday, Nov. 3 University Gallery: Drawings by the late American expression
ist John Marin, Northrop aud., through Nov. 23. Hours: 8:30
a.m. to 4 p.m., Mon. through Fri. Free.

Monday, Nov. 3 Coffman Gallery: Collages and collagraphs by Brother Roderick
Robertson, through Nov. 21. Hours: 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. Mon.
through Sat., 1 to 8 p.m. Sun. Free.

Wednesday, Nov. 5 -- "Human Rhythms in Relation to Normal and Abnomal Emotional
Behavior," Dr. F.A. Jenner, English psychiatrist, 10 a.m.,
Room 555 Diehl hall. Free.

Wednesday, Nov. 5 -- Drug symposium on licit and illicit drugs, 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Coffman Union main ballroom. Also Thursday. Free.

Wednesday, Nov. 5 -- Encore Film Club: "Top Hat" and "State Fair," 7 p.m. Bell
Museum of Natural History. Admission.

Wednesday, Nov. 5 -- Clifford Lutz, trombone recital, 8 p.m., Grace Lutheran
Church. Free.

Thursday, Nov. 6

Thursday, Nov. 6

Friday, Nov. 7

Friday, Nov. 7

Sunday, Nov. 9

Richard Siegel, harpsichord recital, 8 p.m. Mayo aud. Free.

"Some Landmarks in Cardiac Surgery: The Progress and Promise
of Two Decades," Dr. C. Walton Lillehei, noted heart trans
plant surgeon, 8 p.m. Murphy hall aud. Free.

University Theatre: "The Insect Comedy," a play by Josef and
Karel Capek, adapted by David Ball, 8 p.m. Scott hall aud.
Also Saturday. Admission.

"The Whole," coffeehouse with entertainment by local talent,
8 p.m. to 1:30 a.m. Coffman Union. Also Saturday. Admission.

Football Marching Band concert, 4 p.m. Northrop aud. Admission.

-UNS-
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NEWSMEN: For further information,
contact JUDY VICK, 373-5193

CHRISTY TO RECEIVE
'u' ACHIEVEMENT AWARD

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Myron M. Christy, president of the Western Pacific Railroad Company,

will receive an Outstanding Achievement Award from the University of

Minnesota at the School of Business Administration's 16th annual institute

Thursday (Nov. 6).

Stanley J. Wenberg, vice president for coordinate campuses and edu-

cational relationships, will present the award to Christy at a 6:30 p.m.

dinner at the Leamington Hotel.

Christy, 52, received a bachelor of business administration degree

with high distinction from the University in 1948 and graduated from

Harvard Business School in 1955.

In 1949 he joined Western Pacific Railroad Company as a traveling

accountant and in 1965 was named president. He is being honored as a

"leader in expanding the railroad's activities and services."

He is a director of the Bank of California, California Liquid Gas

Corporation, Fruit Growers Express Company, San Francisco Chamber of Com-

merce and the San Francisco Region, Goldeh Gate chapter of the American

National Red Cross. He is a trustee of Golden Gate College in San Fran-

cisco.

Christy is married and lives in San Rafael, Calif.

-UNS-
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NEWSMEN:
contact:

For further information,
PATRICIA JULIANI, 373-5193

BRITISH SOCIAL ECONOMIST TO ADDRESS
STUDENT SOCIAL WORKERS AT 'U'

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Robert Theobald, noted British social economist, will be the main speaker at

the third annual conference of the Great Lakes Region of the National Federation of

Student Social Workers, Nov. 7 through 9, at the University of Minnesota.

Theobald has lived in the United States for the last 10 years studying society's

transition from an industrial era to one of cybernetics. He is the author

of "An Alternative Future for America" and "Teg's 1994," a book to be published later

this year. His talk, at 10 a.m. Saturday (Nov. 8) in 110 Anderson hall on the West

Bank, is open to the public.

Thomas Walz, director of the University's Living Learning Center and a coordina-

tor for the Center for Urban and Regional Affairs, will open the conference Friday

(Nov. 7) with a talk on social work in the seventies at 8:30 p.m. in the Newman Center,

1701 University ave. SEe His talk is open to the public.

The National Federation of Student Social Workers is an organization of social

work students which acts as a vehicle of communication between local chapters through-

out the United States. The theme of this year's conference is "Responsibility of

Student Social Workers in a Changing Society: On the Campus and in the Community."

#

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

Theobald: Received his master's degree at Cambridge and did post-graduate work at
Harvard. He is the author of numerous books and the general editor of the
Dialogue series published by Bobbs-Merrill.

Walz: Formerly assistant professor of social work, he is president of the Southern
Chapter of the National Association of Social Workers.
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NEWSMEN:
contact:

NEWS CONFERENCE

For further information,
JUDY VICK, 373-5193

There will be a news conference for William Lear at 3:50 p.m.

Thursday (Nov. 6) in the news conference room on the ground level

of Minneapolis-St. Paul International Airport.

Lear is scheduled to arrive in his own Lear jet at 3:45 p.m.

at Gate 35.

Lear now heads Lear Motors Corporation in Reno, Nev. They

have recently developed a vapor cycle power system to replace in-

ternal combustion engines -- a practical solution to the problem

of air pollution.

-OOS-
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LIST OF UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA, MINNEAPOLIS AND ST. PAUL CAMPUS PUBLIC EVENTS
WEEK OF NOVEMBER 9 - 16

t

I

Sunday, Nov. 9

Sunday, Nov. 9

Sunday, Nov. 9

Monday, Nov. 10

Monday, Nov. 10

Monday, Nov. 10

Monday, Nov. 10

Tuesday, Nov. 11

Tuesday, Nov. 11

Tuesday, Nov. 11

Wednesday, Nov. 12

Wednesday, Nov. 12

Football Marching Band concert, 4 p.m. Northrop aud.
Admission.

John Oman, MFA piano recital, B p.m. Scott Hall aud. Free.

Coffman Gallery: Collages and collagraphs by Brother Roderick
Robertson, through Nov. 21. Hours: B a.m. to 8 p.m. Mon.
through Sat., 1 to 8 p.m. Sun. Free.

University Gallery: Drawings by the late American
expressionist John Marin, Northrop aud., through Nov. 23.
Hours: 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m., Mon. through Fri. Free.

Association for the Coordination of Universit Religious
Affairs (ACURA Conference: "Causes and Consequences of
Alienation in Our Time," Professor John Flagler, director
of University's Labor Education Service, 12:45 p.m. Coffman
Union junior ballroom. Free.

Constance Wilson, voice recital, 8 p.m. Scott Hall aud. Free.

"The Whole:" Collier and Smith, through Sat., 8:30 p.m.
to 1 a.m. Coffman Union. Admission.

ACURA Conference: "New Ethical Problems for Physicians and
Medical Investigators," Dr. Maurice Visscher, Regents'
Professor of Physiology, 1 p.m. Coffman Union junior ballroom.
Responding will be Dr. Kenneth Vaux, Institute of Religion,
Texas Medical Center, Houston, Texas. Free.

University Theatre: "The Insect Comedy," a play by Josef
and Karel Capek, adapted by David Ball, 3:30 and 8 p.m.
Scott Hall aud. Also 3:30 p.m. Nov. 16 and 8 p.m.
Nov. 12 to 16. Admission.

ACURA Conference: "Ethical Concerns and the Contemporary
Campus," Arthur Flemming, president of Maca1ester College
and president of the National Council of Churches, 7 p.m.
University Campus Club. Free.

Seminar on children's books: "Which Books Win the Plrizes?
Why?" Room 109 Walter Library; "Realism in 1969-70-~ow
Much?" Room 125 Burton hall; "How Do We Choose Science
Books?" Room 102 Pattee hall. All begin at 4:30 p.m. Free.

Encore Film Club: "The Kid From Spain" and "Roman Scandals,"
two Eddie Cantor films, 7 p.m. Bell Museum of Natural
History. Admission.

(MORE)



CALENDAR

Wednesday, Nov. 12

Thursday, Nov. 13

Thursday, Nov. 13

Saturday, Nov. 15

Sunday, Nov. 16

Sunday, Nov. 16

2

Minneapolis Chamber Ensemble, 8:30 p.m. University Lutheran
Church, 11th and University Aves. Free.

The Life and Songs of Carl Michael Bellman, 18th Century
Swedish t~oubador, with lecture by Paul Britten Austin and
music by Carl Jerker Engblom, 4:15 p.m. Scott Hall aud.
Free.

"The Church in. Social Action," Father James Groppi, 8 p.m.
Northrop aud. tree.

A choral festival, featuring area high school choirs. 8 p.m.
Northrop aud. Free.

Football Marching Band concert, 4 p.m. Northrop aud.
Admission.

"Where In the World Are We Going?" film, 2:30 and 3:30 p.m.
Bell Museum of Natural History. Free.

-UNS-
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, NEWSHEN : Room 226 of the
Leamington Hotel will be
used as a press room for
the conference. The News
Service will provide texts
of major speeches and arrange
interviews with the speakers.
All sessions are open to the
press.

NEvlSJc1EN:
contact:

For further information,
LYNN ~~RASCO, 373-5193

A JOINT RELEASE FROM THE MINNESOTA INDIAN EDUCATION COlR1ITTEE AND THE UNIVERSITY OF
MINNESOTA

MOMADAY, MONDALE
TO SPEAK AT INDIAN
EDUCATION CONFERENCE

(FOR Il1MEDIATE RELEASE)

Pulitzer Prize winning writer N. Scott Momaday, a Kiowa Indian, will be among

the featured speakers at the national Indian education conference in Minneapolis

Th~rSdav and Friday, Nov. 20 and 21.

Hornaday, a faCUlty member at the University of California at Santa Barbara and

Berkeley, won the Pulit:zf'?:t' Ppi£le ror fiction in 1969 for his novel, i1House Made of

Dawn." He is a poet, critic and essayist as well as novelist.

Hinnesota Governor Harold LeVander will open the conference at 9 a.m. Nov. 20.

Major speakers, in addition to Hornaday, who will speak at 1:30 p.m. Nov. 20,

will be: Will Antell, director of Indian education in Minnesota (9 a.m. Nov. 20);

S~nator Walter Mondale (D-Minn.), a member of the Senate subcommittee on Indian

education (11:30 a.m. Nov. 21); and Robert Bennett, former commissioner of the

Bureau of Indian Affairs (3 p.m. Nov. 21).

The Indian people of Minnesota are sponsoring the conference through a number

of state Indian, urban, religious and educational groups, including the Minnesota

Indian Education Committee, an independent organization comprised of members from

Minnesota reservations and urban areas, and the University of Minnesota General

Extension Division.

Indian educators representing diverse tribal heritages and many states will

chair most of the 20 workshops scheduled for the tW? days. Among the topics for the

workshops will be community control and parent participation in education, education

(MORE )



INDIAN EDUCATION -2-

in correctional institutions, book evaluation, curriculum for reservation schools,

militancy and legislation for Indian education.

Workshop chairmen will draw up proposals to be presented at a general session

at 2 p.m. Nov. 21.

A fourth grade class from the Red Lake reservation in northern Hinnesota, where
the U1:Jpt::r> Mi.dwc"L RcgioTl;:ll l::du.<:.:"dTicmnl L<ihoT'atory is applying behavioral theories
in classrooms, will participate in a demonstration classroom the morning of Nov. 20.

Although planned especially for the Indian leaders and educators, the conference
also will jnC'.lude others who are interested in the particular problems of Indian
p~" ....... l1nn. All sessions will be held at the Leamingtun Hotel in downtown Minneapolis.

#

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

N. Scott Homaday, born on an Oklahoma reservation, was brought up on Navaho, Apache
and Pueblo reservations in the Southwest. He holds a bachelor's degree from
the University of New Mexico and a master's degree and doctorate from Stan
ford University. Named Outstanding Indian of 1969, he collected a volume
of Kiowa legends which was illustrated by his father, Al Homaday.

Planning committee members are:
Will Antell, Minnesota director of Indian education.
Bernard Bear, chairman of the Upper Midwest American Indian Center Board.
John Buckanaga, Indian Community Action Project (ICAP) director at Bemidji

(Minn.) State College.
Rosemary Christensen, research associate in Indian education for the Upper

Midwest Regional Educational Laboratory.
Ted Mahto, chairman of the Minnesota Indian Education Committee.
Larry Martin, director of the St. Paul American Indian Center.
Ruth Myers, Duluth Action Council.

Sponsoring groups are:
Minnesota Indian Education Committee
Upper Midwest American Indian Center
American Indian Movement
St. Paul American Indian Center
Duluth Action Council
Urban Federation of American Indians
Minnesota Council of Churches

Financial support:
Minneapolis Urban Coalition
Presbyterian Synod of Minnesota
University of Minnesota

-UNS-
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IOWA PROF TO RECEIVE
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT AWARD

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

NEWSMEN:
contact:

For further information,
BILL HAFLING, 373-2126

A world-renowned protein researcher, Professor Henry B. Bull of the

University of Iowa, will receive an Outstanding Achievement Award from

the University of Minnesota. The award will be presented at the Univer-

sity's Campus Club on Nov. 19.

Bull, who received his Ph.D. degree from the University of Minnesota

in 1930, is internationally known for his work in physical biochemistry.

Author of the textbook, "Physical Biochemistry," he is an active research

scientist, lecturer and teacher.

#

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Nov. 19, 1969 -- 4:15 p.m. Dr. Bull will give a seminar in the depart
ment of biochemistry, St. Paul campus (further information from
Professor L.M. Henderson, 373-1303).
6:30 p.m. - Small dinner at Campus Club; Bull will recount experi
ences at the University of Minnesota. Professor Bryce Crawford,·Gradu
ate School dean, is expected to present the award.

Prof. Henry B. Bull -- Bachelor of science degree, U. of South Carolina,
1927;
Master of science degree, U. of Minnesota, 1928;
Doctor of philosophy degree, U. of Minnesota, 1930
Pioneer investigator into denaturation of proteins
and researcher into the size and shape of protein
molecules.
Listed in Who's mlO in America and American Men of
Science.

-UNS-
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'u' CREATES FIRE CENTER
HEADED BY FRANK OBERG

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

NEWSMEN:
contact:

For further information,
LYNN MARASCO, 373-5193

The Fire-service Information, Research and Education (FIRE) Center

established at the University of Minnesota last August is believed to be

the first of its kind in the nation, according to its acting director,

Frank E. Oberg.

Oberg, a former St. Paul fire chief, says that the center will do

research, and act as an information source for local governments and

fire departments, on fire prevention and control and fire service admini-

stration and training.

Coordination of state fire service education programs -- offered

through the Minnesota Department of Education, the University, the junior

colleges and individual fire departments -- and course planning for

junior colleges, vocational schools and other training programs also

will be done at the center.

Attached to the Municipal Reference Bureau (a part of the Univer-

sity's General Extension Division) the center will have ties to local

governments throughout the state through the League of Minnesota

Municipalities, with which the Municipal Reference Bureau is closely

associated.

#

(MORE)
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

-2-

Frank Oberg was with the St. Paul fire department for 28 years. A
past president and chairman of the board of the Minnesota State
Fire Chiefs' Association, he is the editor of Minnesota Fire
Chief magazine. He conducted a study for the Metropolitan
Council and the League of Minnesota Municipalities on the feasi
bility of a metropolitan fire service training center.

Mrs. Antona Richardson, part-time assistant director of the center,
directed the University study which recommended its establishment.
She was training consultant and director of publications for the
League of Minnesota Municipalities prior to reassignment to her
present position. Along with Oberg, she served as a member of
the State Interim Advisory Council on Fire Service Education and
Training, and an American Association of Junior Colleges advisory
committee set up to establish national guidelines for two-year
degree programs in fire service.

With partial funding from a Housing and Urban Development Agency grant,
the center will offer short courses and seminars, continuing a
program conducted last year by the Agricultural Extension Service
on the St. Paul campus. Oberg headed the program as coordinator
of fire service education and training.

-UNS-
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IOWA PROF TO RECEIVE
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT AWARD

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

NEWSMEN:
contact:

For further information,
BILL HAFLING, 373-2126

A world-renowned protein researcher, Professor Henry B. Bull of the

University of Iowa, will receive an Outstanding Achievement Award from

the University of Minnesota. The award will be presented at the Univer-

sity's Campus Club on Nov. 19.

Bull, who received his Ph.D. degree from the University of Minnesota

in 1930, is internationally known for his work in physical biochemistry.

Author of the textbook, "Physical Biochemistry," he is an active research

scientist, lecturer and teacher.

II

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Nov. 19, 1969 -- 4:15 p.m. Dr. Bull will give a seminar in the depart
ment of biochemistry, St. Paul campus (further information from
Professor L.M. Henderson, 373-1303).
6:30 p.m. - Small dinner at Campus Club; Bull will recount experi
ences at the University of Minnesota. Professor Bryce Crawford, Gradu
ate School dean, is expected to present the award.

Prof. Henry B. Bull -- Bachelor of science degree, U. of South Carolina,
1927; ..
Master of science degree, U. of Minnesota, 1928;
Doctor of philosophy degree, U. of Minnesota, 1930
Pioneer investigator into denaturation of proteins
and researcher into the size and shape of protein
molecules.
Listed in Who's Who in America and American Men of
Science.
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(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

ENCORE CLUB TO SHOW
VINTAGE MGM FILMS

- - -----------

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
NEWS SERVICE-20 JOHNSTON HALL
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55455
TELEPHONE: 373-5193
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Four vintage Metro-Go1dwyn-Mayer movies have been scheduled for sho~ing

at the University of Minnesota.

A double-feature---"Trader Horn" with Harry Carey and liThe Big House"

with Wallace Beery---will be presented Monday, Nov. 17.

Greta Garbo stars in "Anna Christie" Monday, Nov. 24.

"David Copperfield," starring W.C. Fields, will be presented Monday, Dec. 1

The showings are sponsored by the Encore Film Club and begin at 7 p.m. in

the Bell Museum of Natural History auditorium. Admission is $1.25 for non-

members.

* Ie * * * *
DUO TO PRESENT
TROUBADOUR LIFE, SONGS

The Life and Songs of Swedish troubadour Carl Michael Bellman will be

presented in a public program of music and commentary at 4:15 p.m. Thursday

(Nov. 13) in Scott hall auditorium at the University of Minnesota.

Presenting the free program will be Carl Jerker Engblom, Swedish singer

and guitar player, and Paul Britten Austin, British lecturer and expert on

Swedish life and literature.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

"Carl Michael Bellman (1740-95) -- Sweden's greatest troubadour, lived a checkered
life, alternating between extreme poverty, heavy drinking, royal favor and
being committed to a debtors' jail. His numerous songs and ballads,
drinking songs, parodies and jolly ditties have become part of the Swedish
literary and musical heritage and assure his enduring fame." -- Prof. Alrik
Gustafson, "A History of Swedish Literature."

The program is sponsored by the University's C~nter for Northwest European
Language and Area Studies and department of concerts and lectures in coop
eration with the American-Scandinavian Foundation.

-UNS-
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~JEWS CONFERENCE
There will be a news conference
for Father Groppi at 5:30 p.m.
Thursday in the airport news
conference room. He is sched
uled to arrive at Minneapolis-St.
Paul International Airport at 5:28
p.m. via Northwest Airlines
flight No. 29.

FATHER GROPPI TO SPEAK
AT 'u' CONVOCATION

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

NEWSMEN:
contact:

For further information,
JUDY VICK, 373-5193

•
r
I
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~
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The Rev. James Groppi, Roman Catholic priest and militant civil rights leader, will

apeak at a public convocation at 8 p.m. Thursday (Nov. 13) in Northrop auditorium at the

University of Minnesota.

"The Church in Social Action" is the title of the free speech to be delivered by

Father Groppi, who has been called a "hoodlum" and "leader of criminals and student revo-

lutionaries" by Wisconsin state legislators.

Father Groppi is a pastor at St. Boniface Catholic Church in Milwa~ee, Wis. His

appearance here is sponsored by the Campus Committee on Convocations.
#

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

father Groppi, 3B, has been active in the civil rights movement since the 1963 March on
Washington. He participated in the Selma-Montgomery March in 1965 and the Poor
People's Campaign in 1968. In Milwaukee, where his church is located in the heart
of a low-income district, he served as vice-chairman of the United School Integra
tion in 1965 and was twice arrested in connection with school issues. In 1967 and
196B he led open-housing demonstrations as head of th~ Milwaukee (NAACP) Youth
Council. With the same group, he supported local laundry workers in their demands
for improved wages and working conditions and fought against discrimination in a
local electronics firm.

This fall Father Groppi led a march to the State Capitol in Madison, Wis., to protest
cuts in welfare to mothers receiving Aid to Families with Dependent Children. On
Sept. 29 he led a takeover of the legislature and was subsequently arrested on Oct.
1 on charges of contempt of the assembly and disorderly conduct and jailed without
a hearing. He was released in Madison pending a hearing on the constitutionality
of the state law under which he was jailed without a hearing. He was then arrested
in Madison and jailed in Milwaukee on a charge of violating the probation of a re
sisting-arrest conviction in 1968. U.S. Supreme Court Justice Thurgood Marshall
ordered him released pending the hearing of his case in the U.S. Supreme Court.

-L'NS-
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'BILLY LIAR' TO HAVE
6 PERFORMANCES AT 'u'

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

NEWSMEN:
contact:

FOI' further information,
JUDY VICK, 373-5193

One day in the life of an undertaker's clerk is the foundation for a comedy

to be given six performances at the University of Minnesota next week.

"Billy Liar," with the lead role played by veteran U actor David Monasch,

will open Tuesday (Nov. 18) in the Shevlin Hall Arena Theatre.

Adding to Billy Fisher's drab existence is the play's setting in an indus-

trial town in the north of England. To escape from dreary reality, Billy lives a

rich fantasy life sometimes hard to distinguish from actuality in the play.

The play will run at 8 p.m. Nov. 18 through 22, with a matinee at 3:30 p.m.

Nov. 23.

#

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

"Billy Liar": Directed by Robert Neu, graduate student in theatre.
Set by Richard Anderson, graduate student in theatre.
Assistant director: Wendy Cole, theatre undergraduate.
Adapted by. Willis Hall from the novel by Keith Waterhouse.
Billy's parents, Alice and Geoffrey Fisher, played by Maralyn Dossey and Jeffrey

McLaughlin.
Barbara, Rita and Liz, three girls to whom Billy is simultaneously engaged,

played by, respectively, Pamela Nice, Amy Nissen and Carey Sutton.
Florence Boothroyd played by Barbara Byrne.
Arthur Crabtree played by John Behan.

-UNS-
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JAMES FORD BELL
ASSOCIATES TO HOLD
ANNUAL MEETING

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

NEWSMEN:
contact:

For further information,
LYNN MARASCO, 373-5193

The life and travels of explorer Jonathan Carver will be the topic

of the address to the annual meeting of the Associates of the James

Ford Bell Library Thursday (Nov. 13) at the University of Minnesota.

John Parker, curator of the library, will talk about his research

on the 18th-century American explorer of the Minnesota-Lake Superior

area. Carver, for whom a town, a county and the "new town" of Jonathan

were named, was the first English-speaking explorer in the area to

publish an account of his travels.

An exhibit of international travel literature entitled "The

Discoverers: Narratives of Travel and Exploration li will be on display

at the 8 p.m. meeting in the library, on the fourth floor of Wilson

Library on the University's West Bank.

The James Ford Bell Library is an extensive collection of publi-

cations relating to the history of commerce and travel.

-OOS-
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ZIEBARTH REELECTED CHAIRMAN
OF ARTS. SCIENCES COMMISSION

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
NEWS SERVICE-20 JOHNSTON HALL
MINNEAPOLIS. MINNESOTA 55455
TELEPHONE: 373-5193
NOVEMBER 11. 1969

E.W. Ziebarth. dean of the College of Liberal Arts at the University of Minne-

sota. today was reelected by unanimous vote as chairman of the National Commission

on Arts and Sciences. meeting in Chicago.

The commission, made u~ of presidents. vice presidents and deans of state

universities and land-grant colleges. has been active in urging more national

leg~siation to help universities accomplish their missions. Ziebarth has been

~he major spokesman on behalf of the commission for such legislation.

He was also elected chairman of a sub-commission which is planning an intensive

national study of the nature of liberal education in state universities.

* * * * * * '"
'u' ENGINEERING PROF GIVEN
OUTSTANDING EDUCATOR AWARD

University of Minnesota Professor Gayle W. McElrath is the 1969 E.L. Grant

Award winner for 1I0utstanding contribution to education." McElrath was presented

the award by the American Society for Quality Control at its recent annual COn-

fer~nce at Stanford University.

Nationally known as an authority in industrial statistics. qual~ty control,

and mathematiqs for management. McElrath is head of the industrial engineering

division of the mechanical engineering department at the University. He is also

executive vice president of Bayer and McElrath. a management consulting firm. He

is co-author of the book,"Introduction to Probability and Statisti~s" and has

written many prticles on management decision-making.

-UNS-
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(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

'u' STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
TO ARRANGE CAR POOLS
IN CASE OF BUS STRIKE

UNIVERSITY OF MINh~SOTA

NEWS SERVICE-20 JOHNSTON HALL
MINNEAPOLIS t MINNESOTA 55455
TELEPHONE: 373-5193
NOVEMBER 12, 1969

University of Minnesota commuters who will need rides to campus in

case there is a bus strike should sign up in Room 315 Coffman Union t it

was announced today. Those who are willing to drive others to campus

should also sign up beginning Thursday (Nov. 13).

The staffs of the Minnesota Student Association (MSA) and the Union

Board of Governors (UBOG) will be available to match drivers and riders from

8 a.m. to 4:30 a.m. Thursday and Friday.

George Hoff, UBOG vice president t explained that in order to avoid con-

fusion, people must sign up in person. No telephone calls will be accepted.

* * * * * *
CROMWELL TO TALK ABOUT
HOLLYWOOD DIRECTING YEARS

John Cromwell, known to Twin Cities audiences as an actor recently

associated with the Tyrone Guthrie Theatre, will talk about his years as

a movie director in Hollywood in the 1930's at the University of Minne-

sota Friday, Nov. 21 •

His talk will accompany a University Film Society showing of "Of

Human Bondage" starring Bette Davis and Leslie Howard t a film Cromwell

directed in 1934.

The film will be shown in the Bell Museum of Natural History audi-

torium at 7:30 and 10 p.m., with Cromwell speaking at 9 p.m.

-UNS-
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(FOR USE WEEK OF NOVEMBER 17)

'THINK ECOLOGICALLY'
SAYS U OF M'S ALAN BROOK

by Bill Hafling
University Science Writer

Even football games may be looked at from an ecological standpoint,

says ex-rugby fullback Alan Brook.

"Many young animals engage in play. This is their way of developing mind

and body -- testing themselves for the real world."

Professor Brook's real world began in a port city in the north of England

known as Newcastle on Tyne. One of the first songs Brook recalls begins

"The Tyne, the Tyne, the coaly Tyne, Queen of all the rivers," in honor of

the then-polluted river which ran through Newcastle.

This year, for the first time in over 100 years, the Tyne as well as the

Thames River which runs through London, and other rivers allover Britain are

clean enough to have fish living in them again.

In a move which Brook, head of the department of ecology and behavioral

biology at the University of Minnesota, is pushing for in the United States,

Britain cleaned up its waters by policing industrial pollution.

According to Brook, the move to clean up Britain's waters got off to a

good start when a private citizen's group, "The Anglers' Cooperative Association,"

raised $3 million to take a large chemical company to court for polluting the

River Tees. Brook is encouraged by the results of such organizations as the

Sierra Club in the United States in preserving and cleaning up the natural

environment.

Pollution and play are only a part of what ecology encompasses. A fairly new

science, formally speaking, ecology is the study of the interrelation between

all plants, all animals "including man and microbe," and their environments.

(MORE)
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Brook spends much of his time trying to persuade his fellow men to "think

ecologically." Seriously concerned that man is now threatening the very existence

of much of the life on earth through overpopulation and an unwillingness to care

enough about his environment to preserve it, Brook lectures, talks and writes

about ecology almost constantly.

In addition, he is this quarter presenting an educational television show,

"The Final Crisis," which is being well received by viewers.

Going beyond thinking ecologically and talking ecologically, Brook and his

family - including 2 girls, 16 and 14, and a boy, 9 - live ecologically. Mrs.

Brook, a former professor of geography, is described by Brook as a "keen gar-

dener." At their home near Wayzata the Brooks grow their own vegetables, using

only "ordinary household soap and water" to keep the insects down.

"We absolutely refuse to use any insecticides or herbicides at our place,

they are so dangerous ecologically," Brook says. Not particularly upset by

the "enormous growth of crabgrass" at his home, he feels that the large trees

and the deer, woodchuck, fox, raccoons, and other animals seen on his five

acres of land are worth the price of living ecologically.

Holder of a doctor of philosophy degree in botany from the University of

Durham and a doctorate in science from the University of Edinburgh, Professor

Brook also offers some sound advice on what to do with house flies: "Hit

them with a fly swatter." It's the ecological thing to do.

-UNS-
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BRITISH SCIENCE WRITER
TO DISCUSS CRISIS OF
OUR POLLUTED PLANET

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

NEWSMEN:
contact:

For further information,
BILL HAFLING, 373-2126
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Without air and water, man's existence on earth is impossible. As

he continues to make both air and water increasingly unusable his con-

tinued existence on this planet rapidly approaches a crisis point.

"Polluted Planet: The Coming Crisis in the Environment" is the

title of a talk to be given on the University of Minnesota St. Paul

campus.

Gordon Rattray Taylor, science adviser to BBC-TV and president of

the International Science Writers Association, will speak at 10:15 a.m.

Monday (Nov. 17) in the St. Paul Student Center North Star ballroom.

Free to the public, Taylor's talk is sponsored by the Campus Com-

mittee on Convocations and the Arts.

#-

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Taylor's books include "Conditions of Happiness," "The Biological Time
Bomb" and "Sex in History."

He has worked for the London Morning Post and the Daily Express; as BBC
scriptwriter of science documentaries; BBC chief science adviser; and
editor of BBC science series "Horizon" (1964-1966). He founded
the International Science Writers Association in 1966.
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tJ DENTAL SCHOOL
SETS ALUMNI DAY

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

NEWSMEN:
contact:

For further information,
BOB LEE, 373-5830

The University of Minnesota School of Dentistry will hold its

12th annual Alumni Day Program Friday, Nov. 21. Speakers will include

Dr. Richard C. Lillehei, professor of surgery and son of Dr. C.I.

Lillehei, an alumnus of the Dental School.

Dr. Richard Lillehei, who has pioneered pancreas and intestine trans-

plants at the University, will discuss the present status of trans-

plantation.

Other speakers and their topics are Dr. Dennis J. Brandstetter, a

general dental practitioner in Hopkins, "Current Concepts in Applying

a Preventive Dentistry Program in Your Office;" Dr. Ambert B. Hall,

professor emeritus of dentistry, "Importance of Perfection in Dentistry;"

Paul H. Cashman, University vice president for student affairs, "Contemporary

Student Concerns;" and Dr. William F. Braasch, clinical associate professor

of dentistry, "Importance of Dental Anatomy in Restorative Dentistry."

Dr. Hall, who retired last year after 48 years as a dental educator,

will be the guest of honor and will receive a Dental Alumni Award.

-UNS-
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NAFTALIN TO SPEAK AT HARVARD

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
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Professor ~hur Naftalin, former mayor of Minneapolis now on leave from the

University of Minnesotats School of Public Affairs, will speak at three meetings

on the Harvard University campus next week.

On Tuesday (Nov. 18) he will address the faculty of the Harvard-MIT Joint

Center for Urban Studies and meet with the Urban Fellows of the Institute of

Politics of Harvard's John F. Kennedy School of Government. Gerard Hegstrom,

former member of the Minneapolis city council, is one of the Fellows, who are

men and women with significant experience in urban affairs.

As a member of.the advisory committee of the Harvard program on technology

and society, Naftalin will attend its seminar on systems analysis in the urban

environment on Thursday and Friday (Nov. 20 and 21).

it it it it

THOMPSON NAMED TO
NATIONAL EXTENSION POST

Willard L. Thompson, dean of the University of Minnesota General Extension

Division and Summer Session, was elected chairman of the Council on Extension of

the National Association of State Universities and Land Grant Colleges, at the

group's annual meeting in Chicago this week.

Composed of deans and directors of extension from member institutions, the

council is one of the five major units in the association. The council acts as

a forum for discussion of common problems and as a central agency for working

with governmental units and public and private agencies concerned with adult and

continuing education.

Thompson, GED and Summer Session dean since 1963, came to the University from

Oregon in 1960 ~s an assistant to President o. Meredith Wilson.

-UNS-
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FLORIDA PROFESSOR TO
RECEIVE UNIVERSITY'S
STRAUB AWARD

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

NEWSMEN:
contact:

For further information,
BILL HAFLING, 373-2126

Most people take the water in the reservoir pretty much for granted.

This year's recipient of the University of Minnesota's Lorenz G. Straub

Award does not.

Assistant Professor Wayne C. Huber of the University of Florida will

receive the 1969 Straub Award at 3:30 p.m. Nov. 20 at a colloquium held

at the St. Anthony Falls Hydraulic Laboratory. Huber's paper, "Thermal

Stratification in Reservoirs," is the main reason for granting him the

award.

Following presentation of the award, consisting of a gold medal and

cash, by Bryce Crawford, dean of the University of Minnesota Graduate School,

Huber will present his paper. It describes the temperature distribution

in natural reservoirs and the importance of stratification in reservoir

water management. The public is invited to attend.

The St. Anthony Falls Laboratory, known internationally as a leading

research center in hydraulics engineering, is located at the fo.at" of

Third avenue SE., Minneapolis, on the Mississippi River.

#

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Wayne C. Huber - Received Ph. D. degree from Massachusetts Institute of
Technology under direction of Dr. D.R. F. Harleman.

Lorenz G. Straub - Born Kansas City, Mo., Director of St. Anthony Falls lab
until death in 1963. First Straub Award presented in 1966.

-UNS-
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EFFECTIVE GROUP COMMUNICATION
TO BE OBJECT OF 'u' WORKSHOP

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

NEWSMEN:
contact:

For further information,
LYNN MARASCO, 373-5193

How can a small group -- a family, a business or community group,

a social action agency -- reach agreement on a plan for action when many

divergent points of view are represented?

Through communication of ideas and understanding of the feelings be-

hind them, and by changing the behavior of the people involved, according

to John Geier, University of Minnesota communications expert.

As leader of a workshop in effective small-group communication to

be held at the University Dec. 1 and 2, Geier will speak on communication

techniques, guide participants in applying them in practice sessions,

and supervise role-playing exercises.

Among those who have registered for similar workshops in the past

are representatives of business and industry, the clergy, social work

agencies and community groups such as the League of Women Voters and

PTA's. Parents working for better family communication also are invited

to attend.

Advance registration is suggested so that participants can submit

descriptions of problems encountered in small-group work to Geier prior

to the workshop. Information is available from the General Extension

Division's department of conferences and institutes in Nolte Center on

the Minneapolis campus. The workshop will be held in Nolte Center.

-UNS-
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WISCONSIN PROF TO TALK
ON WEATHER PREDICTION TECHNIQUES

Believe it or not, weather prediction is more accurate than ever.

One main reason for this is the use of weather satellites. Friday (Nov.

21) at 4:15 p.m., Verner E. Suomi, director of the University of Wis-

consin Space Science and Engineering Center, will report on the use of

weather satellite cameras and other recent advances in weather prediction

techniques.

Suomi's talk, "Atmospheric Turmoil Seen From Space,1i will be held

in Room 150 Physics- at the University of Minnesota. Free to the

public, the talk is sponsored by the Society of the Sigma Xi, the Minne-

sota Academy of Science, and the department of concerts and lectures.

* * * *
NEW LIBRARY SCIENCE
RESEARCH TOPIC OF TALK

All librarians and library science students are invited to a

lecture at the University of Minnesota Wednesday (Nov. 19) on new re-

search in the field.

Robert M. Hayes, director of the Institute of Library Research

and professor in the School of Library Service at the University of

California, Los Angeles, will speak on the work of his institute, at

2:30 p.m. Wednesday in Room 320 Coffman Union, Minneapolis campus.

(Parking is available on Level 3 of the East River Road ramp.)

The Institute of Library Research carries on fundamental research

in library science with emphasis on the use of formal techniques and

information-processing technology to attack basic problems of library

science.

-UNS-



UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
NEWS SERVICE-20 JOHNSTON HALL
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55455
TELEPHONE: 373-5193
NOVEMBER 14, 1969

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA, MINNEAPOLIS AND ST. PAUL CAMPUS PUBLIC EVENTS

WEEK OF NOVEMBER 16 - 23

Sunday, Nov. 16 University Theatre: "The Insect Comedy," a play
by Josef and Karel Capek, adapted by David Ball,
3:30 and 8 p.m. Scott hall aud. Admission.

Sunday, Nov. 16 Coffman Gallery: Collages and collagraphs by
Brother Roderick Robertson, through Nov. 21.
Hours: 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. Mon. through Sat., 1 to
8 p.m. Sun. Free.

Sunday, Nov. 16 Football Marching Band concert, 4 p.m. Northrop
aud. Admission.

Sunday, Nov. 16 "Where In the World Are We Going?" film, 2:30 and
3:30 p.m. Bell Museum of Natural History. Free.

Monday, Nov. 17 "Polluted Planet: The Coming Crisis in the En
vironment," Gordon Rattray Taylor, science writer
adviser to BBC-TV and president of the International
Science Writers Association, 10:15 a.m. St. Paul
Student Center North Star ballroom. Free.

Monday, Nov. 17 pniversity Gallery:: Drawings by the late American
expressionist John Marin, Northrop aud., through
Nov. 23. Hours: 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m., Mon. through
Fri. Free.

Monday, Nov. 17 Encore Film Club: "Trader Horn" with Harry Carey
and "The Big House" with Wallace Beery, 7 p.m. Bell
Museum of Natural History. Admission.

Tuesday, Nov. 18 -- "Billy Liar," a comedy about a day in the life of
an undertaker's clerk, Shevlin Hall Arena Theatre,
8 p.m. through Nov. 22, with a 3:30 p.m. matinee
on Nov. 23. Admission.

Wednesday, Nov. 19 -- A talk on research in library science by Robert
M. Hayes, director of the Institute of Library
Research and professor in the School of Library
Service, University of California, Los Angeles,
2:30 p.m. Room 320 Coffman Union. Free.

Wednesday, Nov. 19 -- Encore Film Club: "Follow the Fleet" and "The
Gay Divorcee," two Ginger Rogers-Fred Astaire
films, 7 p.m. Bell Museum of Natural History.
Admission. .

(MORE)
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Thursday, Nov. 20 -- "Thermal Stratification in Reservoirs," Assistant
Professor Wayne C. Huber', 'Unfv€rsi1:y of'r-l.6rida,33'30
p.m. _St~4:.::AnthonT Fails Hyd7>aulic. Labora~Qry. Free.

Friday, Nov. 21

Friday, Nov. 21

Friday, Nov. 21

Friday, Nov. 21

Sunday, Nev. 23

"The Cognitive Basis of Linguistic Universals,"
Thomas G. Bever, psychology department, Rockefeller
University, New York, 3:30 p.m. Room 125 Science
Classroom bldg. Free.

"Atmospheric Turmoil Seen From Space," Professor
of Meteorology Verner E. Suomi, University of Wis
consin, 4:15 p.m. Room 150 Physics. Free.

John Cromwell, Guthrie actor and former Hollywood
director, will comment on his movie "Of Human
Bondage," 9 p.m. Bell Museum of Natural History.
Movie will be shown at 7:30 and 10 p.m. Admission.

"The Whole," coffeehouse with local talent, 8:30
p.m. to 1 a.m. Coffman Union. Also Saturday.
Admission.

"The Dam Builders," a movie comparing the work of
man with the work of the beaver, 2:30 and 3:30 p.m.
Bell Museum of Natural History. Free.

-UNS-



Northlands Regional Medical Program, Inc.
375 Jackson Street, St. Paul~ Minn. 55101

November 18, 1969

A JOINT RELEASE FROM NORTHLANDS REGIONAL MEDICAL PROGRAM, THE UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
AND THE MAYO CLINIC

NEWSMEN: For further information, call
Ken Kiley, 224-4771, or Bob Lee, 373-5830

AUSTIN, ALBERT LEA
tiNtERTAl<E JOINT
HEALTH-SERVICES STUDY

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Can two rural Minnesota communities, barely 20 miles apart, cooperate to improve

their health services---despite a long tradition of rivalry in many fields?

Albert Lea and Austin, in southern Minnesota, will decide next year whether they

can. It will be a purely local decision, but in order to make it wisely, the com-

munities have asked for outside study help.

The study got under way Nov. 1, concerned with the feasibility of a combined

organization and hospital facility to serve both communities. The Freeborn and Mower

county governments, both city governments and the two municipal hospitals have con-

tracted with Northlands Regional Medical Program, the University of Minnesota and the

Mayo Clinic for the $80,000, eight-month planning and feasibility study.

Half the money is coming from the communities themselves, the other half from

federal funds handled through Northlands. Minnesota Blue Cross also is participating.

as is a major hospital conSUlting firm, James A. Hamilton Associates of Minneapolis.

Extensive local interviewing will begin shortly to determine the needs of both

the consumer of health-care services and the practitioner of them: doctors, nurses,

pharmacists and others. The study is headed by Professor Bright M. Dornblaser, dir-

ector of the University's program in hospital and health-care administration~ aided

by Robert Wilkins, Northlands associate director. The Mayo Clinic will assist in the

planning of health-care services and delivery.

(MORE)
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By June 30, 1970, those conducting the study are expected to arrive at a series

of alternatives to present to the communities of Albert Lea and Austin.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

Staff members at the University, Northlands, and Rochester's Mayo Clinic will be
involved in the study, which will examine existing organizational and physical
structures, alternative uses of allied health manpower, and the uses of new
medical technology. The organization of St. Olaf Hospital in Austin and Naeve
Hospital in Albert Lea will be examined to determine if their programs could be
centralized or shared.

Additionally, the survey will determine how local residents view:

* the present health-care system with attention to possible new or additional
health manpower;

* new technological innovations such as closed-circuit television and remote
computer diagnosis;

* out-of-hospital services such as village clinics;
* financial support needed for such health services;
* the implications of prepayment health insurance on the health-care system.

A local advisory committee of 17 persons from the Albert Lea-Austin area will meet
monthly to review progress of the study. A state advisory committee will be
formed as well.

Freeborn and Mower counties together have approximately 86,000 residents.

Northlands Regional Medical Program is a non-profit Minnesota corporation established
by Congress and supported by federal funds whose primary purpose is to stimulate
cooperative arrangements among all health-care professionals and institutions
toward the improvement of health-care services throughout the state.

-UNS-



tlliIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
NEHS SERVICE-20 JOHNSTON HALL
11UmEAPOLIS, ?lINNESOTA 55455
NOVEI'tBER 18, 1969

NEWSMEN: Please check the
schedule carefully for
changes in the time and
location of speeches you
may be planning to cover.
Room 226 at the Leamington
Hotel will be used as a press
room for the conference.

INDIAN EDUCATION CONFERENCE
REGISTRATION CAUSES CHANGES
IN SCHEDULE, LOCATION

(FOR HU1EDIATE RELEASE)

NEV1SIlEN:
contact:

For further information,
LYNN HARASCO, 373-5193

The first national Indian education conference, to be held Thursday and Friday

(Nov. 20 and 21) in ~1innea?olis, has drawn nearly twice the expected number of par-

ticipants, necessitating chan?es in schedule and location.

Some 550 persons were registered at the latest count -- a figure almost double

the 300 that conference planners, the Indian people of Minnesota and the University

of Minnesota General Extension Division, had hoped to attract.

All workshops will be held, as announced, at the Leamington Hotel. General

sessions, including major speeches by Pulitzer Prize-winning novelist N. Scott

Momaday, rfinnesota Senator Walter Mondale, Robert Bennett, former U.S. commissioner

of Indian affairs, and Will Antell, director of Indian education in Hinnesota, will

be nearby, in the Vocational High School auditorium.

The revised schedule is as follows:

Thursday, Nov. 20
9 a.m. -- Welcome by Minnesota Governor Harold LeVander

and Will Antell. (Vocational)
9:30 and 11 a.m. -- Workshops. (Leamington)
1:30 p.m. N. Scott Hornaday. (Vocational)
3:30 p.m. Workshops. (Leamington)
8:30 p.m. Powwow. (Leamington)

Friday, Nov. 21
8:30 a.m. -- Workshops. (Leamington)
10:15 a.m. -- Will Antell. (Vocational)
10:30 or 10:45 a.m. -- Walter Mondale. (Vocational)
12:30 p.m. -- Workshops. (Leamington)
2 p.m. Robert Bennett. (Vocational)
3 p.m. -- Closing session. (Vocational)

-UNS-



UNIVERSITY OF H!NNESOTA NEWS t-TOTES

(FOR IMr1EDIATE RELEASE)

'U' CHEMICAL ENGINEERING PROF
RECEIVES NATIONAL SOCIETY AWARD

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
NEWS SERVICE-20 JOHNSTON HALL
HINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55455
TELEPHONE: 373-5193
NOVE~~BER 18, 1969

Rutherford Aris, University of Uinnesota professor of chemical

engineering, received the 1969 Alpha Chi Sigma Award of the American

Institute of Chemical Engineers (AIChE) today (Nov. 18).

The award, presented for outstanding recent accomplishments

in chemical engineering research, consists of a certificate and

$1,000. It was presented at a banquet as part or the 62nd annual

meeting of the AICht in Washington, D.C.

Professor Aris' work, for which the award is given, includes

six books .and almost 100 ,papers in the science of elementary

chemical.reactor analysis. He is the author of "Elementary

Chemical Reactor Analysis, II published in 1969.

Aris joined the University of t-iinnesota staff as a research

fellow in 1955. He received his Ph.D. in mathematics and chemical

engineering in 1960 and his D.Sc. in 1964 both at the University of

London.

-UNS-



UNIVERSITY OF rmJNESOTA
NET,TS SERVICE-20 JOHNSTON HALL
nINNEAPOLIS, rHNNESOTA 55455
NOVEMBER 18, 1969

MACPHAIL'S 'MUSICAL TROLLEY'
TO BE HELD DmmTOl-rn AND IN SUBURB

(F~R RELEASE THURSDAY, NOV. 20)

NEHSrlEN:
contact:

For further information,
LYNN r~ARASCO, 373-5193

Even if you're only half its size, you may be able to make a musical instru-

ment make its sound for you.

Pre-schoolers in a music class created particularly for them hold instruments

and examine their parts, find out "lrfuat would happen if I did this?" and trv to

make sounds come out.

At MacPhail Center for the Performing Arts, a part of the University of

Minnesota General Extension Division, the f~usical Trolley class provides an early

introduction to the arts -- complete in itself or a basis for future trainin~.

Essentially, the class is "a chance to try different things,n says instructor

Jo Mastry. Music leads to dancing, drama and visual art through common elements

of rhythm, movement, sound and texture.

Musical Trolley classes will meet in St. Louis Park -- at Westwood Lutheran

Church, 9001 S. Cedar Lake rd. -- for the first time beginning De~. A Honday-

morning class and a Honday-afternoon class will meet there.

The week of Dec. 1, several Trolley classes will begin at r~acPhail Center,

1128 LaSalle ave. in downtown Minneapolis.

All the classes meet once a week for 12 weeks, with a two-week break for

Christmas. Registration information for either location is available from MacPhail

Center.

-illTS-
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA EVENTS

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELtASE)

DAVID DOUGLAS DUNCAN
TO APPEAR ON 'u' TELECAST

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
NEWS SERVICE-20 JOHNSTON HALL
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55455
TELEPHONE: 373-5193
NOVEMBER 19, 1969

Photographer David Douglas Duncan reviews his experiences at the

1968 political conventions in a 30-minute interview on the University of

Minnesota Television Hour on channel 2 Friday (Nov. 21) at 9:30 p.m.

"Self Portrait, U.S.A.," Duncan's new book, is a photographic ac-

count of the conventions~ He also is the author of books on such varied

topics as the Kremlin, Pablo Picasso and the war in Vietnam.

Associate Professor R. Smith Schuneman, who teaches photojournalism

at the University, interviews Duncan for the broadcast.

The University Television Hour is an educational service of the

General Extension Division.

* * * *
N.Y. PSYCHOLOGIST TO S~EAK

ON LANGUAGE AT 'u' FRIDAY

Thomas G. Bever, psychologist from Rockefeller University in New

York City, will speak on "The Cognitive Basis of Linguistic Universals"

at the University of Minnesota at 3:30 p.m. Friday (Nov. 21).

The talk, open to the public without charge, will be in Room 125

of the Science Classroom Building. It is sponsored by the Center for

ReSearch in Human Learning and the department of concerts and lectures.

-UNS-



UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
NEWS SERVICE-20 JOHNSTON HALL
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55455
NOVEMBER 19, 1969

VICE ADMIRAL TO ADDRESS
PARENTS-SON BANQUET OF NROTC

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

NEWSMEN:
contact:

For further information,
NANCY PIRSIG, 373-5193

Vice Admiral Frederick H. Michaelis, USN, former commanding officer of the nuclear

aircraft carrier Enterprise and currently deputy director of Joint Strategic Target

Planning, will be the principal speaker at the ninth annual Naval ROTC Parents and Son

Banquet at the University of Minnesota Saturday (Nov. 22).

Approximately 350 midshipmen and their parents will attend the dinner in Coffman

Union main ballroom. The banquet is given each fall by the University Naval ROTC unit

and the Twin Cities Council of the Navy League of the United States, to introduce the

students' parents to the NROTC officers and to University faculty members.

Walter P. Halstead is president of the Twin Cities Council of the Navy League and
Gale H. Chapman is chairman of this year's banquet.

#

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

Vice Admiral Michaelis, a 1940 graduate of the U.S. Naval Academy, participated in the
first carrier-based air attack on Tokyo in World War II. He assumed command of
the Enterprise in 1963. Recently he has been director of development programs,
Office of the Chief of Naval Operations, commander of Carrier Division Nine, com
mander of Task Group Seventy-seven Point Eight, and assistant chief of naval oper
ations (air). He became deputy director of Joint Strategic Target Planning at
Offutt Air Force Base, Nebraska, last September. He is a native of Kansas City,Mo.

Saturday evening's events will include:

Reception, Coffman main ballroom lobby, 7:30 p.m.
Dinner, Coffman Union main ballroom, 8 p.m.
Presentation of the Captain's Trophy to the outstanding junior midshipman, after

dinner.
Crowing of the Battalion Queen.
Address by Vice Admiral Michaelis (approximately 9:15 p.m.).
Slide presentation, 15 minutes, of midshipmen's summer cruises.

-UNS-



UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
NEWS SERVICE-20 JOHNSTON HALL
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55455
NOVEMBER 19, 1969

DEANS ATTEND
COMBINED DEGREE
CONFERENCE AT U

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

NEWSMEN:
contact:

For further information,
ROBERrrLE~, ~73~5830

The combined-degree program of the University of Minnesota's

School of Dentistry was the subject of a recent invitational confer-

ence for the deans and representatives of a dozen dental schools.

The dental school's D.D.S.-Ph.D. (doctor of dental science and

doctor of philosophy) program was the first in the country six years

ago. University dental students are accepted into the program after

their second year and while earning their Ph.D. and D.D.S. degrees also

receive advance training in one of the dental specialties.

In all, more than 45 dental professionals heard eight University

students discuss the dual-degree program. Other University partici-

pants were Dr. Erwin Schaffer, dean of the dental school; Dr. Robert

Isaacson, chairman of orthodontics and director of the training program;

and Dr. Lawrence Meskin, chairman of the school's health ecology division.

The two-day conference was sponsored by the National Institute

of Dental Research to encourage other dental schools to establish

similar programs.

-UNS-



UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
NEWS SERVICE-20 JOHNSTON HALL
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55455
NOVEMBER 19, 1969

'u' THEATRE TO PRESENT
CHEKHOV'S 'THE SEA GULL'

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

NEWSMEN:
contact:

For further information,
JUDY VICK, 373-5193

Misplaced love is the theme of Anton Chekhov's comedy, "The Sea

Gull," which opens Friday, Nov. 28, in Scott hall auditorium at the Uni-

versity of Minnesota.

Professor Robert Moulton, who is director of the Stagecoach

Players in Shakopee, is directing the University Theatre's production

of the Russian dramatist's work. Moulton is also a choreographer for

the Minnesota Theatre Company and the Canadian Contemporary Dance

Company.

"The Sea Gull" symbolizes senseless cruelty in the production which

has been designed by John William Gerth, a McKnight fellow and master's

degree candidate.

Cast in major roles are the following University Theatre students:

Pamela Brook as Nina Zaryechny; Mary Corrigan as Irina Arkadina, Madame

Trepleff; Allan Estes as Semyon Medvedenko; Allison Giglio as Marsha;

William Levis as Peter Sorin; Terence Marinan as Konstantine Trepleff;

Steven Ryan as Boris Trigorin; Milda Steinbrecher as Pauline Andreevna;

Michael Tezla as Eugene Dorn; and John Ashford as Ilya Shamreyeff.

Performances will be at 8 p.m. Friday and Saturday, Nov. 28 and 29,

and Tuesday through Saturday, Dec. 2 through 6. There will be two mati-

nees at 3:30 p.m. Tuesday, Dec. 2 and Sunday, Dec. 7.

Tickets are on sale at the University Theatre's ticket office in

Scott hall and at Dayton's.

-UNS-



UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
NEWS SERVICE-20 JOHNSTON HALL
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55455
NOVEMBER 19, 1969

MONDALE'S ADDRESS' TO
INDIAN EDUCATION CONFERENCE
CHANGED TO THURSDAY

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

NEWSMEN:
contact:

For further information,
LYNN MARASCO, 373-5193

Minnesota Senator Walter Mondale will address this week's national

Indian education conference in Minneapolis on Thursday (Nov. 20) rather

than Friday, as previously announced.

Senate voting on the confirmation of the appointment of Clement

Haynsworth to the Supreme Court, now scheduled for Friday, caused the

change in Mondale's plans.

-UNS-
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NEWSMEN: Mondale's speech is now scheduled for a Thursday luncheon at
12:30 p.m. at the Leamington Hotel. Space limitations will be
severe, and there is a possibility that newsmen covering the
speech would not be able to be admitted because of the large
number of persons registered for the conference.

The Thursday schedule remains the same as that announced by
the News Service in a release dated Nov. 18, aside from the
change in Mondale's speech. On Friday, workshops will begin
at 9 rather than 8:30 a.m. at the Leamington, and Will Antell,
director of Indian education in Minnesota, will speak at 10:45
a.m. in the Vocational High School auditorium.



UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
NEWS SERVICE-20 JOHNSTON HALL
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55455
NOVEMBER 21, 1969

'u' REGENTS APPOINT
LEADING BIOPHYSICIST

(FOR RELEASE AT 10 A.M., SAT. NOV 22)

NEWSMEN:
contact:

For further information,
BILL HAFLING, 373-5193

f

L

A leading biophysicist was appointed to the University of Minnesota faculty

today by the University Regents.

Irwin Rubenstein, an associate professor at Yale University, was named a

professor in genetics and cell biology in the College of Biological Sciences.

Genetics and cell biology are key studies in the further understanding of such

world problems as mental and physical health, disease, nutrition, and pollution.

Commenting on Rubenstein's appointment, Dean Richard S. Caldecott of the

College of Biological Sciences said, "Dr. Rubenstein is one of the most highly

regarded molecular biophysicists that have been brought to our attention. He is

particularly interested in contact with students. We anticipate that he will play

a major role in our developing program in cell biology."

#

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Irwin Rubenstein -- B.S. degree, California Institute of Technology, 1953; Ph.D.
degree, University of California in Los Angeles (UCLA), 1960;
Research Fellow, Johns Hopkins, 1960-62;
Assistant Professor, Yale, 1963-68;
Associate Professor, Yale, 1968 to present.
Member: Biophysics Society and The Genetics Society;
Born 1931, Kansas City, Mo.
Married, three children.

College of Biological Sciences -- Dean's office located at 123 Snyder hall, St.
Paul; Includes departments of biochemistry; botany; The Dight Institute for
Human Genetics; ecology and behavioral biology, field biology, genetics and
cell biology, Museum of Natural History and zoology.

-UNS-



UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA EVENTS

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

CLASSICAL DANCES OF INDIA
TO BE FEATURED IN 'u' FESTIVAL

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
NEWS SERVICE-20 JOHNSTON HALL
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55455
TELEPHONE: 373-5193
NOVEMBER 21, 1969

A Festival of Classical Dances of India will be held at the University of Minneso-

ta Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday, Dec. 2, 3 and 4.

The program will include a public performance of Kathak dance by Gopi Krishna and

his dance troupe and two public lecture-demonstrations by Kapila Vatsyayan, noted author-

ity on Indian dance.

The Gopi Krishna dancers will perform at 7 p.m. Dec. 3 in Coffman Union main ball-

room. Admission will be $2 for the general public and $1.50 for students.

There will be no admission charge for the lecture-demonstrations at 8 p.m. Dec. 2

and 4 in the Coffman Union women's lounge. "The Theoretical and Historical Background

of Classical Indian Dance" is the topic for the Tuesday lecture. "The Technique and

Repertoire of Contemporary Classical Indian Dance Styles" is the topic for Thursday.

The festival is sponsored by the University's South Asia Center and the Indo-

American Club.
#

FRANCIS CHASE
TO SPEAK AT 'u'

Francis Chase, dean emeritus of the Graduate School of Education of the University

of Chicago, will deliver a public lecture at the University of Minnesota Tuesday (Nov.

25) at 3:15 p.m. in Murphy hall auditorium. He will discuss the role of research and

development centers in the improvement of education.

Dean Chase is the author of "The National Program of Educational Laboratories," a
U.S. Office of Education study of 20 educational laboratories and nine research and de
velopment centers.

Dean Chase is internationally recognized as an authority on education and is the
author of "Education Faces New Demands" (with Edgar Morphet) and "The Forty-Eight State
School Systems." He was co-editor of "The High Schools in a New Era."
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
NEWS SERVICE-20 JOHNSTON HALL
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55455
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA, MINNEAPOLIS AND ST. PAUL CAMPUS PUBLIC EVENTS

WEEK OF NOVEMBER 23 \ 30

Sunday, Nov. 23

Sunday, Nov. 23

Monday, Nov. 24

Monday, Nov. 24

"The Dam Builders," a movie comparing the work of
man with the work of the beaver, 2:30 and 3:30 p.m.
Bell Museum of Natural History. Free.

"Billy Liar," a comedy about a day in the life of
an undertaker's clerk, 3:30 p.m. Shevlin Hall Arena
Theatre. Admission.

Encore Film Club: "Anna Christie," with Greta
Garbo, 7 p.m. Bell Museum of Natural History. Ad
mission.

Gladys Howell, MFA organ recital, 8 p.m. Grace
University Lutheran Church. Free.

Wednesday, Nov. 26 -- Football awards convocation and inauguration of
1970 Gopher football captain, 11:45 a.m. Northrop
aud. Free.

Wednesday, Nov. 26 -- Encore Film Club: "Monkey Business" and "The
Coconuts," two Marx Brothers' films, 7 p.m. Bell
Museum of Natural History. Admission.

Thursday, Nov. 27

Friday, Nov. 28

Friday, Nov. 28

Sunday, Nov. 30

Sunday, Nov. 30

Thanksgiving Day. Classes excused.

Classes excused.

University Theatre: "The Sea Gull," a comedy of
misplaced love by Anton Chekhov, 8 p.m. Scott nall
aud. Other perfo~ances at 8 p.m. Nov. 29 and
Dec. 2-6, with matinees at 3:30 p.m. Dec. 2 and 7.
Admission.

"What Are We Doing to Our World?" program on the
population explosion, and "Loon's Necklace,"
legend explained through Indian Mass, 2:30 and 3:30
p.m. Bell Museum of Natural History. Free.

Marianne Ullyot, piano recital, 8 p.m. Scott hall
aud. Free.
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
NEWS SERVICE-20 JOHNSTON HALL
HINNEAPOLIS, HINNESOTA 55455
NOVE}ffiER 24, 1969

'U' CENTER RECEIVES
$200,000 FORD GRANT

(FOR H1MEDIATE RELEASE)

NEWSHEN:
contact:

For further information,
JUDY VICK, 373-5193

A $200,000 grant to the University of Minnesota Center for Comparative Studies

in Technological Development and Social Change was announced today (Monday, Nov. 24)

by the Ford Foundation and Dean Willard W. Cochrane of the University's Office of

International Programs.

The funds will be used to continue the center's research for a three-year

period in the areas of urbanization and development, the political basis of eco-

nomic development and the exploration of new ideas and projects for the center.

The center was established in the Office of International Programs in 1967

for the purpose of conducting interdisciplinary research and developing theories

on the relationships between technological development and social change in many

different social and cultural settings. Professor Robert T. Holt is director.

Currently involved in research at the center are five University faculty mem-

bel'S representing the disciplines of political science, anthropology, economics

and mathematics. They work with collaborators in four foreign countries -- England,

India, Mexico and l1orocco. The new grant will allow for increased participation

by faculty and students.

Two field studies in which the center is involved concern "new'~ industrial

cities in India and Mexico. The cities provide a social laboratory for the study

of urbanization and development. Four basic problems are being studied in these

projects: (1) the operation of the different organizational forms in these cities;

(2) the attitudes of residents toward these organizational forms; (3) the patterns

of migration to these cities; and (4) the effect of the new cities on the rural

(MORE)



COMPARATIVE STUDIES

communities surrounding them.
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Another field project, currently being conducted by the center, concerns the

Berber and Arab tribes in Morocco -- soon to be affected by major irrigation work

there. The center has two researcher's (one from the London School of Economics

and one from lIt'Ecole Pratique des Hautes Etudes in Paris) in Morocco with the

objective of establishing a base point which will identify the important similarities

and differences between these two populations before the irrigation is begun.

During the next three years the center will continue the study of the tribes as

their incomes increase with the introduction of irrigation and new crops.

-UNS-



UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA EVENTS

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

NEW FOOTBALL CAPTAIN
TO BE NAMED AT" ~U'

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
NEWS SERVICE-20 JOHNSTON HALL
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55455
TELEPHONE: 373-5193
NOVEMBER 24, 1969

Gopher football captain for the 1970 season will be named Wed-

nesday (Nov. 26) at the University of Minnesota.

In ceremonies beginning at 11:45 a.m. in Northrop auditorium,

1969 Gopher Captain James Carter will pass the traditional torch to the

new captain. Also, this year-s football lettermen will receive their

letters at the presentation.

Marshall Ryman, director of the athletic department, Coach

Murray Warmath, the football marching band under the direction of Frank

Bencriscutto, and the 16 football cheerleaders will also be on hand.

The ceremony is open to the public.

JUDGE NELSON TO EXHIBIT WORKS
IN OLD MINNEAPOLIS WAREHOUSE

Growing grass, the hole that was Walker Art Center, and

Dayton's department store all are subjects for a showing of visual inform-

ation by Judson Nelson scheduled to open Saturday, Dec. 6, in a ren-

ovated warehouse at 117" S.E. Main St., Minneapolis.

Nelson, a University of Minnesota teaching assistant in studio

arts and candidate for a master of fine arts degree, has rented the

space for the show from architect Peter Hall.

The multi-media presentation will include films, photo-

graphs, drawings and lights.

There will be a public reception from 4 to 7 p.m. Dec. 6.

The show will be up through Dec. 23.

-UNS-
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DON DAVIES
TO GIVE MAJOR POLICY SPEECH
AT 'u' EDUCATION CONFERENCE

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

NEWSMEN:
contact:

For further information,
JUDY VICK, 373-5193
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Don Davies, associate U.S. commissioner of education, will give the keynote

address at the Dean's Conference on Teacher Education next week in Minneapolis.

According to the U.S. Office of Education this will be a major policy speech

outlining the new administration's goals in education.

Davies will speak at a 6 p.m. dinner meeting Thursda~LJ~_~, at the Radisson

Hotel.

"Urban Education: Teacher Education in the '70s" is the theme of the

Dec. 4 and 5 conference sponsored by the University of Minnesota College of

Education. Attending will be deans of education colleges and schools in a 12-state

area. All sessions will be at the Radisson.

Frank Wilderson, University of Minnesota associate dean for community

relations in the College of Education, will speak at a noon luncheon meeting

Friday, Dec. 5. Wilderson is spending the current academic year visiting school

systems in major cities of the United States.

There will be two general sessions on topics relating to teacher education.

Scheduled for 8:30 a.m. Friday are presentations on I:Twin City Trainers of Teacher

Trainers Program,1l by Charles R. Bruning, University professor and director of the

program, and Mrs. Mabel Cason, chairman of the local TTT board~ "Urban Areas

Student Teaching Program," Mildred Hume, supervising teacher in the Minneapolis

Public Schools ; 'Community Agencies and Teacher Education, ,/ Norine Odland,

University elementary education professor, and Mrs. Rosalie Anderson, staff member

of the Phyllis Wheatley House.

Topics for a 2 p.m. Friday session will be "Precision Teaching,1i Wells Hively,

professor of educational psychology at the University of Minnesota, and "Individual

Instruction in the Inner-City Classroom," Robert Pinney, program coordinator for

the Upper Midwest Regional Educational Laboratory.
N. ,j\l. ~ •• .,
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CONTROL OF PUBLIC EDUCATION .
TO BE TOPIC FOR SCHOOLMEN

NEHSMEN:
contact:

For further information,
JUDY VICK, 373-5193

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

who should run our schools -- laymen or professional educators?

This question will be discussed Thursday, De~. II, at the annual Schoolmen's

Day sponsored by the University of Minnesota College of Education's division of

educational administration and the State Department of Education.

i:Shaping the Future of Public Education: is the theme for the one-day conference

at the Holiday Inn Central in Minneapolis. More than 600 elementary, secondary and

college administrators from throughout the state are expected to attend.

Speakers will include l1alcolm 1100s, University of !1innesota president ~ Professor

Bertram Gross, director of the Center for Urban Studies at Wayne State University;

James D. Koerner of the Education Development Center in Newton, Hass.; and Professor

Stephen K. Bailey, School of Education, Syracuse University.

The conference' will end with a panel discussion of the ideas presented. Panel
members are Thomas G. Arneson, of the labor relations staff of Honeywell Inc. and
former Mounds View school board member; Robert F. Arnold, president of the
Minnesota Education Association: Harriet Jordan, former Roseville school board member~

and Flora Rogge, president of the Hinnesota Federation of Teachers.

Schedule for Schoolmen's Day

9 a.m. Registration

9:30 a.m. "The Future Environment for Public Education"
Professor Bertram Gross

10:30 a.m. "The Role of the Layman in Shaping the Future of Public Education!'
James D. Koerner

Noon -- Luncheon
"Future Directions of Higher Education -- the 11ultiuniversity"
President Nalcolm Moos

2 p. m. "The Role of the Professional in Shaping the Future of Public
Educationl,l
Professor Stephen K. Bailey

3 p.m. Panel discussion.

-OOS-
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NEWS~1EN: For further information,
contact NANCY PIRSIG, 373-5193

U OF H CONTRIBUTES
$60,000 TO AID MARTIN
LUTHER KING PARTICIPANTS

The University of Minnesota yesterday (Nov. 26) announced that it is contributing

an additional $60,000 to the fund of financial aids available to students in the

Martin Luther King program.

The funds were needed because of a decrease in the amount of state and federal

financial aid available. which resulted in a $60,000 short-fall in the anticipated

funds for disadvantaged students.

Two hundred thirty students are enrolled in the Hartin Luther King (HLK) coun-

seling and tutorial program this fall quarter. Last year the program served a total

of 190 students all three quarters.

The University had counted on increased federal grant expenditures and additional

state grant-in-aid funds for this year's MLK program. During the summer, however,

the federal funds available were substantially cut from the previous year's level.

The state grant-in-aid program was delayed and not a substantial source of aid for

the fall quarter. Private contributions also fell short of expectations.

This combination of events placed an excessive burden on loans and work-study

funds, which are considered the least desirable financial aids for disadvantaged

students--who generally need extra time for studying.

Some $265,000 is budgeted for aiding r1LK students this academic year. Five

major sources are contributing to the funds, which are handled through the University's

Office of Student Financial Aid. The sources are (1) contributions from individuals,

particularly from the University community (faculty, staff and students) and from

Twin Cities business firms; (2) traditional University grant and scholarship resources;

(MORE)
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in 1970-71 and thereafter--or a return to heavy reliance on loan and work-study

needs and the resources available.

programs.

In the distribution of financial aids, all students in the program are counseled

put together the most effective aid program for each student given his particular

Because further federal cuts are expected for next year, University officials

anticipate the need for increased private contributions and direct University funding

individually by staff members of the Office of Student Financial Aid, which seeks to

The disadvantaged students being aided by the funds this year include n3 per cent
black or Afro-American; 10 per cent American Indian; 1 per cent American Oriental;
6 per cent Spanish-American; and 20 per cent classified as "other,:! which in
cludes Caucasians and some minority students difficult to classify.

federal and University joint programs); and (5) the University itself.

The MLK program was born following the assassination of Martin Luther King in April
1968, as University students and staff as well as others recognized the need to
actively recruit minority and disadvantaged students whose aspirations might not
include a college education, and then to follow through with intensive tutoring
and individual counseling to compensate for their often inadequate previous
schooling. A special drive for funds from the University community and the Twin
Cities business community resulted in a large initial fund, as many persons found
such contributions to be one answer to the frequently asked question, "What can
I do?'!

The University's statistical summary of the aid program reveals that between 300 and
400 students were contacted each of the two years for the MLK program. Of the
230 now in the program, 104 are returnees from last year. More than half
(54 per cent) this year are from Minneapolis, 32 per cent are from St. Paul,
8 per cent from other parts of Minnesota, and 6 per cent from out-of-state.

The 190 students aided last year included 122 in the University's General College,
58 in the College of Liberal Arts and the rest in other colleges. They received
a total of $178,000 in direct financial aid (not loans) covering both educational
costs and subsistence.

(3) federal and state grant sources; (4) loan and work-study funds (largely from

~ At the outset of fall quarter the University budgeted an original $60,000 for tuitionl of HLK students.

~
•
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fu~NUAL TAX INSTITUTE FOR LA\fYERS
TO BE HELD DEC. 5-6 IN ST. PAUL

(FOR II1HEDIATE REl,EASE)

NEHSHEN:
contact:

For further information,
LYNN MARASCO, 373-5193

Tax reform _.. now being debated in Congress -- is among the topics for the 1969

Tax Institute, to be held Dec. 5 and 6 in the St. Paul Hilton Hotel.

Sponsors of the annual institute, now in its twenty-ninth year, are the Minnesota

State Bar Association's section on tax law and the University of Minnesota General

Extension Division.

John H. SUllivan, attorney from the St. Paul firm of Briggs and MorF:an, will

speculate on what Congress is likely to do in the field of tax reform.

Other major topics include tax anatomy of an estate plan (John E. Harris, Faegre

and Benson, Minneapolis) and tax planning of farm real estate (Neil E. Harl, professor

of economics at Iowa State University).

Registration, for a $30 fee which includes a copy of the institute practice
manual, can be with Continuing Legal Education, 338 Nolte Center, University of
Hinnesota, !1inneapolis, l1inn. 55455.

Firms that wish to send more than one representative and receive only one prac
tice manual can send up to four registrations for $20 each for each $30 registration.

#
SUPPLEHENTARY INFORHATION:

The rest of the topics to be discussed at the institute are:
Recent Developments in Income, Gift and Death Tax Law (Rudy K. Steury, of

Popham, Haik, Schnobrich, Kaufman and Doty, Minneapolis).
Hedging Against Corporate Tax Losses (Ronald L. Sorenson, Briggs and Morgan,

St. Paul).
Tax Exposure in Transactions Between Closely Held Corporations and Their

Officers and Shareholders.
Closely Held Corporate Problems - .• Constructive Dividends (James L. \<falsh,

of Oppenheimers, Hodgson, Brown, Wolff and Leach, St. Paul).
Asset Sale Transaction (John C. Johanneson, of Matm, Hazel, Green, Hayes,

Simon and Aretz, St. Paul).
Redemption of Stock (Harold S. Ruttenberg, of Mullin, Galinson, Swirnoff

and Weinberg, Minneapolis).
Fringe Benefits (Robert P. Sands, of Fredrickson, Byron and Colborn, Ltd.,

l1inneapolis) .

-UNS-
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NEW mUm PRESS: BOOK
DiSPELS HARDING MYTHS

(FOR I~~DIATE RELEASE)

NEWSl1EN:
contact:

For further information,
JUDY VICK, 373-5193

Was the late Warren G. Harding really a bumbling nonentity?

Or was his failure as a person, rather than as a president?

Myths surrounding the controversial Republican who served as

president in the 1920's are analyzed and many of them dispelled in

a new book published by the University of Minnesota Press.

liThe Harding Era: Warren G. Harding and His Administration"

by Robert K. Murray is a reappraisal of the Harding nomination, e1ect-

ion and administration in light of newly available materials, including

the Harding Papers.

The book reveals that the Harding administration, despite inher-

ited domestic and international chaos, was surprisingly successful

in solving its immediate problems arid engineered an efficient tran-

sition from the postwar turmoil to a time of prosperity.

Murray says Harding was a catalytic influence in these accomp-

1ishments and that his failure was not in administration, but in

himself and his friends.

The author is chairman of the history department at Pennsylvania

State University. He wrote "Red Scare: A Study in National Hysteria,

1919-1920," also published by the University of l'1innesota Press.

-m~s-
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NEWSMEN: For further information
contact: PAT JULIANI, 373-5193

SGCiAtIST YOUTH -TO HOLD
NA1:IONAL(;ONVENTION AT. U OF M

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

The Twin Cities chapter of the Young Socialist Alliance (YSA)

will host the organization's ninth annual national convention, to be

held Dec. 27-30 at the University of Minnesota.

"We expect activists from allover the country---in the anti-

war movement, black community, colleges, high schools, trade unions

and the armed forces---to attend the convention, II Bill Scheer, YSA

Twin Cities organizer, said today. "We will assess this year's work

and make plans for 1970."

Scheer, who describes the group as the socialist wing of the

radical youth movement, said that 800 people attended last year's con-

vention at the University of Chicago and that since then the number of

members has increased substantially.

Discussions and panels will include topics on international youth

radicalization, the movement to end the war in Vietnam, black and

third-world movements and women's-rights movements.

Scheer said that world leaders in these movements will address

the convention.

-UNS-
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ccntact: LYNN MARASCO, ·373-5193
or MAUREEN S)UTH, 373-2126

INDIANS WANT VOICE
IN EDUCATION DECISIONS,
IS CONFERENCE ~lESSAGE

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Indians want to be involved in the education of Indian children, and Indian

students want a voice in making decisions about their own education.

This was the message heard in speeches and workshop sessions at the FiI'st National

Indian Education Conference held in r<inneapolis Nov. 20 and 21. The conference drew

900 participants from allover the United States---three times as many as exPected.

In one of the major addresses, Sen. Halter F. t~ondale (DFL - Hinn.) spoke of the

'Inational tragedyl' of Indian education. He said the system tries to make an InMan

child r'lose his Indianness!l and tells him 'Ito disregard his family's teachin?;s and

adopt the Great White Hay of doing things.l' A child who has been taught to cooperate

with others is suddenly told that he must become competitive.

The Minnesota senator spoke of "a system which sends an Alaskan child 6,000 miles

from his home to a boarding school in Oklahoma,!: and "a system in which 25 per cent of

the teachers of Indian students admit they prefer not to teach Indians."

Mondale outlined recommendations of the Senate Indian Education Subcommittee, of

which he is a member. The recommendations "may seem absurd,;' he said, "simply because

they are so fundamental to any effective educational program;'! for example, locally

elected school boards for federal Indian schools.

N. Scott Momaday, a Kiowa Indian and a Pulitzer Prize winner for his novel

"House Maae of Dawn," told the conference that the Indian has been generalized in the

imagination of the white man. People speak of an "Indian problem li as if there were

one problem and one solution, r~maday said. But he noted there are several hundred

societies of Indians and more than 100 living Indian languages in the United States.

(MORE)
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The relationship between white man and red man was '!doomed from the outset, I'

Momaday said, be~ause of different values and goals. To white men, the Indian stood

in the way of progress and western expansion; thus they determined to icivilize;' or

eliminate the Indian. Hornaday is now a professor of English and comparative liter~

ature at the University of California.

Will Antell, director of Indian education in Hinnesot"a ann honul.'cl.l.'y ~Vijrel.""JI""C>

chairman, spoke of the problems of communication bet"leen the Indian communitv and the

public schools. He said educational institutionR should produce tea<.:hers who nnoer-

stand the history, culture, and value systems of thp. Tndi ans- -- whet-hel' or not the

teachers plan to serve in Indian communities.

Antell also discussed the problem of textbooks that defame or ignore the American

Indian. At a 'Norkshop session on the same sll~4ect: C! participant pointed out that

history books are biased through the eves of the conqueror. "When the whites won it

was called a victory, II he said, but I\when the Indians won it was a massacre.~'

"Minnesota, Star of the North" was cited as a particularly offensive book in which

the word -"savage'; is used more often thah the word "Indian."

Robert Bennett, former commissioner of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, expressed
impatience \·dth all the studies that have been conducted on Indian problems. He
N'arned Indians against those :iwho want to make Indians their thing, with their pet
theories and panaceas as to what is best for you."

Indians in workshops and informal conversations repeated these feelings. "We're
tired of having white people come around to ask us questions and try to find answers
for us," said a student from South Dakota. HWe're being studied to death," said a
Seattle woman. l1We don't want to be somebody else's statistic," said a Duluth woman.

The 900 conference participants were predominantly Indian leaders, Indian
educators, and white educators. A group of Indian college students who felt they had
been denied adequate representation presented a resolution to the conference Friday
requesting endorsement for a demand that the Bureau of Indian Affairs provide
$250,000 to fund a National Conference of Indian College Students. It passed
unanimously.

-UNS-
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ANCIENT l'iIDDLE-M"ERICAN
CIVILIZATIONS TO BE FOCUS
OF 'U' SEMINAR SERIES, TRIP

(FOR IHMEDIATE RELEASE)

NEWSMEN:-----contact
For further information,

LYNN MA~SCO, 373-5193

llStudy now, see later" is the idea of a new University of Hinnesota series on

ancient middle-American civilizations.

The Sunday-evening lecture-discussion series with University faculty members

begins Sunday (Dec. 7) in Nolte Center.

Continuing education for women, a department of the General Extension Division,

is sponsoring the series, which is planned as preparation for a department-sponsored

trip to Mexico in March.

Associate Professor Richard Adams and Assistant Professor Dennis Puleston, both

of the anthropology department, and Donald Torbert, professor of art history, will

speak at slide-illustrated seminar meetings Dec.2-a.?d 1_4, Jan. 11, 18 and 25 and

Feb. L

Professors Adams and Puleston both have done extensive archaeological work in

Hexico.

Their talks will include discussions of the ceremonial centers, crafts and

mythologies of ancient civilizations, according to Hrs. Louise Roff, director of

continuing education for women.

Though the March trip and the seminars are being planned together, the seminars

are also for people planning their own trips to Mexico and anyone who is interested

in the subject, Hrs. Roff said. Husbands are welcome at the seminars and on the

trip, she said.

#

(HORE)
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Topics for the six meetings are:
Dec. 7-- Ancient Civilizations: The Olmec~ Classic Teotihuacan (Adams)
Dec. l4--The Yucatan Haya (Adams)
Jan. ll--Art and Architecture of Heso-America (Torbert)
Jan. l8--Continuing discussion of Jan. 11 (Torbert)
Jan. 25--An Overview of Southern Mexico and Guatemala Sites (Puleston)
Feb. l--Ecological and Social Factors in the Decline of the Civilization

(Puleston)

Ci~l~~ations to be studied are the Olmec, Mayan, Mixtec, Toltec, Zapotec, Aztec,
Uxmal, Chichen Itza, Palenque, Bonte Alban, Teotihuacan and Tikal.

Registration can be made in advance by mail to Continuing Education for Women, 315
_. Nolte Center, University of Minnesota, Hinneapolis, Hinn. 55455. A tuition

fee of $18 for the series, or $4 a lecture, can also be paid at the door.
Discussions begin at 6:45 p.m.

-UNS-
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UNIVERSITY NOT POLITICAL
BODY, SAYS PRESIDENT HaaS

(FOR IHMEDIATE RELEASE)

NEWSMEN:
contact

For further information,
PAT ~ULIANI, 373-5193

University of Minnesota President Malcolm Hoos reiterated his stand against the

politicization of the campus in a letter sent to Carla Reihle of the Student Hobiliza-

tion Committee to end the war in Vietnam.

The letter was in response to a committee statement issued Nov. 13 suggesting

that the University conduct a referendum among students, faculty and administration

concerning immediate troop withdrawal from Vietnam, the abolishment of the ROTC pro-

gram and the prohibition of secret research on campus.

Moos stated that after careful consideration he felt a binding referendum was not

appropriate.

"What seems clear to me is that the role of the University is to provide an en-

vironment in which the value of ideas can be fully debated in the belief that in this

way the academic community can make the most significant contribution to truth," said

Moos. lfThe protection of the freedom of the campus for ideas is jeopardized when the

institution becomes a political body itself ••.. The University must always be a place

of careful analysis rather than a place of ineffective declarations."

Moos also pointed out that the ROTC program is currently being studied by a
University committee which has recently held a public hearing for the purpose of re
ceiving divergent opinions.

vlith regard to secret research, Hoos said that on July 11,1969, the University
Regents approved a policy prohibiting secret research at the University.

Moos said he could see no logical new steps to be taken by the University in the
wake of a referendum on the conduct of the Vietnam war.

Moos did not rule out the possible usefulness of an advisory referendum taken
by a University committee or group in the course of its work and suggested that a
printed ballot in the Minnesota Daily would enable all members of the University
community to participate.

-UNS-
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'LANGUAGE OF CITY'
TO BE CONFERENCE TOPIC

(FOR U1MEDIATE RELEASE)

NEWSHEN:
contact

For further information,
JUDY VICK, 373-5193

"Language of the City" will be discussed in a two-day conference in f,finneapolis

this week.

Speakers will include Arthur L. Johnson, deputy superintendent of the Detroit

(Mich.) Public Schools; Professor Arthur Smith, a member of the s~eech department of

the University of California in Los Angeles and author of books on black rhetoric;

and Milt Williams, education director of The Way.

Johnson will deliver the keynote speech at 9:15 a.m. Wednesday (Dec. 3). His

topic will be HUnderstanding the Language of the Inner City." Smith will speak at

8:15 p.m. Wednesday (Dec. 3). liThe Rhetoric of Revolution in the Inner City" will be

his topic. Williams will speak at 2 p.m. Thursday on "The Hessa~e Is Not Always

Verbal."

All sessions are open to the public and will be held at University Lutheran
Church of Hope, 601 Thirteenth ave. SEe The conference is sponsored by the Twin City
Trainers of Teacher Trainers, a federally funded program with headquarters at the
University of Minnesota.

"The Language of the School: Who Listens? Who Tries to Understand? 11 will be
the topic for a panel discussion by Twin Cities high school students at 10:15 a.m.
Wednesday.

A response, I<We Are Listening," will be the topic for a panel discussion by
youth workers at 2 p.m. Wednesday. Participants will include Charles Smith, schooll
community human relations specialist with the Minneapolis Public Schools~ Harold
Pearl, social worker, St. Paul Elementary Schools; Sister Giovanni, director of the
Guadalupe Area Project in St. Paul~ Gregory Mitchel, coordinator, Southside Indian
Center in Minneapolis~ and Mrs. Barbara Huntley, helping teacher in the Minneapolis
Public Schools.

"The Lincoln Kids,11 a presentation by the drama production group of The Way,
will be presented at 9:30 a.m. Thursday.

Lillian Anthony, assistant chairman of the Afro-American studies department at
the University of Minnesota, will lead a summary session at 3:15 p.m. Thursday.

-UNS-
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DELWIN ANDERSON
TO RECEIVE OAA AWARD

(FOR Im'lEDIATE RELEASE)

NElTSrffiN :----contact
For further information,

JUDY VICK, 373-5193

Delwin t!. Anderson, director of Social Work Service for the Veterans' Adminis-

tration central office in Washington, D.C., has been named by the University of Hin-

nesbt~ Board·.of·Regents to receive the University1s Outstanding Achievement Award.

The Social Work Service employs more social workers than any other single

agency in the United States.

Lloyd H. Lofquist, University assistant vice president for academic adminis-

tration, will present the award to Anderson Thursday (Dec. 4) at the annual meeting

of the Social Work Alumni Association at the Sheraton-Ritz Hotel.

Anderson received his bachelor's degree in sociolo~ from t~innesota in 1939

and in 1946 received his master's degree from the University's School of Social

Work. He was a member of the School of Social Work faculty in 1946-47. He ioined

the Veterans Administration in Duluth, Hinn .• in 1947 as a social \olorker and later

worked in VA offices in St. Paul, Detroit, and Columbus, Ohio. He has been in his

present position since 1964.

This year Anderson received the Community Service Award, Health and Welfare

Council of the National Capital Area. In 1968 he received the Veterans Adminis-

tration Service Award.

-mrs-
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ISRAELI STUDENTS TO PROTEST
HIGHJACKING, HOLDING OF VICTIMS

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
NEWS SERVICE~20 JOHNSTON HALL
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55455
TELEPHONE: 373-5193
DECEMBER 2, 1969

Students for Israel and Damascus II will hold a silent protest in

front of Coffman Union at the University of Minnesota at noon Thursday

(Dec. 4).

The students are part of a nationwide protest over the holding of two

Israeli highjack victims by the Syrian government. Political Science

Professor Samuel Krislov will address the students at 12:30 p.m. in the

main lounge of Coffman Union. Later in the afternoon the students will go

downtown to collect signatures for petitions condemning highjacking and

guVt:L'Ulllt:mtR 'that permit it. These petitions will be sent to the United Nations,

the Syrian embal::isy. and inTP2lnotinn~l ::\vl.Clt::Jon outhol"i'ties.

The PpO~c~l da'to waS p1anned to coincide with the beginning of

Hanukkah, a Jewish celebration of freedom.

* * * *
3 FILMS TO SHOW
AT MUSEUM SUNDAY

Three short films will be shown Sunday (Dec. 7) at the Bell Museum of

Natural History auditorium, University of Minnesota, as part of the museum's

free Sunday-afternoon program.

They are "Big Animals of Africa," showing such beasts as the hippo

potamus, the rhinoceros and the elephant in their natural habitat; "Birds

of the Prairie," showing birds of our region; and "A Chairy Tale,"

described by the museum as "an especially entertaining movie that appears a

fantasy but contains many psychological implications."

The films will show at 2:30 and again at 3:30 p.m.

-UNS-
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'U' PROF HAROLD ALLEN
HONORED BY NCTE

NEHSflEN:
contact

For further information,
NANCY PIRSIG, 373-5193

(FOR nmEDIATE RELEASE)

One of the highest honors possible for an English teacher was awarded last week-

end to Harold B. Allen, professor of English and linguistics at the University of

Hinnesota.

He received the Distinguished Service Award of the National Council of Teachers

of English (NCTE) at its 59th annual convention, held in Washin~ton, D.C. Also re-

ceiving the award was Huriel Crosby, former acting superintendent of the Wilmington,

Del., public schools and author of "An Adventure in Human Relations lt and other books.

Receiving the award from Albert H. Harckwardt of Princeton University and past

president of NCTE, Professor Allen was cited for his "notable contribution to the

study of regional dialects of American English." He has prepared numerous antholo-

gies aiding English teachers in the field of linguistics.

A former president of NCTE, Allen has held other NCTE offices and has been active

in the Linguistic Society, the American Dialect Society. the r~odern Language Associ-

ation, and the Speech Association of America.
n

SUPPLEHENTARY INFORMATION

Harold B. Allen:
--joined the University faculty in 1944, directed communication program 1945
1964. Has held summer teaching appointments at various colleges includin~

Michigan State University, U of Michigan, U of Southern California. Has also
taught in Cairo, U.A.R.

--holds master's and doctor of philosophy degrees from University of Hichigan.

--was chairman of the Language Arts Advisory committee for the ~Hnnesota

Board of Education, 1961-68.

-UNS-
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'u' GROUPS TO PRESENT
CHRISTMAS CONCERT

NEWSMEN:
contact:

For further information,
JUDY VICK, 373-5193

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Sacred Christmas music will be presented in a free public concert

Wednesday, Dec. 10, at 8 p.m. in Grace University Lutheran Church, Harvard

and Delaware sts. SE., Minneapolis.

Three University of Minnesota student groups will perform under

the direction of Thomas Lancaster, University music instructor.

The 20-member Chamber Singers, the 30 members of the Concert Choir

and the Collegium Musicum, an organization of about 20 vocalists and

instrumentalists, will present a program ranging from medieval carols

and Renaissance motets to compositions by Mozart and Bruckner and

20th-century choral works.

Members of the University of Minnesota Symphony Orchestra will

join the Chamber Singers and Collegium Musicum to conclude the program

with Heinrich Schutz's "Christmas Story."

-UNS-
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NEWSMEN: Because of his tight schedule
in the Twin Cities, Dr. Money
is only available for an inter
view around 9:30 a.m. Monday
(Dec. 8). He will, of course,
be answering questions from the
audience after his talk.

SEX-CHANGE EXPERT
TO SPEAK AT U OF M

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

NEWSMEN:
contact:

For further information,
BILL HAFLING, 373-5193

Born with chromosomes appropriate for one sex, but with the body

of the other sex, some people have a problem. Some of these people

try to solve the problem with a sex-change operation.

John Money, associate professor of medical psychology and ped-

iatrics at Johns Hopkins University, is a leading psychologist

studying the sex-change question. Money will speak on "Cytogenetic

Sex and Gender Identity Differentiation" at 4:30 p.m. Monday, Dec. 8.

Free and open to the public, the talk will be held in Murphy Hall

auditorium on the Minneapolis campus of the University of Minnesota.

Two of Money's recent books are "Sex Errors of the Body" and

"Transsexualism and Sex Reassignment," published by Johns Hopkins Press.

-UNS-
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'u' RADIO-TV FRATERNITY
PRESENTS DOCUl'lliNTARIES
ON KTCA TELEVISION HOUR

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

NEWS~1EN:

contact
For further information,

LYNN l~CO, 373-5193

l

t
I

I

The University of Minnesota chapter of Alpha Epsilon Rho, national honorary

radio and television fraternity, began a series of documentary films on the Univer-

sity of Minnesota Television Hour Tuesday (Dec. 2).

"A E Rho Presents," scheduled for Tuesdays on KTCA-TV, channel 2, from 9 to 9:30

p.m. through December, will consist of films produced by fraternity members. The

first film, entitled "15," was on the October and November 15th moratoriums.

"Israel: Internattonal Interaction" 1s the title of next Tuesday's (Dec. 9)

film, which deals with an Israeli program, similar to the Peace Corps, which works

for agricultural and educational development.

On Dec. 16, a film entitled "A Fet" Steps Behind," on the preparation of Cam-

bridge State Hospital patients for roles in society, will be shown. The programs

for Dec. 23 and 30 have not been announced.

The Minnesota chapter of Alpha Epsilon Rho, with over 30 members, is one of

the strongest of some 40 chapters across the country. Juniors and seniors in radio

and television with B averages or higher belong to the fraternity.

The University Television Hour is an educational service of the General

Extension Division.

-OOS-
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NEWSHEN:
contact

For further information,
ROBERT LEE, 373-5830

U OF f:1 NURSING FACULTY
EXTEND SERVICES OUTS TATE

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

The School of Nursing at the University of Minnesota is offering its

consultation and continuing-education services to nursing teachers through-

out the state.

Eugenia Taylor, assistant professor of nursing, will consult with the

various vocational schools, hospitals, and junior colleges that have prac-

tical nursing or associate-degree nursing programs.

Her efforts will be coordinated with the Minnesota Board of Nursing,

the Vocational Education Division, and the Junior College Board of the

State Department of Education.

There are 27 practical nursing programs in the state with some 125

faculty and more than 800 students. Associate-degree programs have been

established at four junior colleges with another opening in the fall of 1970.

More than 700 students are being taught by 70 faculty members.

/1

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

Miss Taylor is a graduate of the Sacred Heart School of Nursing in Havre,
Mont. She received her bachelor's and master's degrees in nursing
from the University of Minnesota and has been on the School of
Nursing faculty since 1949. She recently spent a year of post
graduate study at the University of California at San Francisco
concentrating on the development of curriculum and preparation of
faculty for associate-degree programs in nursing.

-UNS-
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REGISTRATION SET DEC. 15-30
FOR 'u' WINTER EVENING CLASSES

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

NEWS~1EN:

contact
For further information,

LYNN MARASCO, 373-5193

University of Minnesota winter quarter evening classes begin the week

of Jan. 5 on campus and at a number of places around the Twin Cities.

Registration is scheduled for Dec. 15 through 23, and 29 and 30.

Major evening classes centers are MacPhail Center, 1128 LaSalle ave. in

Minneapolis, the St. Paul Extension Center at Ninth and EXChange, Sandburg

Junior High School in Golden Valley, Richfield High School, and Kellogg

High School in Roseville.

In addition, some classes are held at Minneapolis Central High School

(including a course this winter on the Afro-American experience) and Hopkins

High School. A sociology course will meet winter quarter at the Bryant

Precinct police station in Minneapolis.

The campus office, at 57 Nicholson hall, and the MacPhail and St. Paul

centers take registrations for all classes, the others for their own classes

only. Registration for classes at Kellogg is held at the school district

office, 1251 W. County Road B2.

Mail registration for all classes can be made through the campus office,

telephone 373-3195.

-tINS-
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(FOR IMJ.1EDIATE RELEASE)

MOOS NAtfED
TO CARNEGIE UNIT

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
NEWS SERVICE-20 JOHNSTON HALL
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55455
TELEPHONE: 373-5193
DECEMBER 5~ 1969

I,

President Malcolm Moos of the University of Minnesota has been named a trustee

of the CCU"negie Foundatio~ for the Advancement of Teaching for as long as he holds

his present academic office. He attended the 64th annual meeting of the Board of

Trustees in New York recently.

Ie * *
'u' HOSPITALS, DIRECTOR
ELECTED TO ASSEHBLY

John Westerman, director of University of Minnesota Hospitals, has been

elected to the General Assembly of the Association of American Medical Colleges •

.He will be representing the Council of Teaching Hospitals for a three-year term.

* * *
'u' HOSPITALS ADMINISTRATOR
JOINS COMPUTER FIRM.

Jack Hoard, assistant to the director of University of Hinnesota. Hospitals,

will join the consulting di~ision of Biomedical Computer Services, I~c. of St. Paul.

Hoard, who received a master's degree in hospital administration from t~e University

in 1969, will be working on a total computer system for health facilities.

-OOS-
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UNIVERSITY OF HINNESOTA, HINNEAPOL!S AND ST. PAUL CM~US PUBLIC EVENTS

WEEK OF DECEHBER 7 - 1'+

Sunday, Dec. 7 -- University Theatre: "The Sea Gull," a comedy of misplaced love
by Anton Chekhov, 3:30 p.m. Scott hall aud. Admission.

Sunday, Dec.(7 -- "Big Animals of Africa," IlBirds of the Prairie 11 and "A Chairy
Tale ,1; three short films at the Bell Huseum of Natural History, 2: 30 and
3:30 p.m. Free.

Sunday, Dec. 7 Organ recital by Janet Orjala, '+ p.m. Grace University Lutheran
Church, Harvar>d and Delaware streets SE., Hinneapolis. Free.

Sunday, Dec. 7 -- Christmas. concert with University performing groups, B p.m.
Mormon Church, 1205 University ave. SE., Minneapolis. Free.

Sunday, Dec. 7 -- "Ancient Civilizations: the Olmec and Classic Teotihuacan,"
lecture by Associate Professor of Anthropology Richard Adams, 6:45 'p.m.
Nolte Center. Sunday, Dec. 14, lithe Yucatan Haya," part of the same lecture
series on Mexico, same time and place. Admission.

Sunday, Dec. 7 -- University Gallery: r1exican Portfolio by Paul Strand and
SCUlpture by Bob TCfensing, both through Dec. 22, Northrop aud. Hours:
Sun. 2-5 p.m., f-!on.-Fri. 8: 30 a. m.-Ii p.m. Free.

Sunday, Dec. 7 -- St. Paul Student Center Galleries: Water colors by John A. Nelson,
first floor lounge, through Jan. 1, Man and Nature III by Jeffrey Birch,
display cases, through Dec. 31, charcoal portraits by Lorenza Bravo, Rouser
Room Gallery, through Jan. 1, Bibelot Shop, holiday crafts from foreign lands,
through Dec. 31. Hours: Sun. noon-IO p.m., Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-lO p.m. Free.

Monday, Dec. 8 -- "Cytogenic Sex and Gender Identity Differentiation," Professor of
Medical Psychology and Pediatrics John Money, Johns Hopkins University,
4:30 p.m. Murphy hall aud. Free.

Monday, Dec. 8 -- Lois Wittich, soprano, in a faculty recital, B p.m. Scott hall
aud. Free.

Monday, Dec. 8 -- Coffman Gallery: Paintings and drawings by l1arcia Scanlon,
through Dec. 19. Hours: Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-5 p.m. Free.

Wednesday, Dec. 10 -- University Chambel~ Singers, Concert Choir and Collegium Musicum
presents a Christmas concert, 8 p.m. Grace University Lutheran Church. Free.

Thursday, Dec. 11 -- M.F.A. voice recital with Adyline Felsted, 8:30 p.m. University
Baptist Church, Thirteenth and University avenues SE., Hinneapolis. Free.

Sunday, Dec. 14 -- l?Look Down," a film on the life story of an oak tree, 2:30 and
3:30 p.m. Bell Museum of Natural History. Free.

-UNS-
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~A bi-weekly column from the
University of Minnesota News Service
December 10, 1969

(FOR USE WEEK or DECEMBER 15)

NEW PROGRAM HELPS
FRESHMEN STAY IN I.T.

By the end of the 1962-63 academic year, more than 60 per cent of the

freshman class in the University of Minnesota's Institute of Technology (IT)

had dropped out, victims of the traditionally rigorous requirements of the

institute.

Following the 1968-69 year, however, only 37 per cent were unable to con-

tinue doing "c" work or better. The dramatic increase in retention of promising

young engineers and scientists must be attributed, in large part, to a program

of retention and recruitment headed by IT Assistant Dean Paul A. Cartwright.

According to Cartwright, it became apparent to the IT faculty in the

mid-60's that some new approach had to be devised to aid the young students.

"It was quite a waste of resources to retain only 40 per cent out of such a fine

group," he says.

Three years ago, Cartwright began the first steps in a three-part program

of recruitment and retention. His first concern was to recruit, through increased

contacts with Minnesota high schools and junior colleges, a larger number of

potential IT students.

With this end in mirid, three-man teams consisting of a working engineer,

a professor from IT and an IT senior began visiting various high schools and

two-year colleges, talking to interested students about the institute.

A second, closely related, program involved an attempt to "clean up the

image" of the institute, according to Cartwright. "Potential students used to

shy away from a college program in IT," says Cartwright, "because they had heard

it was extremely difficult and once they got in, they would be lost in their

studies, without anyone to go to for outside help."

(MORE)
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To change the image, Cartwright began writing letters of an informational
and explanatory nature to prospective students encouraging their enrollment in
IT.

Also initiated was the third, perhaps most important, step in the recruit
ment and retention program.

Last year, for the first time, two entire floors were set aside in men's
dormitories exclusively for IT students. Each floor, or "house" as it is called,
is supervised by a live-in IT senior whose room and board is paid by the
institute in return for his tutoring services.

In its first year of operation the retention rate for freshmen and
sophomores living in the "houses" climbed to 72 per cent, prompting the insti
tute to open three additional "houses" this year.

The program is headed by Dr. Ronald G. Taylor, a fulltime psychiatrist
with the University's Student Counseling Bureau whose only job is to run the
"houses" and counsel IT students with their personal problems.

Commuters, who comprise nearly 75 per cent of IT's enrollment, have not
been left to fend for themselves. Mathematics tutoring sessions for freshmen who
commute are held from 3 to 5 p.m. Monday through Thursday on campus, and a math
ematics teaching assistant is available for tutoring Tuesday and Thursday evenings
at Edina High School.

Before choosing that school, IT administrators looked at a map to find a
cluster of commuting students---and Edina was in the center. Other suburban
schools may be added to the program.

Now under consideration for next year is a plan to make meal tickets avail
able to commuters at cost so that they will be able to eat at the IT "houses"
once a week and take advantage of the tutoring after supper.

Another kind of help for students came last fall when the IT faculty voted
almost unanimously to allow a student who gets an "F" or a "D" to repeat the course
and have only the second grade computed in his grade point average. "It's the
final knOWledge the student has that counts," says Cartwright, yet the first grade
is still on the record to show how he arrived at that level of knowledge.

Also for the first time this year, freshmen may remain undecided on what
department in the college they wish to enter. "In the past," says Cartwright,
"we demanded that each new freshman decide in his first year what department he
would enter. We now believe it is fairer to the students to allow them a year
of general course work before deciding."

Says Cartwright, "We are very pleased with the results of the recruitment
and retention programs. But as of last year, only about 25 to 30 per cent of
the people entering the institute were being awarded degrees. We won't be
satisfied until we have boosted that figure to 50 to 60 per cent."

-UNS-
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NEW 'u' CENTER TO FOCUS
ON RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT
IN EDUCATION OF HANDICAPPED

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

NE~lSMEN:

contact:
For further information,
JUDY VICK, 373-5193

Improving education for thousands of handicapped children in Minnesota is the

goal of a new center at the University of Minnesota.

liThe primary purpose of the center is to conduct programmatic research aimed

at the improvement of educational programs for children handicapped by physical,

social, intellectual or emotional disabilities," said director Bruce Balow.

Balow, a professor of special education, is directing the research of 10

University faculty members and 24 predoctoral and postdoctoral fellows. They are

working with children from the paranatal period through adolescence in Minnesota

public schools and state institutions.

Called the Research and Development Center in Education of the Handicapped, it

is funded by grants totalling $594,206 from the U.S. Office of Education and is

located in the College of Education's special education department. The grants

are for a five-year period, beginning in June, 1969, and may be extended beyond

that time.

In order to achieve its goals the center is pursuing basic, developmental and

applied research in three areas: (1) characteristics of handicapped children and

their teachers, (2) characteristics of various treatments, as well as development

of new techniques, and (3) educational "packages" intended to match students,

teachers and techniques for the best educational development.

A complementary objective of the center is the training of personnel in the

education of handicapped children through the program of predoctoral and post-

doctoral fellowships.

#

(MORE)
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
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The staff of the center are listed below, with their areas of research:

Bruce Balow (Ph.D,,1958, Minnesota) -- biosocial characteristics;
emotionally and socially maladjusted; reading disability.

Robert Bruininks (Ph.D. t 1968, Peabody) -- mental retardation; reading;
language.

David Feldman (Ph.D., 1969, Stanford) -- cognitive development; biosocial
characteristics; individual differences.

Richard Martin (Ph.D., 1963, Minnesota)
in learning; behavior modification.

stuttering; role of punishment

Rosalyn Rubin (Ph.D., 1961, Minnesota) -- individual differences;
developmental problems in special education.

John Rynders (Ph.D., 1967, Wisconsin) -- mental retardation; infant
stimulation; early education.

Gerald Siegel (Ph.D., 1957, Iowa) -- language development and retardation;
experimental manipulation of fluency.

James Turnure (Ph.D., 1965, Yale) -- attention and perception; cognitive
development; mental retardation.

Frank Wood (Ph.D., 1965, Minnesota) -- social interaction in the classroom;
improvement of higher education.

-UNS-
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U DENTAL ALUMNI
NAME PROF OF YEAR

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

NEWSMEN:
contact:

For further information
ROBERT LEE, 373-5830

The Century Club, an alumni organization of the University of Minnesota

School of Dentistry, named a "Professor of the Year" recently at its third annual

meeting in Minneapolis.

Some 350 members, who support educational activities of the school which

cannot be funded by the state or by grants, also presented two honorary memberships.

Dr. Robert J. Isaacson, professor and chairman of orthodontics, was selected

"Professor of the Year" for his many contributions to educational research.

Honorary memberships went to Jay Phillips, a Minneapolis philanthropist, and

University President Malcolm Moos.

Phillips helped to sponsor the establishment of a cleft palate program at

the University four years ago. Currently enrolled are some 600 patients from

103 communities in nine states.

Moos was cited for his "helmsmanship, understanding and support of dentistry

and other health sciences and for fostering excellence in the School of Dentistry

in education, research and service••

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

#

"

Dr. Isaacson, 37, heads the first combined D.D.S.-Ph.D.-degree program in the
country and also directs two large interdisciplinary post-doctoral clinical
research training grants for the Dental School.

Additionally, the University of Minnesota graduate has served on many
National Institute of Dental Research committees and continues to be a
consultant in orthodontics to the Council on Dental Education of the
American Dental Association.

-UNS-



UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA EVENTS

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

'OF 'MEDIA' COMPETITION
OPEN THROUGH DEC. 31

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
NEWS SERVICE - 20 JOHNSTON HALL
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55455
TELEPHONE: 373-5193
DECEMBER 10, 1969

All post-high-school students in Minnesota have been invited to participate

in the "Of Media" competition to be held at the University of Minnesota Jan. 7

through 17.

The deadline for entries is Wednesday, Dec. 31.

The categories of competition are art (works ready for hanging or sturdy

sculpture), crafts (jewelry, ceramics, textiles), film (black and white or color),

literature (prose, poetry, drama -- typewritten), music (pop, folk or classical

original compositions), photography (mounted on matte board or slides), and

theatre (actual presentation of a one-act play, original or established),

Awards ranging from $25 to $130 will be presented to individuals in each

category. A total of $3,000 will be awarded.

Applications for the competition can be obtained by writing to 229 Coffman

Union, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn. 55455.

ANTI-MILITARY BALL
TO BE HELD AT 'U'

The First Annual Spiro T. Agnew Memorial Anti-Military Ball will be held at

the University of Minnesota Saturday (Ded. 13).

Beginning at 8 p.m. in Coffman Union, the ball Culminates Honeywell Days

(Dec. 12 and 13), calling public attention to corporate-military power in the

United States. The ball is being sponsored by the Honeywell Project, a group

working to induce Honeywell Inc. to stop production of anti-personnel fragmentation

bombs and other weapons, the Minnesota New Mobilization'Committee to end the war

in Vietnam and the Union Board of Governors at the University.

The groups involved have planned anti-military skits and invite the public

to attend in costume. A 50-cent donation, to cover the cost of the dance, can be

paid at the cioor • (r'ORE )
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FIL~1 TO SHOW
LIFE, DEATH OF TREE

-2-

An hour-long films 'iLook Down," will be shown at 2:30 and 3:30 p.m. Sunday

(Dec. 14) at the Bell Museum of Natural History on the University of Minnesota's

l1inneapolis campus. The movies made by James Wilkie of Savage, Hinn., depicts the

germination, growths maturation and death of a hu!?:e oak tree and tells a story of

the animals that lived beneath it. The films open free to the publics is part'

of the museum's Sunday-afternoon program.

FREE TO DONATE MONEY
TO AREA CHILDREN'S HOME

FREE (Fight Repression of Erotic Expression) will sponsor a Christmas dance

at the University of f!innesota Tuesday (Dec. 16).

Proceeds from the dance, beginning at 8 p.m. in The Whole of Coffman Union,

will go to a Twin Cities children's home. "Each person should either donate $1. 50

or bring a wrapped gift worth $1. 50 or more for a Child, n Jack Baker, FREE presi-

dent, said today.

, U' LIBRARY RECEIVES
'TO THE MOON' GIFT

ilTo The Boon,11 a visual-print-sound account of Apollo 11, man's first

landing on the moon, has been presented to the University of Hinnesota Library

by WCCO-TV.

Edward Stanford, director of University Libraries s accepted the ~ift on a

recent WCCO-TV news show. The package, including a color-illustrated written

account of the venture and six records, was produced by Time-Life.

"To The Hoon'f is available in the listening room in Wilson Library.

-Ul'rs-
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NEWSMEN: For further information,
contact JUDY VICK, 373-5193

INDIAN ANTHROPOLOGIST
NAMED TO 'u' FACULTY

(FOR RELEASE AT 10 A.M. FRIDAY, DEC. 12, 1969)

Edward P. Dozier, an anthropologist who has earned an international reputation

for research in the Philippines and among American Indians, has been named a professor

of American Indian studies and anthropology at the University of Minnesota.

He was appointed today by the University Regents and will begin his duties at

the University in September, 1970.

Final arrangements are being made to appoint Dozier as chairman of the Univer-

sity's new department of American Indian studies, said Professor Frank Miller,

chairman of the American Indian studies advisory committee.

"The appointment of Dr. Dozier will be the major impetus for the development

of the new department of American Indian studies and will further strengthen the

strong focus within the anthropology department on the cultures of the Pacific

area," said Dean E.W. Ziebarth of the College of Liberal Arts. "His appointment

should enable the University to attract other outstanding scholars in the field of

American Indian studies."

Dozier, 53, a Tewa Indian, was born and grew up in Santa Clara Pueblo, New

Mexico. He received his doctor of philosophy from the University of California in

Los Angeles in 1952 and has taught for a total of 16 years at the University of Ore-

gon, Northwestern University and the University of Arizona where he is now professor

of anthropology and linguistics. He is currently doing a study of American Indians

in urban centers in the United States at the Center for Advanced Studies in the

Behavicrial Sciences in Stanford, Calif.

He is the author of three books -- "Mountain Arbiters: The Changing Life of a

Philippine Hill People," "Hano-A Tewa Indian Community in Arizona," and "The Kalingas

of Northern Luzon." His fourth book, "The Rio Grande Pueblos" will be published by

Holt, Raineha~t and Winston in 1970.
-UNS-
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CANCER SOCIETY
NAMES RESEARCH
PROF AT U OF M

NEWSMEN:
contact:

For further information,
ROBERT LEE, 373-5830

(FOR RELEASE AT 10 A.M. FRIDAY, DEC. 12)

Dr. Osias Stutman, assistant professor of laboratory medicine.at the University

of Minnesota, has been named a research associate of the American Cancer Society.

Dr. Stutman, who is determining why certain strains of mice are resiatant to

cancer, will receive $101,281 over five years from the cancer society, it was

reported to the Board of Regents today.

His earlier work in the function of the thymus, a gland important to the body's

natural defense system (immunology), led him to study the possible role of immunologic

function in malignancy.

Dr. Stutman said he believes tumors may happen naturally all the time and are

normally suppressed, but that the oncogenic (cancer-causing) agents also affect the

body's immunologic response and permit the tumor to develop.

Using various tumor-causing agents (chemicals, viruses, radiation, and ultra-

violet light) Dr. Stutman has found that mice strains vary from zero per cent to

almost 100 per cent in cancer resistance.

Dr. Stutman's virus research has led him to believe a very basic (stem) cell is

a target cell for leukemia development. He calls the evidence so far "circumstantial"

but adds there is a great deal of it. "I deeply believe a defective immune response
is very important in malignancies. But there are other important factors as well
such as the target cells for a viral attack and how an animal metabolizes the
oncogenic material."

#

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Dr. Stutman, an Argentine native, received his M.D. degree in 1957 from the
Buenos Aires University School of Medicine. In 1966 he came to the
University of Minnesota as a U.S. Public Health Service research fellow.
In 1967 he received the Cecil J. Watson Award from the Minneapolis Society
of Internal Medicine for his work on carcinogen induced tumors of the
thymus. Society memberships include Tissue Culture Association, American
Society for Experimental Pathology, American Association of Immunologists,
and the Central Society for Clinical Research.

-UNS-
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'u' DENTAL SCHOOL
TO GET NEW PEDIATRIC
DENTISTRY CHAIRMAN

(FOR RELEASE AT 10 A.M. FRIDAY, DEC. 12)

NEWSMEN:
COI. tdCt:

For further information,
ROBERT LEE, 373-5830

Dr. Michael Till, assistant professor of pedodontics at the University

of Pittsburgh, was named associate professor and chairman of pediatric dentistry

at the University of Minnesota today (Dec. 12) by the University's Board of Regents.

Dr. Till, who will soon receive a Ph.D. degree in educational administration

and research, will direct an undergraduate program in a l4-chair clinic in the

School of Dentistry and a graduate program in University Hospitals.

His students also are participating in community programs at Cambridge

State Hospital and the Community University Health Care Center.

#

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

Dr. Till received his D.D.S. degree (1961) and M.S. degree (1963) from the
University of Iowa. In 1963 he was the staff pedodontist at the
Eastman Institute, Stockholm, Sweden, and in 1964 he was named chairman
of pedodontics at the Royal Dental College, Aarhus, DEnmark. In 1966
he joined the University of Pittsburgh faculty. He is also a pedodontic
consultant for the Arabia-American Oil Co. in Dhahram, Saudia Arabia,
and Operation Crossroads Africa in Dahomey, West Africa.

Dr. Till will succeed Dr. Louise Messer, assistant professor of dentistry,
who was acting chairman of the division. Dr. Messer, who received
her dental training at the University of Melbourne, Australia,
will remain on the faculty.

-UNS-
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'lTl DENTAL SCHOOL
GETS HEH DEAN FOR
ACAJEruC AFFAIRS

(FOR REL,EASE AT 10 A.r~. FRIDAY, DEC. 12,1969)

For further information,
ROBERT LEE, 373-5830

An assistant dean for academic affairs in the School of Dentistrv

was appointed today by the University of l~innesota Board of Regents.

Dr. James R. Jensen, professor and chairman of the division of

operative dentistry and endodontics, will be responsible for curri-

culum development in his new post. His appointment is effective

immediately.

Citing: the shortage of dentists in the Unper ~~id"1est, Dr. LTensen

explained that his office would also he examinin~ expanded duties

for dental assistants and dental hygienists, as well as nlanning new

teaching methods and uses for the new dental school facility which

is scheduled for construction in 1970·-71.

SUPPLEBENTARY INFORnATION

Dr. Jensen, 47) received both his D.D.S. and Ii.S. degrees from the
University of r1innesota. He is a Fellow of the American
College of Dentists and a Diplomate of the American Board
of Endodontics. Dr. Jensen recently returned from a month's
\wrk at the University of Saigon Dental School Hhere he
helped to establish curriculum guidelines.

-UNS-
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UM NAMES NEW
HORTICULTURAL
SCIENCE HEAD

(FOR RELEASE AT 10 A. M.FRIDAY, DEC. 12)

NEWSMEN:
contact

For further informations
VERNON KEELs 373-0710

Andrew A. Duncans horticultural professor at Oregon State University in Corvallis s

today was named head of the department of horticultural science at the University of

Minnesota by the Board of Regents.

Duncan will begin his duties here in March, succeeding Leon C. Snyders who

was named director of the University's Landscape Arboretum in July. Snyder has

served as department head since 1953.

During the past 10 years as extension specialist in vegetable crops at

Oregon States Duncan has directed educational programs aimed at helping farmers

adopt optimized cropping systems for vegetables.

#

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

Duncans a native of Scotland s studied at the University of Maryland where

he received his B.S. degree with first honors in 1950 s his M.S. degree

in 1952, and his Ph.D. degree in 1956. His major area of specialization

was vegetable crops productions with secondary interests in plant physiology,

genetics and statistics.

He was extension specialist in vegetable crops at the University of Maryland

from 1952-1958.

He is the author of over 100 publications s has served on a number of state,

local and national committees s and is a member of norticultural societies.

He is married and has four childre_.

-UNS-
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DON STEVENS NAME D TO HEAD 'u '
OEO LABOR LEADERSHIP PROJECT

(FOR RELEASE AT 10 A.M. FRIDAY, DEC. -12)

NEWSMEN:
contact:

For further information,
LYNN MARASCO, 373-5193

Don Stevens, education director for the Michigan AFL-CIO and chairman of the

Michigan State University Board of Trustees, has been named to direct the Midwest

Labor Leadership Project at the University of Minnesota.

Stevens' appointment, effective immediately, was approved today by the Minnesota

Board of Regents.

Planned to train 110 active union members from four states for effective

participation in local poverty programs, the one-year project is funded by a grant

from the Office of Economic Opportunity to the University's Labor Education Service

(LES), headed by Professor John Flagler.

The LES is part of the University's Industrial Relations Center and General

Extension Division.

Cooperating with the LES in sponsoring the project are labor education programs

at the Universities of Wisconsin and Indiana, the national AFL-CIO, and the state

federations of labor in Minnesota, Indiana, Wisconsin and North Dakota.

Stevens was asked to direct the project because of his "many years of experience

as education director for one of the outstanding state federations of labor and his

vast experience in urban and community affairs," aecording to Emil Starr, director

of urban affairs for the LES. The project will function through Starr's office.

Though his family is in Michigan, where he will maintain residency, Stevens

is now living in the Twin Cities. He is taking a one-year leave of absence from.

hi!'l AFr.-CrO posiTion and ('011rimlO<> (:0 sr.J.'Ve as ch;'jinn~n or the Michigan State

#
(MORE)
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Field representatives have been narned by state AFL-CIO presidents to work directly
under Stevens in each state. They are:
Len Kieffer, vice president of Local 1644 Carpenters Union in Minneapolis, for

Minnesota and North Dakota.
Nellie Wilson, a member of Local Federal Labor Union in Milwaukee, for Wisconsin.
John Norris, former director of the Indiana AFL-CIO, for Indiana.

The field representatives are now recruiting 110 trainees, to be selected from
the states proportionate to population and conceEtration of industry and labor.
Stevens lists the approximate breakdown by state as 45 from Indiana, 35 from
Wisconsin, 25 from Minnesota and 5 from North Dakota.

Training for the 110 union members chosen will begin in February with a week-long
seminar, with all of them attending together. Three three-day seminars will
be held in each state (with Minnesota and North Dakota together) for its own
trainees through thc spring and summer, and a final week-long seminar, again
with all 110 attending, will be held in October.

Each of the 110 trainees is expected, during the course of the project, to involve
10 other union members in participation in poverty projects, bringing to
1,100 the total number of persons affected by the~program.

-UNS-
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DECEMBER 15, 1969

lUI PERSONNEL INSTRUCTED
IN HOLDUP. PROCEDURES

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

NEWSMEN:
contact:

For further information,
NANCY PIRSIG, 373-5193.

University of Minnesota personnel who handle money are being trained

in procedures to follow in event of a holdup.

Fifty departments are sending more than 200 staff members to one of three

training sessions this week where they will see weapons and films of holdups

and will be instructed in procedures to follow if they see a person acting

in a suspicious manner, if they are actually held up, and after a holdup occurs.

The department of Uuiversity police is conducting the two-hour sessions

with aid from the Federal Bureau of Investigation.

Two actual holdups have occurred on the campus this fall, according

to Lt. A. G. Kirby of the University police. He also commented that the period

from Nov. 15 to Jan. 15 is the most popular time of year for holdups, both

locally and nationally.

-UNS-
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••i MESABI TIRE CO.
OFFERS SCHOLARSHIPS
AT UNIVERSITY

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

NEWSMEN:
contact:

For further information,
PAT JULIANI, 373-5193.

For the twelfth consecutive year, the Mesabi Tire Company of Hibbing is

offering scholarships to University of Minnesota students.

The scholarships are given in the name of the company's customers as the

company's Christmas gifts to them.

The scholarships, which are distributed through the University's Office

of Student Financial Aid, are presented by Carl D'Aquila and Mario Casagrande,

co-oWners of the company, to students enrolled in the Institute of Technology.

Preference is given to students from the Iron Range.

This year the Mesabi Tire Company is sending its customers Christmas

cards with a note from William L. Nunn, director of the University's Special

Projects Program, stating " ••• this fine gift, which marks the twelfth year of

a wonderful tradition, is your Christmas gift --- an investment in the future

of the fine, young people who will benefit from the scholarships."

-UNS-



NEWSMEN: A copy of the 76-page report is
available on request. It is imperative
that the preliminary nature of the report
be fully understood and emphasized in news
reports. Any decision to establish a new
college program in the TWin Cities,
Rochester or elsewhere will be made by
the State Legislature, acting upon
recommendations from HECC.

'u' REGENTS' COMMITTEE DISCUSSES
STATEWIDE HIGHER EDUCATION NEEDS

(FOR RELEASE AT 4 P.M. FRIDAY. DECEMBER 12)

1. I
J ,-.:

I I' -,./,/ I

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
NEWS SERVICE-20 JOHNSTON HALL
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55455
DECEMBER 12, 1969

NEWSMEN: For further information,
contact NANCY PIRSIG. 373-5193.

Almost 80,000 more students will probably be going to college in Minnesota in

1980 than there is currently room for.

The great bulk of these will be from the ~~in Cities area, and would prefer to

stay in the metropolitan area to go to college, MOst of them will be in one of the

state's three public systems of higher education: a state junior college, a state

college, or the University of Minnesota.

Almost 40,000 of these additional students will be in the first two years of

college (lower division); 20,000 in the last two years (upper division); and 20,000

in post-baccalaureate work (graduate study or a professional school).

One fairly obvious conclusion from such data is that Minnesota must expand its

public college facilities in Minneapolis and St. Paul in a big way in the coming decade

Those data were among a wealth of facts, figures, projections and predictions

contained in a report given today (Dec. 12) to the educational policies committee of

the University's Board of Regents.

The report is a preliminary, discussion draft. Thus it does not represent a

University policy or decision but is simply a factual starting point from which

University administrators, faculty, students and Regents can draw conclusions and

develop recommendations.

The 76-page report (with another 70 pages of appendices) also will be used in

discussions between the University and such bodies as the State College Board, the

State Junior College Board, and the Higher Education Coordinating Commission (HECC).

(MORE)
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The 1969 State Legislature asked HECC to look into the higher-education needs of

the whole state. In order that HECC can take into consideration the University's

viewpoint, several Regents asked that President Malcolm Moos name a task force to

gather data. From this preliminary report, the Reg~nts will determine University

polity --- possibly making recommendations in two or three months.

Titled "Availability of Educational Opportunity: An Analysis of Higher Education

Needs in Minnesota, 1970-1980," the report was drawn up by a four-man task force

headed by Stanley B. Kegler, assistant vice president for coordinate campuses and

educational relationships.

Although final recommendations are not made, the report through its massive data

leads to some inevitable conclusions on specific matters.

In one lengthy section, for example, the idea of an upper-division college (third

and fourth years plus potential graduate programs) is examined minutely --- its

philosophy, examples of such institutions elsewhere in the country, and application

of the possibility to various areas of Minnesota. The upper-division college has been

suggested in recent years as a place for junior college graduates to continue their

education into the third and fourth years.

All the data point to negative conclusions, and the authors state that if there

is any other feasible way to provide for the needed upper-division education, "t;her-e

seems little reason to create an upper division college."

Another long section deals with "Needs of the Rochester Area" and concludes:

"The need for Some kind of college to be established in Rochester is clear." While

such a recommendation has been repeated by various study committees in recent years,

---most recently last spring in a "u of M Report to HECC on Educational Needs of the

Rochester Area"---the task force examined new data on enrollment, migration patterns

of students, and population projections.

lIMOre recent data make the establishment of a new institution seem even more

urgent," the authors state.

(MORE)
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Enrollments in the various college systems, and where the students come from, are

examined in detail and clearly show several trends.

One is that the development of the State Junior College System between 1960 and

1968 has had at least one unexpected effect. While junior-college enrollment has

increased by 345 per cent in that period, and five new metropolitan junior colleges

have allowed many more TWin Cities-area students to go to school in that region, the

task force concludes that "Gr~~th in junior college enrollments may be placing about

as much demand on baccalaureate (four-year) colleges in Minnesota as they are reducing

demand, in terms of total numbers of students."

Between 1968 and 1969, enrollments in lower divisions in four-year colleges grew

by 3.6 per cent but in upper divisions by 7.1 per cent. Thus the junior college

system has not really reduced the demand for lower-division work in either the state

college system or the University of Minnesota; it has merely slowed down the rate of

growth of this demand, while greatly increasing the demand---both numerically and

proportionally---for upper-division spaces in those two systems. (Effects on the

private colleges have remained relatively constant.)

Migration patterns show that the vast majority of Minnesota students attend collee

near home, when one is available. The five metropolitan-area junior colleges illustrat

this dramatically. Before their development, in 1960, 1,666 students from the TWin

Cities area attended a junior college somewhere else. In 1968, 7,180 TWin Cities

students attended metropolitan junior colleges, and only 96 went to one elsewhere.

Despite thiS, the number of students leaving the metropolitan area to go to col leg

elsewhere in the state has increased substantially since 1960, both in real numbers anc

in proportion of total undergraduates. In 1960, 85 per cent of all TWin Cities-area

undergraduates attended college 1n the seven-county metropolitan area. In 1968 this

was down to 75 per cent. Figures for new freshmen alone show that this trend is

continuing today. And fully half of these undergraduates are attending the closest

state colleges: Mankato and St. Cloud.

(MORE)
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The implications of these data lead the task force to a summary of alternatives

for higher education in the metropolitan area which includes:

* additional lower-division college space in St. Paul as well as in existing
and perhaps new metropolitan junior colleges;

* additional upper-division college space for metropolitan-area students, both
at the University and through expansion of state college facilities~, perhaps
in a new metropolitan state college;

* additional graduate-school and professional-education space at the University
as well as additional graduate capacity in the state college system;

* "additional higher education opportunity in the center cities of the metro
politan area to serve the needs of economically and educationally disadvantaged
young people who do not have the means to travel ••• even to campuses as far
away as the suburbs;"

* lithe creation of upper division college opportunity of new kinds to serve the
manpower needs of the metropolitan area for paraprofessional employees and to
serve the needs of students whose backgrounds, interests and abilities do not
coincide with those of the conventional candidate for the baccalaureate degree. 'I

In addition to sections on the needs of the metropolitan area and Rochester, the

report briefly mentions the needs of the Iron Range, which has four junior colleges.

The conclusion seems to be that the present and potential college population is too

small to justify either an upper-division college or a new four-year institution, but

that solutions might be found in the creation of special extension programs, use of

educational television, and use of resources in the existing four-year colleges.

Implications of all the data for the University of Minnesota at Duluth and Morris

will be the subject of another report~ along with enrollments in the health sciences

and allied fields.

-UNS-
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preliminary nature of this report
be fully understood and emphasized
in news reports. Any decision to
establish a new college program in
Rochester, the Twin Cities or
elsewhere will be made by the State
Legislature, acting upon recommen
dations from BECC.

lUI REGENTS' COMMITTEE RECEIVES REPORT
SUPPORTING 4-YEAR ROCHESTER COLLEGE

(FOR RELEAS'LAT ~'- P.~_ FRIDAY. DEC. 12)

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
NEWS SERVICE-20 JOHNSTON HALL
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55455
DECEMBER 12, 1969

NEWSMEN: For further information,
contact: ~M!QY_PIRSIG-,_ ~73-5l93 .•.

~

I

Establishment of a four- or five-year college in Rochester was given a boost

today in a preliminary report submitted to a Regents' committee at the University of

Minnesota.

The University task force whieh prepAred t\~ ,,:o~'L L "'wph........ .,. ...rt .-hot- -it- io a

"discussion draft," primarily a collection of facts, figures and projections, and df"oC

not represent any conclusions or recommendations on the part of the Rc~eULti•. It was

presented to the educational policies committee of the Board, which will study the

data and come up with recommendations, possibly by February.

The Higher Education Coordinating Commission (HECC, a creation of the State

Legislature) is currently compiling data on higher education needs in Minnesota. The

recommendations of the University Regents, when they are formulated, will form a part

of the HECC report to the 1971 State Legislature.

However, the task force report's detailed analyses of probable Minnesota college

enrollments 80,000 new spaces needed by 1980 --- and of where the students will

be located lead to the inescapable conclusion that a baccalaureate college (a four- or

five-year institution that grants a bachelor's degree) is needed in Rochester. And

the task force minces no words in agreeing with many earlier studies to the same effect

liAs the Task Force has been able to study data for 1968 and 1969, the earlier

recommendations of various groups that a new college is needed have been corroborated

and strongly reinforced. More recent data make the establishment of a new institution

seem even more urgent," it states.

(MORE)
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Further, the report emphasizes the benefits that would accrue if such a college

were a campus of the University. These include the following factors:

"1. A University branch would make a complete variety of higher education
opportunities available••• (whereas) development of a state college would create a
heavy concentration of similar schools in the south-central and southeast areas.

"2. University affiliation would contribute to a decentralization of University
programs, making it possible for those programs to be more responsive to the needs of
the non-metropolitan area.

"3. Establishment of a University branch would allow the present cooperative
extension center to be more closely related to full-time, resident programs ••••

"4. Coordination of a four-year college with the Mayo Graduate School of Medicine
could be enhanced and could afford new opportunities for the development of under
graduate health science and related programs.

"5. Community groups openly favor University affiliation and can be counted upon
for the kinds of support a new institution would require."

The task force emphasized that vocational-technical opportunities in Rochester

will have to expand to meet enrollment demands. It was also stressed that the junior-

college functions in Rochester---both vocational and transfer---must be maintained,

regardless of the type of college established.

Cold water was thrown on the possibility of an upper-divi~ion c~lloso (~ho third

and fourth years plus potential graduate programs), which has been suggested for

Rochester. A thorough examination of such colleges throughout the country led the

task force to negative conclusions about their feasibility.

The task force noted several types of course offerings and programs that would

seem particularly well suited to the Rochester area, including pre-medicine, nursing,

paramedical personnel, hotel management. applied sciences, business administration and

hospi tal adminis tration.

It pointed out, however, that all actual planning of programs would be left to

groups representing such interests as the Rochester community, University faculty and

Rochester-area faculty, and RECC.

The report submitted today to the Regents' committee is titled "Availability of
Educational Opportunity: An Analysis of Higher Education Needs in Minnesota, 1970
1980." The task force that prepared it is headed by Stanley B. Kegler, assistant
vice president for coordinate campuses and educational relationships.
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TU' TO OFFER ART CLASSES
FOR CHILDPXN AGES 5 TO 8

(FOR pmEDIATE RELEASE)

NET'!StTN:
contact

For further information,
JUDY VICK, 373-5193

Children a~es 5 to 8 are eli~ible for Saturday art classes to be offered at

the University of T'finnesota for 10 ~-leeks beginninp- Jan. 10.

The classes., desif!T1ed to provide opportunities for teachers and students to

experiment with new art materials and methods, were previously offered for

children ages 5 to 10. "Increased demand for classes for the younper children

has resulted in a lowering of the age limit," said ~1rs. Helen Dickison of the

Institute of Child Development staff.

The classes will meet from 10 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Saturdays at the Institute

of Child Development on the Ilinneapolis campus.

Professor Clifton Gayne, chairman of the University's art education depart-

ment, is supervisor of the program and classes are taught by rraduate students

in art education.

Registration materials and further information can be obtained bv vrriting

to !:rs. Dickison, Institute of Child Development, Universitv of Hinnesota,

f1inneapolis, !1inn. 55455, or phoninp 373-9851.

There is a 810 fee for the series. Children who have not previously

attended an art class at the institute will be enrolled first.

,
-tJNS-
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'u' LAW SENIOR NM1ED
SUPRE~1E COURT CLERK

(FOR IIIHEDIATE RELEASE)

NE~lS~'EN ~

contact
For further information,

JUDY vrCK. 373-5193

Allan A. Ryan 1 a University of Hinnesota Law School senlor, has been

appointed as a clerk in the office of U.S. Supreme' Court Justice Warren

Burger for one year heginninp, JUly 1, 1970.

"t"le consider this a singular honor for Hr. Ryan and for the Law School,:

said ~-1illiam B. Lockhart, dean of the Law School. 'He is one of a select

few from the University who have received this honor. It indicates that he

has an outstanding academic record and an effective and scholarly personality."

Each year approximately 20 law school seniors from throughout the

United States are selected to serve as clerks in the Supreme Court. Six of

these are chosen to serve the chief justice.

Ryan, 24-, was notified Thursday of his appointment. A 1966 praduate

of Dartmouth Colle~e. he taught American government in a New Orleans, La.

high school for one year before enrolling in the Law School. where he is

president of the ~linnesota Lali Review this year. He is a reserve officer

in the t:arine Corps and will serve three years of active duty after com-

pleting his term with the Supreme Court.

Last summer Ryan was employed as a clerk with the ~inneapolis law firm

of Cant, Haverstock, Gray, Plant and r!ooty.

-Ir-TS-
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DEATH OF THORNESS IS
SERIOUS LOSS TO UNIVERSITY
OF MINNESOTA PHYSICS DEPARTMENT

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

NEWSMEN:
contact:

For further information,
BILL HAFLING, 373-5193

,
l

Rudolph B. Thorness worked for the University of Minnesota for 40 years.

During that time his genius at building scientific instrumentation was crucial

to the physics department's rise to national prominence in such fields as space

research, astronomy, and nuclear physics. His death on December 10, at age 60,

was a serious loss to the University, according to his colleagues in the physics

department.

"He had his hand in everything that was designed or built around here, and

certainly contributed more to this department than almost any professor I can

think of," Professor Edward Ney, one of the nation's top physicists, said of

Mr. Thorness.

After graduating from high school in Duluth Mr. Thorness was largely self-

taught, Ney said, "yet he was a 'professor' for every experimental Ph.D. physicist

graduated from here over the years."

As Managing Research Engineer for the physics department, Mr. Thorness,

working with Regents' Professor of Physics Alfred O.C. Nier, developed the

apparatus used in World War II for analyzing uranium to determine the relative

abundance of isotopes. Because of this, the University of Minnesota lab was the

only one in the world at that time capable of doing such analysis. The first

prototypes of analytical equipment used on the Manhattan Project, the so-called

"atom-weighing instruments," mass spectrometers, were built by Mr. Thorness as well.

Mr. Thorness also built the first helium leak detector prototype at that time,

the instruments of which commercial versions are now widely used by industry,

particularly in the manufacture of vacuum vessels.

(MORE)
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Working with Professor Ney~ Mr. Thorness designed some of the automatic

I

l
•
I

I

~

cameras used on the Mercury and Gemini space projects and the instruments for

cosmic ray studies which were carried aloft over the North Pole by balloons.

He also designed equipment for such physics department projects as those sponsored

by the American Cancer Society.

According to Professor Nier, "Buddy Thorness was a genius at mechanical design

and was a key person in our projects. We are now running on over $4 million a

year of outside-sponsored research money. This money is primarily for experimental

programs. These programs are heavily dependent on what our shop can do in the way

of equipment design. We'll feel Buddy's loss here very much because he knew hbw

to do it."

###

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Some of the people working with Mr. Thorness during his career at the University,
in addition to Ney and Nier, include Prof. John Bardeen, Nobel Prize winner
now at the University of Illinois, joint inventor of the transistor; John
Naugle, associate administrator for NASA; and Vice President William G.
Shepherd of the University of Minnesota.

Mr. Thorness died of a heart attack in his sleep early on Dec. 10, 1969.

-UNS-



BNlVERSITY OF MINNESOTA NEWS NOTES

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

HOEBEL NAMED TO ADVISORY BOARD
OF U. s. ARMS· CONTROL AGENCY

BNlVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
NEWS SERVICE - 20 JOHNSTON HALL
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55455
TELEPHONE: 373':'5193
DECEMBER 15, 1969

)

(

Regents' Professor Eo Adamson Hoebel, of the University of Minnesota
'-

anthropology depax-tment, has been named to the Social Science Advisory Board.

of the U. S. Arms Control and risarmament Agency.

He will hOld the title of social science officer and consultant to the

Disarmament Agency in the Department of State, while continuing to teach at

the University.

Making the announcement was Girard Smith, agency head and chief of the

U.S. delegation to the Strategic Arms Limitation Treaty (SALT) negotiations in

Helsinki, Finland. The board encourages and guides' research programs. and plans

for arms control and disarmament.

ff * * *
SMITH NAMED MANAGER
OF PRODUCTION SERVICES

James C. Smith has been named manager of production services in the

Audiovisual Resources division of University Services at the University of

Minnesota.

The department was recently reorganized and now provides "anything visual"

for publication, classroom instruction or research at the University.

Smith has been on the University staff for almost six years. He was

fo~erly a free-l~~pe photographer in the Far East and before that directed

the U.S. Army's photographic facilities in Okinawa.

Production Services includes art, microfilm, processing and photographic

divisions. It produces still and motion pictures arid provides art services.

-UNS-
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. 'u' TO AWARD HONORARY DEGREE
TO'NOBEL~WINNING CHEMIST
AT DECEMBER COMMENCEMENT

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

NEWSMEN:
contact:

For further information,
PAT JULIANI, 373-5193

A Nobel Prize winner whose scientific explorations have ranged from the

chemical aspects of memory to life on the stars will receive an honorary doctor of

science degree from the University of Minnesota at its fall-quarter commencement

Saturday (Dec. 20).

Professor of Chemistry Melvin Calvin, of the University of California at

Berkeley, will be presented the degree by University President Malcolm Moos at

ceremonies beginning at 7:30 p.m. in Northrop auditorium. A native of St. Paul,

Calvin was awarded the Nobel Prize for Chemistry in 1961 for his work in photo-

synthesis.

Commencement speaker will be Robert John Donovan, Washington bureau chief for

the Los Angeles Times. Donovan is the author of "PT 109: John F. Kennedy in

World War II," "The Future of the Republican Party," published in 1964, and numerous

other books and articles.

Among the 1,500 graduates will be 970 candidates for undergraduate degrees,

350 master's-degree candidates and IBO candidates for doctor of philosophy degrees.

Following the ceremony graduates and their guests are invited to the President's

reception in Coffman Union main ballroom.
11

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

Calvin: received his bachelor and doctor of science degrees from Michigan College
of Mining and Technology and a doctor of philosophy degree from the
University of Minnesota in 1935. He is a pioneer in research in the use
of radioactive carbon as a tracer in biochemical reactions.

The University has awarded 47 honorary degrees in its history to such people as
Hubert Humphrey; Robert Gilruth, director of the manned spacecraft center
at Houston; Edward Davis, developer of the taconite process; James Shannon
and other internationally prominent figures. The last degree was awarded
in 1967.

-UNS-



A bi-weekly column from the
University of Minnesota News Service.
DECEMBER 17 s 1969

(FOR USE WEEK OF tECEMBER 22)

MOOS TELLS NEEDS OF THE 70's
IN MINNESOTA HIGHER EDUCATION

by Mrs. Nancy Pirsig
University News Service Director

In the last decade, said President Malcolm Moos of the University of Minnesota:
..

"Our state colleges have tripled their E'r.r'ollment;

"The public junior colleges s by adding a number of institutions including

five in the metro areas have increased their enrollment six-fold;

"The University of Minnesota systems starting from a much higher bases increased

its enrollments by about two-thirds;

"The area vocational-technical schools enrolled six times as many students in

1969 as they did in 1960 .•...

"Stated otherwise, we have added the equivalent of a new St. Cloud State College

each year over the last ten years."

Summing up some of the huge growth in higher education during the decade of the

sixties, President Moos then went on to describe the coming problems for the seventies.

He was addressing a Schoolmen's Day audience, principals, superintendents and other

school officials who gather once a year in the Twin Cities.

"Taking a deep breath and looking at the seventies, one matter is certain: We

need to find room over the nest ten years for approximately 80,000 more students in

collegiate programs ••.• The junior college system very likely will double. (Under-

graduate)enrollments in the state college system will also double and the graduate

programs in the state colleges will probably need to be multiplied threefold .•.. "

While the University of Minnesota will need to expand in all areas, the presi-

dent said, "the most striking and difficult University problem" will be its ability

to provide for doubled graduate and professional enrollments by 1980 --- "a phenomenal

14,000 additional students •.•• "

(MORE)



the State Legislature:

Higher Education Coordinating Commission~ which plans statewide higher education for

Moos mentioned some of the top-priority areas for decisions to be made by the

-2-

** the increased need for third and fourth-year education for students who
complete junior college;

· . HIGHER EDUCATION

** the great need for a four or five-year college in the Rochester area, while
continuing that region's junior-college functions and vocational-technical
school;

** the problems of third and fourth-year college education in the Iron Range
area, where great distances and relatively small population present diffi
culties; and

** the mcst troublesome problems of the Twin Cities area, where a vast majority
of the new students of the seventies will be located and where no four-year
public institution exists except the University.

In making these decisions, Moos said, "We must take into account not only the

individual aspirations of our young people but the manpower needs of the state as

well ..••We must ask loudly and clearly if decentralizing---creating some institutions

in non-metro areas of the state---is not a more useful vehicle for meeting regional

manpower needs."

To support this idea he mentioned the close relationship between where students

complete their education and where they establish their careers.

Moos referred to the close of the sixties as a "watershed time in education"

comparable to the turn of the century when the state committed itself to elementary

and high school education for everyone.

Now, he said, the nation and the state have made "a commitment to the principle

of some kind of post-secondary education for nearly everyone." By 1985, he said,

"we must be educating 85 per cent of our high school graduates in some form or an-

other."

-UNS-

Readers: Copies of President Moos's speech can be obtained by writing to the Univer
sity News Service, 20 Johnston Hall, U of M, Minneapolis, Minn. 55455.



Coffman Union main ballroom.

(MORE)

Some 1,000 young people from throughout the United States and abroad are expected
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
NEWS SERVICE-20 JOHNSTON HALL
MINNEAPOLIS s MINNESOTA 55455
DECEMBER 22 s 1969

NEWSMEN: For further information,
contact: NANCY PIRSIG, 373-5193 or

(home) 644-3184;
or Bill Martin, 332-7781

The YSA's ninth annual national convention is being called "the largest socialist

NEWSMEN: Bill Martins public relations
director fer the YSA, will maintain
an office for news media in 131
Coffman Union and will arrange
interviews with convention parti
cipants as desired. Background
materials on different questions
under discussion at the convention
are available this week at local
YSA headquarters s 1 University Ave.
NE.~ second floor.

Farrell Dobbs, chairman of the Socialist Workers'farty and leader of the 1934

He will speak after dinner on Saturday (Dec. 27), at approximately 8:30 p.m., in

A pre-convention news conferences to be
held on Friday (Dec. 26)~ will be
announced later. Leading partici
pants will be introduced at that
time.

The Dobbs speech on Saturday and the four
workshops on Sunday are currently _
planned to be open to the news media.
The question of opening other sessions
to newsmen will be decided at the
first session Saturday.

Teamsters' strike in Minneapolis, will deliver the keynote speech of the 1969 national

versity of Minnesota.

convention of the Young Socialist Alliance (YSA).

to attend to discuss and draw up plans for a broad range of actions for the coming yell

ector. It will run Saturday through Tuesday (Dec. 27-30) in Coffman Union at the Uni-

youth convention since prior to World War II" by Bill Martin, YSA public relations dir-

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

I
I

f
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cording to Martin.

as the black and third-world movement, the women's liberation movement and others," ac-

colleges and high schools to initiate and support action for "liberation movements such

-2-

The group will discuss setting up a national chain of "Action Committees" at both

YSA

Youth movements around the globe will be the subject of reports and out of the

ensuing discussion "will develop a deeper understanding of the revolutionary youth move-

ments abroad," Martin said today.

A national drive to back candidates in the 1970 elections will be discussed, with

YSA both to run candidates and to supply campaign workers supporting Socialist Workers

Party candidates.

"Campaigns will be launched against Senators Kennedy and Goodell and Governors

Reagan and Rockefeller," Martinsaia, "and we plan to discuss launching legal battles

against restrictive election laws."

"What also makes this convention important," Martin added, "is that it is the

largest gathering of avowed socialist youth since prior to World War II and --- because

of these young people's leadership role on a national level in mass popular movements

it will without a doubt be a major factor in the events of the next year."

#

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

Convention Schedule will include the following:

Saturday, Dec. 27

10 a.m.:
10:30 a.m.:

3:30 p.m.:

7 p.m.:
8:30 p.m.:

Opening session.
Report on "The Worldwide Youth Radicalization and the Tasks of the
Fourth International" given by Carolyn Lund, YSA executive committee
member who has spent the last two years in Europe.
Report on "The Deepening Radicalization: Revolutionary Perspectives
for the 1970's" given by Larry Seigle, national YSA chairman.
Dinner (main ballroom)
Farrell Dobbs gives keynote speech (main ballroom).
(Open to press.)

Sunday, Dec. 28

10:30 a.m.: Report on "The New Stage in the Antiwar Movement: A Strategy for
Young Socialists" given by Susan LaMont, YSA executive committee
member.

(MORE)



YSA

4 p.m.:

9 p.m.:
(Open to
press)

-3-

Report on "Strategy and Tactics in the Struggle for Black Self
Determination" given by Tony Thomas, YSA executive committee member.
Workshops on (1) the antiwar movement, (2) socialist electoral action,
(3) black and other third-world struggles, and (4) the international
revolutionary movement.

Monday, Dec. 29

10:30 a.m.:

2:30 p.m.:

Workshops on "The Militant" (a weekly newspaper), (2) women's liber
ation, (3) the high-school movement.

Organizational and "Young Socialist" report given by Nelson Blackstock,
YSA organizational secretary and editor of "Young Socialist," a
monthly magazine.

Tuesday, Dec. 30

2:30 p.m.:
3:15 p.m.:
4:15 p.m. :

Credentials report (Constitution Commission report)
Election of National Committee
National Committee Plenum

In attendance at the convention and of possible interest to news media, in addition
to the persons named above as giving reports, will be the following:
Carol Lipman, chairman of the National Student Mobilization Committee.

Andrew Pulley and Joseph Cole of the Ft. Jackson (S.C.) Eight, "a group of GI's
who sued the government and the army to secure the rights of free speech and
free assembly on the base in order to protest the Vietnam war," according to
Martin, who says the suit is in a Virginia federal district court.

Pvt. Joe Miles (probable), founder of GI's United, opposing the Vietnam war, now
stationed in Alaska.

International student leaders from Japan, the Middle East, England, France, Germany,
Italy and Canada.

Candidates, both YSA and Socialist Workers Party, in 1970 elections for the U.S.
Senate and House of Representatives and for state governorships.

The Young Socialist Alliance, founded in 1957, according to Martin:

* "is the leader of the growing left wing of the American student movement;

* "has local affiliates in 40 states including such diverse ones as Alaska, Ala
bama, "Maine, Texas and Flori~a;

~~ "has organized chapters on every major college and university campus in the U
nited States as well as on high school campuses in every major city;

~'~ "is the most active participant in both the leadership and the rank-and-file
of the student antiwar movement;

* "is financially and politically independent of the Socialist Workers Party
although some of the membership overlaps;

* "is currently in basic agreement with the Socialist Workers Party on concrete
issues;

~~ "has an age cutoff of 27;

~'~ "is paying for its use of facilities at the University of Minnesota."

-UNS-
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HUMPHREY CONFRONTATION
TO BE SHOWN ON CHANNEL 2

(FOR H1HEDIATE RELEASE)

NEFS!~EN~

contact
For further information

JUDY VICK, 373-5193

A confrontation between former Vice President Hubert Humphrey and local

radicals will b~ shown in color on KTCA-TV, Channel 2, at 6 p.m. Wednesday

(Dec.24).

The question, HIs Congress' and society responsive to the needs of the

poor and the black?," was discussed last spring follOl>1ing a seminar at the

University of tUnnesota. The confrontation v-las taped in a local television

studio. David Broder of the Washington Post is the moderator.

!1embers of the panel, in addition to Humphrey, were former Senator Thomas

Kuechel of California; Eugene Eidenberg, associate professor of political

science at the University of !!innesota; and political scientists Nelson Polsby

and Richard Fenno.

Participants from the audience included Evan Stark, Rebecca Finch,

Edward Pillow and Lee Zeldin.

The program is distributed by the National Educational Television

Network and is being released for the first time Wednesday. It is a

presentation of the University of Minnesota Social Science Program produced

by Hyman Berman, director of the social science program, and John Stewart,

executive director of the Democratic Policy Council and former legislative

assistant to Humphrey.

-UNS-



UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA EVENTS

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

3 FILMS TO BE SHOWN SUNDAY
AT NATURAL HISTORY MUSEUM

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
NEWS SERVICE-20 JOHNSTON HALL
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55455
TELEPHONE: 373-5193

DECEMBER 22, 1969

Abstract forms, soil and the cougar are the subjects of three films

scheduled to be shown Sunday (Dec. 28) in the Bell Museum of Natural

History at the University of Minnesota.

The free public program will be presented at 2:30 p.m. and again at

3:30 p.m. in the museum auditorium.

"Birth of the Soil" illustrates man's dependence on a few inches

of topseil; "The Cougar" shows the animal in its hunting habits, its

natural en~ironment and in relation to other members of the cat family;

"Notes on a Triangle" is a ballet of familiar abstract forms.

* * * * Ie

'U' OFFICES CLOSE WEDNESDAY NOON

University of Minnesota offices will be closed Wednesday noon (Dec.24)

through Sunday (Dec. 28) and next Thursday, Jan. 1. Friday (Dec. 26) is

a "floating" holiday for University Civil Service employes.

Fall quarter ended Saturday (Dec. 20) with commencement at the

University. Winter quarter classes will begin Monday, Jan. 5.

-UNS-
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NEWSMEN:
contact:

FRASER TO OPEN 'U I SERIES;
REGISTRATION NOW ON

(FOR RELEASE ON OR AFTER DECEMBER 26)

For further information,
LYNN MARASCO, 373-5193

Congressman Donald Fraser will open a series of dinner-discussion

meetings at the University of Minnesota Jan. 8.

Patterned after the semi-annual men's seminars offered by the General

Extension Division, this series is co-sponsored by the GEDls department

of continuing education for women.

"Influencing Public Policy" is the general topic of the series.

At the first of four informal dinner and discussion meetings,

Congressman Fraser will speak on "Forming Policy at the National Level."

Other speakers and topics will be:

Jan. 22 -- "The Role of Expert Advisors," Professor John Brandl,
chairman of the School of Public Affairs.

Feb. 5 "Decision-Making in the Metropolitan Area," Eugene
Eidenberg, associate professor of political science.

Feb. 19 -- "Is There a Power Structure?," Professor Samuel Krislov,
chairman of the political science department.

All the meetings begin at 5:45 p.m. in the Campus Club in Coffman

Union. Cost for the series is $25 per person, or $35 a couple (dinner

is extra). Registration information is available from the department of

evening and special classes, 57 Nicholson hall, telephone 373-3195.

-OOS-
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NEWSMEN: For further information,
contact JUDY VICK, 373-5193

HUMPHREY TV PROGRAM RESCHEDULED

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

The confrontation between former vice president Hubert

Humphrey and several Minneapolis radicals that was originally

scheduled to be telecast on Christmas Eve has been rescheduled

for showing on KTCA-TV, Channel 2, at 7 p.m. Friday, Jan. 2.

The question, "Is Congress and society responsive to

the needs of the poor and the black?" was discussed last May

following a seminar on the subject "Is Congress Obsolete ?"

at the University of Minnesota.

David Broder of the Washington Post moderated the dis-

cussion. Participants included former Senator Thomas Kuechel

of California and citizens such as Evan Stark, Rebecca

Finch, Edward Pillow and Lee Zeldin.

The program is being released today by National Educa-

tional Television for distribution throughout the United

States.

-UNS-
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Sunday and Photo Editors:
Several photo-story
possibilities exist
with this material.

Newsmen: Vice President
William G. Shepherd
will accept the slides
from IiI's. Bahnemann on
behalf of the University
in a brief dinner ceremony
at the Campus Club at 6 p.m.
Sunday (Dec. 28). Richard
Barthelemy and William Nunn
of the University are handling
arrangements for this dinner.

NATURE SLIDES
DONATED TO
BELL t-1USEDr1

(FOR U1MEDIATE RELEASE)

NEWSHEN:
contact

For further information,
BILL HAFLING, 373-5193

A photographer's lifetime collection of nature slides, including

photos of practically every wild plant in Ninnesota, has been donated

to the Bell 11useum of Natural History at the University of rJinnesota.

The slides were donated by the photographer's widow, HI's.

Howard Bahnemann, 1039 Winslow st., West St. Paul. More than 3,000

slides, entirely catalogued for easy identification, are in the

collection. They will be kept in a special cabinet at the museum.

-lJNS-



of Minnesota, received the 1969 Al:'ard from the Council for Distributive Teacher

Education'at the group's recent annual meeting in Boston, Mass.

Uarren G. Meyer, professor of distributive education at the University

UNIVERSITY OF r1INNESOTA
NEWS SERVICE-20 JOHNSTOn HALL~

UINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55455
TELEPHONE: 373-5193
DECEMBER 24, 1969

UNIVERSITY OF HINNESOTA ~JEWS NOTES

(FOR nmEDIATE RELEASE)

MEYER RECEIVES AWARD
IN DISTRIBt1l'IVE EDUCATION

Heyer was honored fot' his "contributions to teacher education, research,

writing and personal dedication to the improvement of education for marketing,

management and merchandising. ,;

t1eyer has been a member of the University faculty since 1946. He developed

one of the first complete programs of distributive teacher education in the

nation.

* II *

'u' FACULTY i:1EMBER NAm:D
TO INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE

Professor Gordon Swanson, University of Hinnesota coordinator in inter-

national education, has been named to an international committee on agricul-

tural education.

Swanson is one of two North Americans appointed to serve on the Advisory
~,

Committee on Agricultural Education, Science and Training, a cooperative
/

effort of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization

(UNESCO), the( Food and AgriCUlture Organization (FAa), and the International

Labor Organization (ILO). He was appointed by A.A. Buzzati-Traverso, assistant

director~general for science of UNESCO.

The purpose of the committee is to l1 advise the directors-general of the

thI'ee/organizations on the planning and execution of programs of agricultural

education, science and training as well as rural employment." Swanson attended

a recent meeting of the gr9up in Paris, France.

-005-
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NEWSMEN:
contact:

For further information,
JUDY VICK, 373-5193

'OF MEDIA' ARTS FESTIVAL
TO OPEN AT 'u' JAN. 7

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

"OF MEDIA," a statewide arts festival including some 80 different events, will be

held Wednesday, Jan. 7, through Saturday, Jan. 17, at the University of Minnesota.

Performances by professional and amateur artists, workshops, and competition in the

fields of painting, sculpture, films, crafts, literature, music, photography and theatre

will be included in the festival sponsored by the Coffman Union Board of Governors.

This year for the first time the arts festival will be extended beyond the limits

of the Twin Cities campus. Northern States Power Company in downtown Minneapolis will

host the University of Minnesota Print Show Wednesday through Friday, Jan. 7-9, and will

provide its auditorium for film showings at 12:30 p.m. Jan. 13 and 16.

Among the artsits who will be presenting public performances on the campus are pian-

ist Richard Zgodava (Jan. 7, 8:30 p.m., Coffman Union terrace room); the Bach Society of

Minneapolis (Jan. 12, 8:30 p.m., 10 Blegen hall, West Bank); Minnesota Dance Company

(Jan. 13,12:30 and 1:30 p.m., Coffman Union main ballroom); Minnesota Theatre Company

actor Charles Keating (Jan. 14, 8 p.m., Coffman Union "The Whole" coffeehouse); Macaleste

College Faculty Trio (Jan. 14, 8:30 p.m., Coffman Union terrace room); pianist Mary Kay

Belanger (Jan. 15, 3:15 p.m., Coffman Union gallery), and soprano Sarita Roche (Jan. 15,

8:30 p.m., Coffman Union terrace room).

Regents' Professor of Humanities John Berryman, winner of the PUlitzer Prize and
National Book. Award, will read his own poetry at 2:15 p.m. Friday, Jan. 16, in Coffman
Union main ballroom. There will be a poetry rap session with poet Robert Shaw at 11:15
a.m. Jan. 16 in Coffman Union terrace room.

Some 650 prints from the University's studio arts department will be on sale from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Jan. 13 and 14 in the Coffman Union main lounge. Selections from this
sale will be exhibited at Northern States Power Company Jan. 7-9.

Gary Lee Nova and Box Ratzenberg, Vancouver, Canada,multimedia artists, will be
special guests at the festival the first week. Colin Higgins, Los Angeles filmmaker, wil
be a special guest the second week.

-UNS-
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NEWSHEN: For further information,
contact LYNN MARASCO or NANCY
PIRSIG, 373-5193

SHAKESPEARE COURSE
ON KUOH TO FEATURE
PERFORt1ANCES OF PLAYS

(FOR D111EDIATE RELEASE)

An award-winning University of Minnesota English teacher in her classroom,

combined with recordings of plays read by top actors, will be offered as an unusual

Advanced Shakespeare course over KUOM radio this winter.

For the first time in KUOM's history, the course is being offered for credit

to anyone who wishes to take it.

The plays will be aired beginning Saturday (Jan. 3) with "tleasure for Heasure,"

starring Sir John Gielgud, l-1argaret Leighton and Sir Ralph Richardson, at 2 p.m.

Others will be heard at 11:15 a.m. weekdays. For the next two weeks they will
run Monday through Friday. i'llacbeth'i with Alec Guiness and Pamela Brown will run
Jan. 5-9; II Cymbe line ,11 with Claire Bloom and Boris Karloff, Jan. 12-16.

The course itself will be heard from 11:15 a.m. to noon beginning Jan. 19. At
that time it will alternate with recordings of the works being studied. Lecture
discussions will be on Hondays, Wednesdays and Fridays, the plays on Tuesdays and
Thursdays.

The course, taped in the classroom, will be taught by Associate Professor Toni
11cNaron who has received the Teacher of the Year award from the College of Liberal
Arts and the Horace B. Horse Award for Effective Teaching (which includes $1,000
from the Standard Oil Foundation).

If
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

Miss McNaron suggests that the first three plays be read as background, before her
lectures begin. The other plays, to be intensively discussed during the
course, will be "Othello," "Coriolanus," "The Winter's Tale," and liThe Tempest,"
plus various sonnets. All are available in paperback editions.

The 3-credit course is the regular English 135 and is being offered through the
General Extension Division's department of independent study. Listeners may
obtain a course outline from KUOH, Eddy Hall, University of Minnesota, rUnnea
polis, Minn. 55455, as well as a bibliography of readings and registration
instruct ions.

Broadcasts will run from Saturday (Jan. 3) through approximately 11arch 20. KUOM,
at 770 kc (AM) is the University of Minnesota radio station, operated by
the General Extension Division.

-lJNS-
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NEwsrrr:N: For further information,
contact LYNN I1ARASCO or NANCY
PIRSIG, 373-5193

SMALL LANDSCAPE CLASS
FOR HOME GARDENERS
SET IN HINNEAPOLIS

(FOR H1!1EDIATE RELEASE)

Home gardeners who would like to give their house a professionally land-

scaped appearance may find just what they're looking for in a small, daytime

class to be held Wednesday mornings this winter in downtown Minneapolis.

Titled "Landscape Gardening,' the class will consist of seven sessions

with Robert A. Phillips, professor of horticultural science at the University

of Hinnesota and garden columnist for the St. Paul Sunday paper.

The class will be limited to 20 persons, who will prepare their own

private projects. A group discussion of these projects will be the primary

subject of three of the seven sessions.

The other four classes will include illustrated discussions of the land-

scape and its relationship to other factors such as the architecture of the

house and its interior design; a site analysis· how to draw plans; and prin-

ciples of planting composition.

Class will be held from 9:30 a.m. to noon, Jan. 7 through Feb. 18, at

the HacPhail Center annex, 1128 LaSalle ave., fUnneapolis. Tuition is $25.

For further information, contact the department of continuing education

for women (a part of the University's General Extension Division) at 315 Nolte

Center, U of H, Minneapolis 55455; phone 373-9743.

-UNS-
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NE~lS"~N: For further information,
contact LYNN IiAPASCO, 373-5193

'u' COUHUNITY SEflINARS
.TO BEGIN JAN. 20 AND 21

(FOR nn-1EDIATE RELEASE)

Benj amin Franklin, Henry David Thoreau, Allen Ginsberg, /lbe Fortas and

Halcolm X are among the authors to be discussed in one of several University of

Minnesota community seminars beginning Jan. 20 and 21.

Community seminars are informal lectures and group discussions, with faculty

members acting mainly as resource people. They are held at churches, schools

and other community centers around the Twin Cities.

"The Search for 110rality in American Thought and Culture') is the seminar with

the reading list including Thoreau, Glnsbepg etc. The seminar will meet from

7:30 to 9:30 p.m. Tuesdays, Jan. 20 through I1arch 17, at the I1innesota Council of

Churches building, 122 W. Franklin ave.

Other l-linter seminars will be in mod~rn drama, tvlentieth-century systems of

thought, parent-child relationships, urban society and American foreign policy.

They will meet in St. Louis Park, Golden Valley and St. Paul beginning Jan. 20

and 21.

Information on all the seminars, or on arranging a seminar by special request,
is available from the General Extension Division's department of evening and
special classes in 57 Nicholson hall, telephone 373-3195. Tuition is $25 for
each seminar.

·Itt,.

SUPPLEl·lENTARY INFORt1ATION

Locations for the winter seminars are:
"Primary Ideas °of the Twentieth Century"--Tuesday ·a:fternoons, Jan. 20-March 17,

at the Golden Valley Public Safety Building, 7800 Golden Valley Rd.
;'Hodern Drama"--Tuesday evenings, Jan. 20-March 17, at the St. Louis Park'

Public Library, 3240 Louisiana ave. S.
I'Parent-Child Relations"--Tuesday afternoons, Jan. 20-Uarch 17, at the Jewish

Community Center, 1375 St. Paul ave., St. Paul.
lIUrban SocietyP--Wednesday mornings, Jan. 21-Harch 18, at the University's

St. Paul Extension Center, Ninth and Exchange.
iiAmerican Foreign Policyll--Tuesday mornings, Jan. 20-!1arch 17, at Gustavus

Adolphus Lutheran Church, 1669 Arcade, St. Paul.

-OOS-



Nature's elements, from man to the seed, will be the topic of three

films to be shown Sunday (Jan. 4) in the Bell Huseum of Natural History at
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The free public pro'gram will be presented twicG;' at 2: 30 and 3: 30

in the r;l\.:seum auditorium.

"Blind As a Bat" illustrates the flying mammal's uniq.ue ability to

p.m. ,

navigate safely in the dark. "\'fuite Throat" shows nature's white-throated

creations, including fish, birds and mammals, as they appear in their natural

habitat. "Persistent Seed" pits man with his mechanical power ap;ainst the

force of nature--all in the context of city planning.

'HIDDLE Ar1ERICA' SERIES
TO RESUME IN JANUARY

The four remaining talks in a University of Minnesota series on Latin

America will be offered for $12.

They are part of a six-part series, ~pen to the public, that began in

December on the general topic IlAncient Peoples and Places of Hiddle America,ll

held Sunday evenings at Nolte Center for Continuing Education on the l1innea-

polis campus. The remaining talks, from 6:45 to 9:15 p.m., will be as follows:

Jan. 11: 'tArt and Architecture of ~1iddle America" by Donald Torbert,
professor of art history.

Jan. 18: "Art and Architecture'; continued.
Jan. 25: "An Overview of Southern Nexican and Guatemalan Sites" by

Dennis PUleston, assistant professor of anthropology.
Feb. 1: lIThe Decline of the Early Civilizations," also by Puleston.

Individual talks cost $4. The series is sponsored by the General

Extension Division's department of continuing education for women.
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Noise, and what to do about it, is the specialty of Robert F.

For further information,
BILL HAFLING, 373-5193

LAMBERT MADE
FELLOW OF IEEE

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
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contact:

/

II /

Lambert, professor of electrical engineering at the University of Minneso-

tao

In recognition of his "contributions in theoretical and applied

acoustics; with sepcial reference to noise and system dynamics," Lambert

has been named a fellow of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics

Engineers (IEEE)4 The title of fellow, the highest attainable in the

organization, is conferred only upon "persons of outstanding qualifications

and achievements in their particular fields."

Lambert has contributed largely to the understanding of electro-

acoustics, guided waves, noise abatement, random vibrations, and the

processing of signals in noise. He has been active in consulting various

gFoups on technical aspects of the problems in sonic (noise) pollution.

Long-range communication problems which may be faced by the Minne-

sota Experimental City, noise abatement, and architectural acoustics are

some of the research topics he is currently working on.

#

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Lambert received a bachelor of electrical engineering degree in 1948,
M.S. in 1949 and Ph.D. in 1953, all from the University of Minnesota.
He joined the faCUlty in 1947 and became a full professor in 1959.
He is listed in "Who's Who in Science," "American Men of Science,"
and "Leaders in American Science."
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I:Year of the Pig," a new documentary analysis of the current situation in

Vietnam, will be the University of Minnesota Film Society's first presentation
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for winter quarter.

The film, by Emile de Antonio, includes new material on North Vietnam and

the long-range picture in North and South Vietnam. Showings will be at 7:15 and

9:30 p.m. Thursday through Sunday, Jan. 8-11, in the Bell Huseum of Natural

History auditorium. (Showings Jan. 10 are tentatively scheduled for Hurphy

hall auditorium.)

Other films scheduled for January showings in the museum auditorium are

:'The Honey Order, Ii a new film from Senegal, 7: 30 and 9: 30 p. m., Jan. 16 and 17;

"Cat and House," a German film starring the sons of Hilly Brandt, 7:30 and 9:30

p. m., Jan. 23 and 24. and I1Red Beard, Il a Japanese film directed by Akira

Kurosawa, 8 p.m., Jan. 30 and 31.

FREE AND CLERGY TO DISCUSS
HOMOSEXUALITY AND CHURCH

"Homosexuality and the Church" will be discussed by area clergymen at the

Thursday, Jan. 8, meeting of FREE at the University of Minnesota.

Representatives of several denominations will participate in discussion

groups at 8 p.m. in Coffman Union men's lounge. Jack Baker, president of FREE

(Fight Repression of Erotic Expression), a campus homosexual group, said that

everyone is welcome to attend the meeting. He also noted that the Christmas

dance FREE sponsored to raise money for Santa Anonymous was a "huge success. II

The 100 students and guests donated $50 and numerous gifts to the organization.
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Professor Helmut G. Heinrich of the University of Minnesota's School of

Heinrich is a specialist in parachute design and applications, arid air-crew rescue

Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering has been elected a fellow to the Royal Aeronautical
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Society of Great Britain, indicating international recognition in aeronautics.

'u' AERONAUTICS PROFESSOR
RECEIVES INTERNATIONAL RECOGNITION

methods. He was made a fellow of the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics

(AIAA) this year also. The Royal Aeronautical Society was founded in 1866 and incorpor-

ated in 1948. It is an international organization with members from industrial and

academic occupations.

* * *

ABRAHAMSON TO SPEAK

Dr. Dean E. Abrahamson, assistant professor of anatomy at the University of

Minnesota, wilf participate in a Jan. 9 and 10 symposium on the population crisis at the

University of Wisconsin at Green Bay. Dr. Abrahamson has been active in the Minnesota

Committee for Environmental Information.

* * *
U OF M DEAN CRAWFORD
TO EDIT JOURNAL

Professor Bryce L. Crawford, dean of the Graduate School at the University of

Minnesota, becomes editor of The Journal of Physical Chemistry as of Thursday (Jan. 1).

The journal is one of many published by the American Chemical Society.

Crawford, a professor of physical chemistry, was chairman of the University's .'

chemistry department from 1955 to 1960. He is a member of the American Chemical

Society's board of directors., As editor of the journal he succeeds Professor Frederick

T. Wall of the University of California, San Diego, who is now executive director of the

American Chemical Society. (Editing the journal will not affect Crawford's position

with the University.)
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